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Abstract
Being Seen is an experience of feeling deeply understood by another person.
According to self-concept theory, such positive and understanding reflections are crucial for
self-concept development. However, when interactions produce negative reflections, selfconcept and emotional stability may suffer.
In gifted people, asynchronous development and overexcitabilities create experiences
that differ from the norm. Because few people are gifted or understand the social-emotional
aspects of giftedness, gifted people may have more difficulty finding people with whom they
feel deeply understood. This is likely to be even more true for highly gifted people, who are
only about 0.1% of the population.
In this exploratory study, 24 highly gifted adults participated in conversations about
being Seen as part of refining the concept itself. They then each wrote answers to reflective
questions about their experiences being Seen. Transcripts of those conversations and
participants’ written reflections were analyzed using thematic analysis to find common
threads of thought among the participants.
The findings suggest that being Seen is a positive but rare experience for participants.
More often, participants received negative or disapproving reflections to behaviors that are
typical for gifted people but atypical for others. This was called being misSeen. Participants
also described interactions when they neither felt understood nor received negative
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reflections. This was called being notSeen. In most interactions, participants felt misSeen or
notSeen.
To avoid the negative repercussions of being misSeen, participants learned to selfconceal among most people. Rather than reveal their self-described “true” or “authentic”
selves, participants restricted their natural ways of being and attempted to perform to others’
expectations. However, doing so required conscious thought, could be exhausting, and was
not always successful.
Although only a few participants acutely felt the effects of being misSeen and
notSeen, an undercurrent of dissatisfaction was detected in the participants’ responses. This
comports with self-concept literature about negative reflections and with literature about the
social-emotional aspects of giftedness. Discussion includes additional ideas about how selfconcept literature and gifted literature might intersect to explain findings. Future studies
might investigate how being Seen might change one’s self-concept or compare highly gifted
adults’ experiences to those of other groups.

Keywords: gifted, giftedness, gifted development, highly gifted, gifted adults, self-concept,
identity, adult development, being Seen, fitting in, self-presentation, self-determination,
self-formation
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For the Seers
You make a difference.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The Ugly Duckling and Self-Concept
In a duck nest, eggs were beginning to hatch. Fuzzy ducklings emerged from their
shells, but one duckling was large and ugly, not little and cute like his siblings. Because of
his appearance, his family and neighbors ridiculed and bullied him until he finally ran away
from home. The ugly duckling tried and failed to find safe haven with a hen, a cat, a flock of
geese, even a human family. He didn’t fit in anywhere and always felt lonely. The ugly
duckling decided he would rather be killed by swans, the most beautiful birds, than suffer
more rejection. To his surprise, the swans he met didn’t kill him but welcomed and
celebrated him. He glimpsed his reflection and was overjoyed to see that he had grown from
an ugly duckling into a beautiful swan.
No one the ugly duckling encountered knew that he was a normal baby swan. Each
animal lived in its own small world, and they did not understand anything outside of their
experience. By duck standards, perhaps he was ugly. But comparing apples and oranges
does not make sense; an apple makes a terrible orange. The other animals reflected him as
ugly because they relied on norms that did not apply to swans. Because the others did not
know what he was, the ugly duckling could not know who he was.
We all need to be seen for who and what we are because our self-concepts evolve
through interactions with others. When we interact, we perceive others’ reflections of us,
and those reflections integrate with each other to become self-concepts. Whether the
reflections are positive or negative depends in part on what frameworks others have when
they interact with us. Because the ugly duckling was born in a duck’s nest, the other animals
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judged him as though he were a duck. But he was a swan, not a duck, so he could not meet
their expectations. He did not fit in, and he received that message loud and clear.
Normal for an individual can differ from normal for a collective. The ugly duckling
looked like an abnormal duck but was a normal swan. Gifted people face similar challenges
in the human world. The intense experiences and complex thinking that are typical of gifted
people are not typical of most people. Some see them as brilliant, quick, creative, and
insightful while others see them as overdramatic, emotional, confusing, and weird. In either
case, “different” is part of the reflection that gifted people often receive from the world. But
the way they are feels natural to them, which conflicts with the messages they receive.
Natural Is Not Always Normal
I often feel normal, but I know I am not. I skipped a grade, my schools made special
provisions for me to do advanced work, and my test scores were usually in the 99th
percentile. I understand the evidence that I am different. But those kinds of things came
naturally to me. When I questioned an illogical rule, I figured other kids hadn’t asked about
it yet; I never considered that they hadn’t thought about it. I thought other kids just happened
to read and do math at lower levels but that everything else about us was the same.
Eventually, I learned that sometimes I did things that marked me as weird to other kids, but I
couldn’t tell what they were before I did them. I did what felt normal for me, usually making
the logical choice. I couldn’t understand why that logic often got me in trouble with adults or
made other kids not want to play with me.
As an adult, I better understand how I am different and how to pretend I fit in, though
it still takes trial and error at times. I naturally quip during conversations. My immediate
family and close friends do, too, and we all laugh together. When I act the same way with
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my extended family, everyone looks at me for a silent moment, and then the conversation
goes on as if I had never spoken. I learned to not say certain things at family reunions, but
that didn’t mean I could stop thinking them. With self-censoring like this, I can sometimes
seem to be enough like others to be part of their group. I do it to avoid the disapproval or
dismissal I receive from many people when I act naturally, but I am exhausted by evaluating
every thought for how it will be received. I can flap like a duck and quack like a duck, but I
am still not a duck.
Every once in a while, I meet someone with whom I share a deep understanding and
who seems to reflect some truth about me. These few people accept who I naturally am,
whereas for others, I project an image to make them feel accepting. Even more rarely,
someone reflects an aspect of myself that others convinced me was not there. I call these
moments of connection being Seen.
Being Seen in Adulthood
My sister and I seemed different from each other when we were children. I did
difficult math, lived with my nose in a book, and often did not understand why people did
what they did. My sister has always been able to handle any social situation, make people
from all walks of life feel understood, and generally fit in. I was the smart one, and she was
the sensitive one—at least, these are the reflections we remember receiving from the people
around us.
Objectively, both of us are smart and sensitive. My sister would have skipped a grade
like I did, but with her excellent social abilities, she was at ease with her classmates. She
also was accelerated in multiple subject areas. I have always connected strongly with
animals, and my feelings were hurt easily. But I never felt sensitive, and she never felt
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smart. These were not part of our understandings about who we were. In our adult lives,
however, both of us have had experiences that changed some of these fundamental ways we
thought about ourselves.
I felt Seen as sensitive for the first time a few years ago when I tried to save a bird
that had hurt itself after becoming trapped in a warehouse store. The bird died on the way to
the wildlife rescue. I was visiting my parents at the time, and I started sobbing like a little
girl in my mom’s arms when I got home. I hadn’t meant to fall apart and had even been
trying to suppress my sorrow. I just couldn’t help it. Even as I cried, I was afraid she would
think I was blowing a little thing out of proportion; after all, no one else in the store seemed
to think an injured bird was a good reason to interrupt a shopping trip. Instead, she held me
all the tighter and said, “Oh Tracy. You’ve always been so sensitive.” Her tone, almost
regretful, made me feel like she saw how hard it was for me to feel so deeply and wished it
could be different. I am crying again now reflecting on how loved and Seen I felt at that
moment. Someone had offered something I had known was true but had never believed.
Since then, I have become aware and accepting of my sensitivity. I am sensitive and smart.
My sister told me that refining my dissertation topic was one of the first times she felt
Seen for her intelligence. I had been stuck, and I believed she was the only person who could
help me. We went to a coffee shop, and she listened and took notes for herself as I talked
about my thoughts and feelings about helping gifted adults. After a while, she stopped me
and said, “Do you realize you have said ‘seen’ four times in the last ten minutes?” Her
question was truly the beginning of this dissertation. A few months later, she told me that
she felt Seen because I had asked for her help and felt proud that she had contributed to my
dissertation. She said she had always felt that I was smarter than she because of my
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accomplishments. But there I was asking for her help with, in her words, “this complicated,
tangled thing that required [her] to be able to think at the same level as [I].” She is smart and
sensitive.
These singular moments catalyzed self-concept changes for us, changes that affect
our choices. How I feel is now an important part of my decision-making process.
Sometimes that means I do things that others find extreme, like hand-feeding a chinchilla for
a year until he could eat on his own again. My sister now has more faith in her own intellect.
She carries herself a little differently, especially at work, knowing that her brain can handle
almost any problem thrown at her. Both of us feel more comfortable in our own skins and
more true to ourselves, even though we never thought we were being untrue to ourselves in
the first place. We still have times when we feel like we do not fit in the world, but we feel
like we fit ourselves better, strange as that may sound.
Highly gifted friends and colleagues have told similar stories. This study will expand
my exploration of these ideas beyond the people I know. This dissertation will help expand
studies of self-concept in gifted adults from anecdotes to formal research.
The Study
This study explores how highly gifted adults experience being Seen in their adult
lives. “Seen” was initially defined for participants as a time when they felt another person
deeply understood and reflected a truth about who they are. Through video conversations
and survey responses, participants reported on different aspects of self-concept reflection in
their lives. Participants were asked to reflect on their experiences being Seen, including how
they felt when they were Seen, their relationships with the people who reflected them, and
how giftedness has impacted being Seen. Their insightful, varied responses expanded
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beyond the questions, revealing additional facets of the concept for further study. In this
way, data were gathered about the experience of being Seen, the long-term effects of being
Seen, and the varied aspects of being Seen. No hypothesis is presented because this is an
exploratory study.
Significance
The study will contribute to the literatures on self-concept, social-emotional
challenges of giftedness, and gifted adults. The self-concept literature does not contain
information about self-concept formation or long-term self-concept change. In the gifted
literature, gifted adults and their social-emotional challenges have not received much
attention. Qualitative methods have been used to investigate self-concept in gifted children
(e.g., Wang & Neihart, 2015), but much of the research focuses on academic self-concept
and relies on quantitative instruments (e.g., Craven, Marsh, & Print, 2000). Some studies
have asked adults to reflect on their experiences as gifted children and used quantitative and
qualitative measures (e.g., Perrone, Wright, Ksiazak, Crane, & Vannatter, 2010). These
studies tend to ask questions about moments in time rather than experiences. A few
longitudinal studies have included interviews and open-ended surveys (e.g., Gross, 2004),
which have helped sharpen the portraits of gifted individuals as children and adults.
However, these also tend to focus on how people are rather than on their experiences
becoming that way.
This study explores the experience of self-concept formation as a highly gifted adult.
The results of this work could be used to determine a direction of research for socialemotional issues among gifted adults. By finding out how gifted adults experience self-
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concept reflection, perhaps suggestions can be made for facilitating positive reflections and
minimizing negative reflections in other gifted adults.
Dissertation Structure
In this chapter, the ideas, premise, and motivation for the study were introduced. Chapter
2 reviews the literature on self-concept, giftedness, and gifted adults. Perhaps more
importantly, it highlights the gaps in these literatures, which this study could begin to fill.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology of the study. In Chapter 4, the data are analyzed and
findings reported, and Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the work.
Summary
Like anyone, gifted kids and adults need positive, consistent reflections to develop a
good self-concept. Like the ugly duckling, they may not find those reflections until later in
life. Though self-concept development itself is an internal process, the social world is an
integral part of that process. Gifted people are different from others in ways that may create
barriers to self-concept development; this is especially true for highly gifted people as they
number even fewer. People who are not identified as gifted need supportive reflections as
well, but such reflections often are more readily available to them. Gifted people may
continue to try to squeeze into the shape of a duck if no one accurately reflects them as
swans. This study will help us understand how the experience of being Seen affects their
self-concepts.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
The self-concept and gifted fields have produced two wide bodies of literature;
however, fragmentation within them has limited progress in each. Morf and Mischel (2012)
have characterized the self-concept field as "complex and diffuse" (p. 21) because the
plethora of subfields inhibits formation of integrated theories. Indeed, Leary and Tangney
(2012) identified 66 different subtopics but few studies that developed any relationships
among the concepts. In the gifted literature, definitions and research strands are fragmented,
leading to varied reports about social-emotional issues in gifted children. Gifted adults have
been neglected in most research until the last few years. Sometimes, they are part of studies
regarding school programs or cited as studies or commentaries, but little has been said about
gifted adults’ social-emotional development. Although this dissertation does not unify either
field, it integrates fragments from each to make progress in both.
Theories of self-concept lead the first section, followed by challenges about
understanding self-formation. Literature from several self-concept subtopics describes
different intrapersonal and interpersonal dynamics surrounding interactions. In each, one or
two researchers, sometimes the originators of their subfields, seem to dominate the
conversation, though the research may be diverse under their individual umbrellas.
The second section begins with discussion of various definitions of giftedness before
narrowing to research guided by a psychological framework. The definitional bases guide
exploration of potential social-emotional risks of giftedness, particularly the relevant work
about challenges gifted children face in negotiating self-concept formation as they grow.
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Finally, theories from the two strands are combined to create unique perspectives on
self-concept formation in gifted children and development in gifted adults. This discussion
clarifies the need for research about self-concept in gifted adults.
Self-Concept
Theories of Self-Concept
Cooley (1902/1922) described a “looking-glass” self as his conception of how a
person’s self forms. After observing his children through their early development, he
proposed that each interaction contributes to self-formation through a three-step process.
First, I imagine your view of me. Second, I imagine your judgment of that view. Third, I
feel an emotion about that judgment, such as pride or shame. Together, these three things
become a kind of reflection from the other, though we are left to interpret whatever cues we
can glean from the other to create the reflected picture in our imaginations. Overall
reflections form from interactions with individuals and integrate to become the self. In
essence, the self is an amalgamation of what we imagine others think about us.
The looking-glass self is enmeshed with society because it is formed through
interaction. It is a social self. Cooley (1902/1922) pointed out that we use the pronoun “I” to
differentiate ourselves from society, to draw a line, however arbitrary, between what is self
and what is not self. Children also learn possessive pronouns early in their development,
particularly “my.” Although this might bring to mind toddlers with their favorite toys,
children also indicate possession of the important people in their lives, such as “my mommy”
or “my daddy.” Cooley wrote that such distinctions indicate awareness of a particular
connection between the child’s self and their “my.” While children still understand the
difference between self and other, they also recognize when that line becomes blurred.
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Children receive the majority of their looking-glass reflections from their parents in their
earliest years (Wiley, 2011), so it follows that their selves would be more strongly
intertwined with their parents.
Mead (1934/1967) took Cooley’s ideas about reflection a step farther. Mead
proposed that the self is formed by reflection from a generalized other, that we learn how to
be through societal reflections. These reflections can come from local groups or from society
as a whole. Mead described an internal process made up of what he called “I” and “me” that
functions in an ongoing loop. The “I” reacts in the moment to the situation. Then, the “me”
carries out that action, notes the response, and reflects on it, deciding whether or not to
integrate it into the current self-structure. The individual self is made up of the intersection
of all of these reflections. Each person’s uniqueness results from every person being a
member of a different combination of societal groups.
Mead (1934/1967) also emphasized the importance of language in social acts. Words
are agreed-upon symbols that allow individuals to communicate with each other. By
speaking a common language, individuals already begin their interaction from common
ground, although they often do not explicitly realize it. Habermas (1992) even went so far as
to argue that language is the only form of reflection. Other gestures or acts do not provide
information to incorporate and often do not reflect mutual agreement.
People imagine the point of view of others and respond in some way based on how
they imagine others are perceiving them. The judgments they perceive others making about
them affect their self-formation. In this way, people continually receive feedback whenever
they interact with others and so are continually reviewing their self-systems. However,
people may not necessarily integrate every reflection they receive (Wiley, 2011).
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Neither Cooley nor Mead described how people differentiate among the reflections
they receive. Both acknowledged that a reflection from someone an individual finds
important will carry more weight in the integrated self, which makes sense intuitively. But it
is unclear how people decide which reflections are more important than others. The answer
might be to compare with the already-established self, but that self had to originate
somewhere. The established self-system is itself a collection of reflections.
Self-Formation
In the majority of the self-concept literature, researchers examine different aspects of
self-concept in late adolescents and adults, but they have not investigated self-formation in
children. Wiley (2011) even wrote that “self-genesis is not really understood in social
theory” (p. 13). A few studies have focused on aspects of the self, like self-esteem in
children (Crocker & Wolfe, 2001). However, none has explored how the self-concept
initially forms in early childhood.
Even though self-formation is not addressed in the current academic research, Cooley
and Mead both observed children in order to form their theories (Wiley, 2011). Cooley
monitored his children’s self-formation and drew his conclusions from what he observed in
their early years (Wiley, 2011). Wiley (2011) wrote that self-formation begins when children
physically mirror their caretakers in early infancy, learning the significance of different
gestures. He argued that the physical mirroring suffices until children become reflexive. But
Wiley also notes that “most child development scholars have simply given up on this
question [of self-formation], at least in terms of a cultural answer” (p. 11). For example,
Swann (1987) wrote, “as children gather more and more evidence on which to base their selfconceptions, they begin to work to confirm these conceptions” (p. 2). However, he does not
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provide any support for this statement or make any further comment about how children form
their self-conceptions.
Despite the lack of specific evidence, researchers seem to assume that children seem
to form self-concepts earlier than their cognitive development would enable them to take on
others’ perspectives. Piaget (1967) found that even though children begin to pretend play
around 2 years old, they are not able to view situations from perspectives other than their
own until they are older. Vygotsky argued that development depends on a child’s
relationship to language (Goldhaber, 2000); in this way, his theory is similar to Mead’s.
Children are unable to interact with society through language until they are about 2 years old.
Thus, they are not able to step into another’s shoes to judge themselves as Cooley describes.
Even after 2, children’s pretend play, though it may look like role-taking, is usually children
recreating what they have seen adults do. True role-taking does not usually happen for
several more years, around 7 (Goldhaber, 2000; Piaget, 1967). Children seem to have some
self-concept before then, but the processes described by Cooley and Mead do not comport
with the cognitive development available at such young ages.
Erikson’s psychosocial stages could be used to argue that children are able to imagine
how others judge them early in life. According to Erikson (1950/1993), children between 2
and 4 years old negotiate the question, “Is it OK to be me?” Children’s caretakers play key
roles in determining whether the child will develop a sense of autonomy or a sense of shame
or doubt. If caretakers encourage children to explore and begin to do things for themselves,
children will develop autonomy. If they are too restrictive or ridicule children’s inabilities,
children will develop shame and doubt. Either way, it seems children are internalizing
reflections from their caretakers, even though cognitive theory holds that they are not yet
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able to take the caretakers’ perspectives. From this angle, Cooley’s looking-glass theory
appears sound though its mechanics remain unclear.
The way a self forms should provide the base for every aspect of self-concept
research, but it does not. Instead, the research is rife with unspoken assumptions about the
origins of self-concept. For example, researchers must assume that everyone starts out with
the same ingredients for building a self-concept. Imagining self-concept as playdough, each
person’s self-concept is an equal size, shape, and color. Each blob of playdough becomes a
different shape, but adulthood reveals only a relatively final sculpture. The process of
moving from blob to sculpture may carry information, but that process and information is
missing from our understanding of self-concept. Whether people form self-concepts the
same or different ways, that information has implications for other self-concept research.
Without it, research conclusions may carry less meaning than they would with an
understanding of the full self-formation process.
Other areas of self-concept also remain mysteries without information about selfformation. Self-concept seems to be ungraded; everyone has the same amount of selfconcept, at least in adulthood. Because researchers do not understand self-formation process,
they must assume everyone’s self-concepts form by the same mechanism and therefore are
constructed in the same way and to the same extent. Variations in these or any number of
other factors could affect the way different people respond to the same stimuli.
Lacking an understanding of self-formation, self-concept researchers are limited by
the assumptions they must make. They could be aware of these assumptions; this would be
understandable as no research project can take every variable into account. Yet few, if any,
mention the problems described above and how they could affect research conclusions.
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Self-Determination Theory
Self-determination theory, as developed by Deci and Ryan (2000), both extends and
qualifies Cooley’s and Mead’s original ideas about self-concept formation. SDT begins from
the assumption that people have multiple identities based on the different roles they have in
life (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Identities are more or less integrated into self-concept depending
on how well they satisfy three basic psychological needs: autonomy, competence, and
relatedness. When people receive positive reflections for behaviors, the identities that are
associated with those behaviors and that meet the three basic psychological needs are
integrated to form an authentic self-concept (Ryan & Deci, 2012).
According to SDT, people inherently are driven to create identities associated with
autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Identities that include autonomy allow people to
choose their actions and express their values (Deci & Ryan, 2012). People feel competent
when they believe that they will be successful and effective; identities associated with
particular capabilities or skills often meet this need. The need for relatedness drives people
to adopt identities that make them feel like they belong or fit in particular groups or society
as a whole (Ryan & Deci, 2000). When these needs are met, people incorporate the
associated identities into their self-concept. Integrated identities form an authentic selfconcept that drives intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2012), which has been associated with
greater well-being and mental health (Ryan, LaGuardia, & Rawsthorne, 2005). If those
needs are not met as well, behavior is more extrinsically motivated, which is associated with
negative well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
As children develop authentic selves, they also integrate society’s values when they
receive positive reflections for behaviors that meet expectations (Ryan & Deci, 2012). To
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the extent that those behaviors meet the basic psychological needs, the associated identities
become integrated as their authentic selves and the source of intrinsic motivation. However,
if they do not receive positive reflections for the behaviors that meet their psychological
needs, they may feel isolated and withdraw from their groups (Ryan & Deci, 2012).
Alternatively, they may choose to act inauthentically but in ways that conform to
expectations to get along within their groups. If they receive positive reflections without
having their psychological needs met, their authentic selves may suffer and their self-esteem
may be contingent on continuing to receive those reflections (Ryan & Deci, 2012). They will
interact inauthentically because they lack a strong, integrated authentic self. Ryan,
LaGuardia, and Rawsthorne (2005) showed that people experience less well-being when they
do not act from an authentic self.
To their credit, SDT researchers seem to have avoided designating thresholds or
absolute measures of meeting psychological needs. The scales they use have helped them
correlate need satisfaction, motivation, and well-being (e.g., La Guardia, Ryan, Couchman,
& Deci, 2000) and have been used in comparison studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2015). Different
people may have different requirements in different environments, making it arguably
impossible to determine what level of need satisfaction results in integration into the
authentic self. In addition, the three needs and what satisfies them may manifest differently
in different people. However, lack of standards also makes it difficult to ensure those needs
are being met, particularly through the developmental years.
SDT could predict trouble for people who do not conform to group expectations. The
group could be a family, a neighborhood, a region, an ethnic group, a country, or any other
people who share a culture. Most people form their authentic selves based on a combination
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of internalized identities. However, people who do not comport with group expectations are
unlikely to integrate their group culture into their authentic selves. Too many such
experiences can prohibit formation of an authentic self. Some people may decide to act like
others in their groups to avoid ostracization, even though the associated identities do not
satisfy their psychological needs. Thus, people who do not fit in their groups will not be able
to act from authentic selves, and their well-being may suffer as a result.
Self-Presentation
While self-determination theory focuses on an individual’s experience and response
to an other, self-presentation adds another layer with how individuals must present
themselves to interact successfully with others. Self-presentation involves creating
impressions so that others see us as we want to be seen (Leary, 1996). Those impressions
vary as others and context activate different identities and expectations (Schlenker, 2012).
To have a successful interaction, I must take the other’s perspective, imagine the other’s
perception of me, and present myself in a way that matches the other’s expectation
(Shibutani, 1961/1987; Stryker, 1980).
Self-presentation and impression management may conjure images of deception, as
when the sterotypical used car salesman tells customers whatever they need to hear to make a
sale; however, self-presentation is a normal part of everyday interactions (Schlenker, 2012).
Schlenker (2012) argues that self-presentation often is necessary even if the authentic self is
being enacted in the interaction. Though the individual may feel authentic, another person
may need different packaging to perceive the individual’s authenticity. Self-presentation also
may be unconscious at times, such as in routine circumstances where self-presentation may
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have become an unnoticed habit (Schlenker, 2012). Even returning another person’s smile,
though automatic, may be a form of self-presentation.
Successful self-presentation depends primarily on motivation and self-confidence.
People must be highly motivated to present a certain image to others and must believe they
will be successful in doing so (Schlenker, 2012). If either of these factors is missing, the
other person will be less likely to believe the image presented. Social anxiety can develop
when people repeatedly fail in their self-presentations despite being highly motivated to
succeed (Leary, 1996). Self-presentation also tends to be easier when it is more aligned with
one’s authentic self (Leary, 1996; Pontari & Schlenker, 2000). On the other hand, hostile or
skeptical audiences require more effort for effective self-presentation (Schlenker, 2012).
Even if audiences might not be judged hostile by a third party, the individual’s perception of
the audience as hostile will negatively affect self-presentation.
Although self-presentation is not deceptive per se, a low level of deception often is
rewarded with social success. Many times, people present versions of themselves that are
authentic but that emphasize the more positive aspects of themselves. Such selfenhancement facilitates good impressions; however, it can backfire if it crosses into selfaggrandizement, leaving negative impressions on others (Alicke & Sedikides, 2009).
Researchers also found that people who lie to make their friends look better are liked more
than people who tell the truth regardless of the impression it will make (Pontari & Schlenker,
2006). Even little white lies can be a form of self-presentation. For example, despite
admonishing children for lying, parents teach their children to tell Aunt Mary her dress is
pretty, even if it is the ugliest garment ever made.
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Self-presentation can impact self-concept even as it impacts others’ impressions of a
person. A public self, a version constructed for self-presentation, may eventually be
internalized and become part of the private self (Tedeschi, 1986). This is more likely if the
public self aligns with the private self (Schlenker & Trudeau, 1990) and has received positive
reflections during interactions (Leary, 1996). In addition, internalization is more likely if the
person has freely chosen the presentation and if the presentation has been beneficial
(Schlenker & Trudeau, 1990; Tice, 1992). However, people may freely choose selfpresentations that help them accomplish their goals but do not align with their private selves;
this kind of public self is less likely to be internalized.
When self-presentation becomes arduous, it causes a kind of mental energy drain,
which has been called ego depletion. Self-presentation challenges include those described
above, such as presenting a self that differs substantially from the authentic self or selfpresenting to a hostile or skeptical audience. Under these conditions, people become less able
to regulate themselves, which is necessary for self-presentation. More ego depletion then
results in less successful self-presentation (Vohs, Baumeister, & Ciarocco, 2005). Ego
depletion also limits the mental energy available for other cognitive work. Researchers
found that people scored lower on IQ tests and completed tasks less efficiently after they had
suffered ego depletion (Schmeichel, Vohs, & Baumeister, 2003). Thus, difficult selfpresentations can negatively affect people beyond their interactions with others.
Recently, traditional ego depletion research has been challenged by newer researchers
within the field. In a multilab registered replication report (RRR) of ego depletion, Hagger
and Chatzisarantis (2016) found little to no ego depletion effect across 23 labs and 2,141
participants. The popular press, including The Washington Post (Szokan, 2016), Huffington
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Post (Ferguson, 2016), and Discover Magazine (Neuroskeptic, 2016), reported that the
concept of ego depletion might not exist after all; however, such headlines were arguably
premature. During an in-person debate (Baumeister & Inzlicht, 2016), Baumeister, who
developed the idea of ego depletion, and Inzlicht, who seems to be leading the challenge,
presented opposing arguments about the nature of self-control, each based in their past
research. Baumeister, Bratslavkey, Muraven, & Tice (1998) have argued that willpower is a
fixed resource that depletes over time until it can be recharged. Inzlicht and Schmeichel
(2012) have proposed that motivation drives willpower and that what appears to be depletion
actually is a change in priorities. Inzlicht (Baumeister & Inzlicht, 2016) augmented his
argument with the results of the RRR, which he characterized as a major challenge to the
fixed resource argument. However, Baumeister and Vohs (2016) and Dang (2016) argued
that the task for the RRR did not require enough self-control and was too short to
demonstrate ego depletion. In his debate with Inzlicht, Baumeister also argued that the RRR
only tested cognitive skills and was not able to capture the full scope and nuance of
psychological effects. Further research may eventually settle the controversy over ego
development.
Self-Verification and Self-Enhancement
Self-enhancement researchers assume a universal desire for more positive selfconcept (Swann, Jr., Griffin, Predmore, & Gaines, 1987; Kwang & Swann, Jr., 2010).
People will seek out individuals who provide positive feedback and will avoid individuals
who provide negative feedback. If people have negative self-concepts in particular areas,
they will seek out someone who gives positive feedback, even though it conflicts with their
own self-concept (Swann et al., 1987; Kwang & Swann, 2010). Under the assumptions of
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self-enhancement, it would seem that people tend to avoid negative feedback, even
constructive criticism.
Critics of this theory argued that most people already have positive self-concepts
about most aspects of themselves. They look for positive feedback because it aligns with
their self-concept, not simply because it is positive (Swann, 1987). Fewer people have
negative self-concepts, so their experiences are overlooked due to their minority status in the
full population. Critics have argued that researchers might find different results if they
researched people with negative self-concepts and people with positive self-concepts as two
distinct populations (Gomez, Seyle, Huici, & Swann, Jr, 2009). Self-verification theory
diverges from self-enhancement based on this difference in assumption.
Self-verification theorists assume that people prefer that their lives be organized and
predictable and will avoid things that challenge their understanding of how they expect the
world to be (Kwang & Swann, 2010). Because of this, people seek out others who provide
feedback that aligns with their own self-concept, though that feedback may not always be
positive (Swann, Jr., Hixon, Stein-Seroussi, & Gilbert, 1990). If people have positive selfconcepts, they will look for others who provide positive feedback, as self-enhancement
researchers found. However, if people have negative self-concepts, they will look for others
who provide negative feedback, affirming that their own understanding and expectation of
the world can be trusted. Further, they will take measures to elude conflicting feedback,
including changing their environment and avoiding people who give conflicting feedback
(Swann, 1987). They may even listen selectively, remembering only those parts of
interactions that align with their self-concept (Swann, Jr. & Read, 1981).
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Self-verification theory makes it difficult to imagine a scenario where self-concept
would change (Swann, Jr. & Hill, 1982). Even in therapy, where people ostensibly go to
make intrapersonal changes, they resist changing their self-concept (Swann, Jr., Wenzlaff,
Krull, & Pelham, 1992; Markus & Nurius, 1986; Swann, 1987; Swann, Jr., 1997). Swann
and Ely (1984) have argued that self-concept would change if one person has low-certainty
about a negative self-concept while the person giving feedback has high-certainty about the
other person’s self-concept. Their research showed that this combination of low-certainty
self-concept and high-certainty feedback resulted in short-term self-concept change.
However, no research has investigated long-term change. Unfortunately, the literature lacks
studies about what produces higher or lower certainty and whether any change is enduring as
subjects are tested immediately after their interactions. In later studies, researchers have not
tested for self-concept certainty in their participants before drawing conclusions about what
can precipitate short-term self-concept change. Certainty may be an underlying variable in
those studies.
After protracted argument about which theory was correct, researchers found
evidence that self-enhancement and self-verification may both exist but appear under
different conditions (Swann, 1997). When participants were placed under stress or were
experiencing cognitive overload, they showed self-enhancing behavior. However, after the
stressor or cognitive load was removed, they showed self-verifying behavior in response to
the same feedback (Swann et al., 1990). Swann, Griffin, Predmore, and Gaines (1987)
concluded that self-enhancement requires less time than self-verification. For selfenhancement, people must only determine if the feedback is positive before accepting it, a
one-step process. For self-verification, people have to determine whether the feedback is
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positive or negative, then compare that to their own self-concepts and make judgments about
whether they aligned. This two-step process would require more thinking and would take
more time.
Self-verifying appears to require more cognition than self-enhancing (Kwang &
Swann, 2010). Swann, Bosson, and Pelham (2002) found that people may attempt to selfenhance or self-verify based on motive and interaction partner. Swann, De La Ronde, and
Hixon (1994) found that married people want self-verification while dating partners want
positive feedback. These findings provided more support for the existence of both selfenhancement and self-verification as opposed to people doing only one or the other.
Other Self-Concept Research and Its Problems
Researchers have investigated how particular relationships affect self-concept. In the
self-expansion literature, most participants are people in close relationships, often married,
heterosexual couples (Aron, Aron, Tudor, & Nelson, 1991; Aron et al., 2004). Other
researchers have used roommates (Tam & Bond, 2002) or dating relationships (Swann et al.,
2002) to test particular ideas. Researchers also have created scenarios that require input from
friends or family, such as accuracy of perception (Malloy & Albright, 1990) or whether
different self-aspects emerge in different contexts (Carlson, Furr, & Vazire, 2010).
The self-expansion literature has addressed long-term change research but only in a
narrow way. In the self-expansion literature, researchers propose ways that individuals take
on aspects of their partners in close relationships (Aron et al., 2004). However, this is not,
strictly speaking, self-concept change based on reflection of the self already in place.
Instead, people choose to make new self-aspects part of their self-systems, effectively
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changing what they present to others and, thus, the reflections they receive (Aron et al.,
2004).
General Limitations of Current Research
Research about self-concept typically includes measurement of the effect of a
variation in researcher-created feedback. The participants tend to be college students,
undergraduates who receive credit in their psychology classes for participating in the
experiment. Researchers then use statistical regressions to determine whether their
hypotheses held true. The population for this research presents obvious limitations. College
students, the majority of the participants, typically have a common socio-economic status,
interest in learning, and lifestyle. In these studies, the students usually are within the same
university and often receive credit in their undergraduate psychology classes for
participation. Thus, the population self-selects as people who all chose the same university,
who are interested in psychology, and who care about getting good grades. Still, all research
has limitations, and self-concept researchers draw conclusions despite the homogeneity of
their population.
Some general self-concept research has been based on intentionally particular
populations rather than accidentally homogeneous populations. Coover and Murphy (2000)
took a cross-cultural perspective, researching self-concept in African American and Mexican
American adolescents. Other researchers focused on people with disabilities. Bear, Minke,
and Manning (2002) and Huck, Kemp, and Carter (2010) looked at students with learning
and intellectual disabilities, respectively, and Ratner and Berman (2015) explored how
autism affects self-concept. At the other end of the spectrum, Litster and Roberts (2011)
examined self-concepts in gifted children. People with physical disabilities, such as deafness
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or vision-impairment, also were populations of interest for some researchers (Datta, 2014;
van Gent, Goedhart, Knoors, Westenberg, & Treffers, 2012).
In research about special populations, self-concept typically is measured and
compared to findings for some other group. The other group may be a population that
received different services or, often, simply the general population. Researchers use
instruments to produce measurements that can be compared as statistical regressions. The
measurements represent a single moment in time. Researchers do not generally examine
self-concept change in special populations, though some work has been done regarding the
effect of services on gifted children’s self-concept (e.g., Rinn, Reynolds, & McQueen, 2011).
Researchers also continue to investigate James’s idea that many things depend on
how much people care about aspects of their self-concept (Pelham, 1995b). Controversy
continues over the evidence, partly due to differing opinions about research methodology
(Pelham & Swann, Jr, 1989; Marsh, 1993; Pelham, 1995a; Marsh, 1995; Marsh, 2008). This
might be one way of explaining why we integrate some reflections and discard others, if it
could be measured. Because of the continuing argument, how much a person cares about a
self-aspect is not part of mainstream research on self-concept. The answer could have great
significance for studies through all aspects of self-literature.
Self-concept researchers may be doing the best they can with the tools available to
them. However, they cannot draw fully informed conclusions about adult self-concepts
without understanding their origins, their constructions, and their processes. Cooley’s and
Mead’s original ideas about self-concept formation defy current principles of early cognitive
development, but this contradiction goes unmentioned in the literature. Instead, researchers
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assume commonality in self-concept formation and attempt to understand what they believe
to be a fully formed self-concept.
Reflection Problems
Theories of self-concept all require a person other than the self be present. All of
these concepts are based in Cooley and Mead’s original premises that people’s self-concepts
form based on reflections from other people. Researchers explore how people perceive those
reflections and integrate them into their self-concepts. Surprisingly, not much research has
been done about who this other person is. As noted above, some researchers have studied
interactions with spouses, families, or roommates. But they have not investigated what
qualifications a person must have in order for the individual to care about the reflection. It
appears that people react the same regardless of who the other is. Anyone can affect
another’s self-concept, given the right circumstances.
Reflections for society’s outliers might not come so easily. Most people are like most
other people in basic ways. They hold up mirrors for reflection that are based in some
commonalities, even if they are unrecognized. Sometimes, however, the differences between
the individual and the reflector are great enough that the mirror takes on a funhouse quality.
Cultural misunderstandings are an easy example of this. Two people from different cultures
might understand the meaning of a word or a gesture to mean two different things. Mead’s
theory depends on people having common symbols through which they can communicate or
the reflection process breaks down. The other might make a judgement about an individual
based on a misunderstood gesture. This reflection may conflict with the individual’s selfconcept as reflected within his or her own culture. Different cultures are not outliers, but
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cultural misunderstandings demonstrate the way outliers, who have little in common with the
majority of the population, may receive reflections that conflict with their self-concept.
While self-concept research has progressed in some ways, researchers have not done
much work on how their theories might differ based on differences in the population. The
population readily available for their research has many characteristics in common but is not
an intentional choice of specific population. Self-concept development may be different in
different races, socioeconomic classes, or environments, for example. The gifted population
also has not been researched to see if anything is unique about its self-concept development,
though self-concept researchers are no different in this than researchers in other fields are.
As outliers, gifted people may have difficulties finding mirrors they recognize.
Giftedness
Gifted people are defined by their difference from the norm. Theorists disagree about
the nature of that difference, but the assumption of difference lies beneath every definition of
giftedness. Gifted children may be described as smarter than, more motivated than, more
sensitive than, always as compared to most other children. Given the tenets of self-concept
theory, it follows that this difference might cause complications as gifted children develop
their self-concepts. The nature of those complications could be tied to the nature of the
difference.
Researchers have proposed various definitions of giftedness that describe how gifted
people differ from the norm in a number of ways. The earliest definitions were based on
high scores from intelligence tests. As more researchers have become interested in
giftedness, two factions seem to have formed. One group focuses on the difference in
outcome as gifted children grow into remarkable achievement, making discoveries and
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creating knowledge at higher levels than most people. The other group focuses on the
difference in how gifted people experience the world, including more intensely and more
quickly than the norm. An exploration of these definitions will lead to an understanding of
how self-concept might be affected by giftedness.
Historical Definitions
Lewis Terman, one of the first researchers of the gifted, defined giftedness by IQ
scores. In 1922, Terman began a longitudinal study, with other researchers picking up the
baton after Terman died (see Holahan & Sears, 1995). Children who participated in
Terman’s study were chosen based on their IQ scores being at least 140 (Terman, 1925),
which was equivalent to about the top 1% (Shurkin, 1992). He studied mainly performance
and achievement of the Termites, as the children called themselves (Shurkin, 1992),
particularly as it related to their physical health and, in later years, their life satisfaction.
In 1972, Sidney Marland, the U.S. Commissioner of Education, issued a report to
Congress about the state of gifted education in the United States. His report included a new
definition of giftedness that included provisions for giftedness in multiple domains as
follows:
Gifted and talented children are those identified by professionally qualified
persons who by virtue of outstanding abilities are capable of high performance.
These are children who require differentiated educational programs and services
beyond those normally provided by the regular school program in order to realize
their contributions to self and society.
Children capable of high performance include those with demonstrated
achievement and/or potential ability in any of the following areas: 1) General
intellectual aptitude, 2) specific academic aptitude, 3) creative or productive thinking,
4) leadership ability, 5) visual and performing arts. (Marland, Jr., 1971, p. 2)
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The Jacob K. Javits Gifted and Talented Students Education Act of 1988, which was
reauthorized in 2002, used the second paragraph above as its definition of gifted children.
In practice, this definition mattered more for intellectual giftedness than for other
kinds. School districts already provided programs for gifted athletes in forms such as varsity
football teams, and districts did not know how to judge artistic giftedness in a standardized
way. But IQ testing provided districts a defensible method to quantify intellectual giftedness.
Students typically qualified by scoring at least two standard deviations above the norm,
though various tests were used, including Stanford-Binet, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children (WISC), Woodcock-Johnson, and others (Webb, Meckstroth, & Tolan, 1982).
Research about gifted children grew throughout the 1980s. The increase in school
gifted and talented programs meant that researchers could easily access groups of gifted
children. As research interests grew, they also diversified. Many researchers became
interested in why some students showed higher achievement than others and how that
potential could be identified. They focused on talent as something that needed to be
developed and began to suggest different models of giftedness that included elements such as
effort, resilience, and even luck (e.g., Bloom, 1985; Renzulli, 2002; Sternberg & Davidson,
1985). Other researchers focused on the social-emotional implications of giftedness, how the
gifted’s intellectual potential affected other areas of their existence (e.g., Webb et al., 1982;
Piechowski, 1979; Kerr, 1985).
Achievement-Based Models of Giftedness
Research on gifted achievement has relied on measurable aspects of talent, following
modernist scientific principles. Researchers use IQ tests, achievement scores, and behavioral
scales completed by parents and teachers to gather information about gifted kids. Early work
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focused on school programs and how curricula could support gifted achievement. Later,
researchers also developed alternative models of giftedness based on what they had learned
about achievement from their work in classrooms.
Differences among achievement-based models. Renzulli proposed a three-ring
conception of giftedness (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2008). In his model, giftedness is defined
by above-average ability, task commitment, and creativity (Renzulli, 2002). He defined
above-average as the top 15-20% in any domain. Task commitment included intrinsic
motivation but also characteristics such as perseverance and work ethic. As recently as 2005,
he cautioned against testing creativity using available tests but did not suggest any alternate
method of identification. Renzulli (2005) argued that these three pieces characterize
potential but not giftedness. He wrote, “until that potential is manifested in some type of
superior performance, I am reluctant to say they have displayed gifted behaviors” (p. 48).
Sternberg (2005) and Simonton (1998) also included three factors in their conceptions
of giftedness. Sternberg (2005) advocated for his WICS model, which stands for wisdom,
intelligence, and creativity synthesized. His model resembles Renzulli’s except for the
inclusion of wisdom. Sternberg defined wisdom as balancing one’s own needs against
others’ needs and acting in the common good. He considered giftedness to be expertise in
development and argued that his three pieces must be supported for that expertise to fully
develop (Sternberg, 2003). Simonton (1998) argued more generally that the transformation
from giftedness to genius includes biological, sociological, and psychological factors. Again,
though, the goal is assumed to be “genius,” notable achievement of some sort.
Tannenbaum (1997) argued that giftedness in children only signifies their potential
for becoming remarkable producers or performers. Like Renzulli, Sternberg, and Simonton,
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he included other factors such as environmental supports, motivation, and even chance as
precursors of gifted adulthood. He did not mince words, writing,
Until maturation and wise nurturance are allowed to run their courses, all that can be
said for precocious children, even the prodigies among them, is that they are
potentially gifted. Whether, and in what ways, early promise will be fulfilled, only
time will tell. (emphasis from original quote) (p. 40)
Gagné (1985, 1993, 2005) developed a differentiated model of giftedness and talent
(DGMT) over 30 years ago and has continued refining it. He separated giftedness and talent
into two different concepts and defines them as follows:
Giftedness designates the possession and use of outstanding natural abilities
(called aptitudes or gifts), in at least one ability domain, to a degree that places an
individual at least among the top 10 percent of age peers.
Talent designates the outstanding mastery of systematically developed
abilities (or skills) and knowledge in at least one field of human activity to a degree
that places an individual at least in the top 10 percent of age peers who are or have
been active in that field or fields. (Gagné, 2005, p. 99)
Gagné distinguished his model from Tannenbaum’s by pointing out that “potential
giftedness” does not exist in the DGMT. Giftedness is potential talent, and talent is
achievement, typically as an adult. Thus, he argued, giftedness is inherent to talent. Like
Renzulli, Gagné casts a wide net defined as giftedness, originally defining it as more than
one standard deviation above normal (Gagné, 1993) before refining it to the top 10% and
noting levels of giftedness within that population (Gagné, 2004). Again, though, as in other
models, giftedness requires development that can be demonstrated, typically by achievement
or performance.
In a different vein, Subotnik, Olszewski-Kublius, and Worrell (2011) presented what
they consider a comprehensive definition of giftedness as follows:
Giftedness is the manifestation of performance that is clearly at the upper end of the
distribution in a talent domain even relative to other high-functioning individuals in
that domain. Further, giftedness can be viewed as developmental in that in the
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beginning stages, potential is the key variable; in later stages, achievement is the
measure of giftedness; and in fully developed talents, eminence is the basis on which
this label is granted. (p. 1)
Subotnik (2009) argued that work in the field should focus on what supports are required for
the development of gifted children into eminent adults. She included psychosocial factors
but only in service of this kind of development, not targeted toward psychological wellbeing
for its own sake.
Limitations of achievement-based models. Research, especially about
achievement, became more possible when school districts began to create gifted programs
and when summer enrichment opportunities appeared. The qualifications for such programs
align with the achievement-focused nature of the research. Summer programs typically are
made available based on scores of IQ testing or above-age testing, as when kids score well on
the SAT in seventh or eighth grade. Only engaged parents will make sure their children
undergo this kind of testing, so only those children will be part of those programs.
Meanwhile, underidentification has been and remains a problem in African American,
Hispanic American, and Native American populations (Ford & Whiting, 2008). These kinds
of cultural and logistical problems lead to a research population that tends to be upper-middle
class and White, though with some Asian American participation.
In addition to the limitations above, researchers using achievement-based models
often depend on behavioral checklists and other instruments that have been validated for use
on the general population. In the wide-spread testing required for creation of these tools,
outliers are discarded or rolled into the average where they have little effect on the overall
findings. Thus, by their very nature, outliers are underrepresented in these assessments.
Such tools do not necessarily represent the experiences of the gifted, but researchers use
these kinds of checklists to determine that gifted children are no different from other kids.
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They may use a tool that has left out the gifted in its validation data to prove something about
gifted children. This logic is problematic, to say the least.
Gifted children rarely become gifted adults when achievement-based models are
used. Children are identified as gifted based on their potential for achievement as adults.
They must demonstrate eminence, recognition of notable achievement, to be considered
gifted in adulthood. Those who do not become eminent are simply former gifted kids. This
would seem to imply that many gifted children would not be considered gifted adults. In
these models, 5-10% of children are potentially gifted; however, many fewer adults would be
described as eminent. Researchers include adults only to investigate which childhood
programs or interventions produced the highest achievement.
Giftedness as Experience
In the 1980s, research began to include the social and emotional issues of the gifted.
The suicide of Dallas Egbert, a gifted 17-year-old, prompted Webb, Meckstroth, and Tolan to
write Guiding the Gifted Child (1982), perhaps the first resource for parents and teachers to
understand the difference in the inner lives of gifted children. Parent groups evolved into an
organization called Supporting the Emotional Needs of the Gifted (SENG), which continues
to provide support and resources.
Definitions of giftedness expanded in this sector of gifted research to incorporate more
qualitative understandings of giftedness. As early as 1981, Roeper (1995) defined giftedness
as “a greater awareness and sensitivity and a greater ability to transform perceptions into
intellectual and emotional experiences” (p. 75).1 Authors began to create lists of characteristics
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From “How Gifted Children Cope with Their Emotions,” originally presented at the Fourth World Conference
of the World Council for the Gifted in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, August 1981.
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of gifted children to help with identification rather than relying solely on testing measures.
Today, such lists often include the following:
•

Unusual alertness as early as birth

•

Unusually large vocabularies and complex sentence structures

•

Comprehension of language nuances, may use puns in sense of humor

•

Longer attention span, persistence—if interested in the subject

•

Intensity of feelings and actions, morally sensitive, unusual sense of justice

•

Tend to question authority and traditions

•

Strong curiosity and limitless questions, reasons well

•

Wide range of interests

•

Perfectionism, high expectations

•

Learns quickly, has an unusually good memory

•

Largely self-taught reading and writing skills as preschoolers

•

Vivid imagination, imaginary playmates, very creative

•

Prefers older companions

•

Facility with puzzles and numbers

•

Sensitive, feelings hurt easily

•

Interest in experimenting

•

Impatience with themselves and others

•

Preoccupied with own thoughts, daydreaming

(adapted from Silverman, 1997; Webb et al., 1982; Ruf, 2005; Clark, 2013)
Some of the items on this list are achievement-based, but others are about unrelated
behaviors and emotional experiences. While Gagné, Sternberg, and Subotnik were interested
in achievement-based aspects of giftedness, more psychologically minded researchers
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investigated the inner lives of the gifted. Eventually, a new definition of giftedness evolved,
which included ideas of how the gifted experience being in the world and provided space for
investigating the social-emotional effects of giftedness.
The Columbus Group Definition
In 1991, a group gathered in Columbus, Ohio, to create a definition that offered a
more holistic concept of giftedness. Rather than focus only on achievement, the members of
this group were also concerned with other aspects of life, such as emotional richness,
interpersonal challenges, and intrapersonal awareness. The Columbus Group definition, as it
came to be known, is as follows:
Giftedness is asynchronous development in which advanced cognitive abilities and
heightened intensity combine to create inner experiences and awareness that are
qualitatively different from the norm. This asynchrony increases with higher
intellectual capacity. The uniqueness of the gifted renders them particularly
vulnerable and requires modifications in parenting, teaching, and counseling in order
for them to develop optimally. (Morelock, 1992, p. 14)
Morelock (1992) introduced the new definition in her article, “Giftedness: The View
From Within,” citing an unpublished transcript of a meeting of the Columbus Group, but no
other information about the Columbus Group was available. Over the years, “graduate
students attempting to track down the source of the definition of giftedness as ‘asynchronous
development’ and credit its author(s) have run into a brick wall” (Tolan, 2013a, p. 14).
Recently, the Columbus Group quietly revealed itself in the book Off the Charts: Asynchrony
and the Gifted Child (Neville, Piechowski, & Tolan, 2013). Its members were five people
who had extensive experience educating, counseling, and parenting the highly gifted.2
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See Off the charts: Asynchrony and the gifted child (Neville et al., 2013) for a complete history of the
Columbus Group definition.
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Their definition began to appear in other writings almost immediately after
Morelock’s article was published. Despite challenges from the other researchers (see
Morelock, 1997a, 1997b; Gagné, 1997a, 1997b), the Columbus Group definition came to be
considered “a fairly accepted platform for thinking about giftedness” (Webb & Webb, 2007).
The Columbus Group integrated complex concepts to create its definition. Those
concepts need to be unpacked to understand the definition as a whole. Exploring
asynchronous development and the Columbus Group’s concept of intensity explicates the
qualitative differences of being gifted.
Asynchronous development. Asynchronous development can be traced back to
Terman’s (1916) concept of “mental age,” the differential between a child’s chronological
age and the age aligned with intelligence, as determined by IQ tests. Children who scored
100 on their IQ tests were said to be the same mental age as chronological age. Children
who scored higher were said to have a higher mental age than chronological age; the
difference grew as the IQ score increased. The Columbus Group makes reference to this,
noting that “asynchrony increases with higher intellectual capacity.” However, in the years
since Terman, the concept expanded to encompass multiple areas of development, not just
mental versus chronological. The various elements of development are interdependent but
not always researched with that interdependence in mind.
Gardner’s (1993) conception of multiple intelligences supports the notion of
asynchronous development. Gardner proposed that rather than a single intelligence, human
potential is a mix of six, later seven, different kinds of intelligences: musical, bodilykinesthetic, logical-mathematical, spatial, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. The intelligences
operate independent of each other, though one may need to be gifted in some combination of
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them to excel in certain things. People are more or less gifted in each intelligence, which
also follow a developmental pattern.
Most people develop in each of those intelligences relatively synchronously, but this
usually is not true for the gifted. Gifted children might have asynchronous development
manifest as ahead of the norm in logical-mathematical intelligence but far behind in
interpersonal intelligence—the stereotypical science nerd who lacks social skills. While
others might have small gaps between their different kinds of development, the gaps in the
gifted’s development often are large and noticeable.
Gardner’s work provided a framework within which to conceptualize asynchronous
development, but the different areas of development are less structured in much of the
literature. Researchers seem to focus primarily on cognitive development, emotional
development, and moral development; these three domains typically develop more quickly in
gifted children. But others have written about spiritual development, fine-motor skill
development, and creative development. Asynchrony occurs in a variety of patterns,
becoming more extreme in highly gifted people (Silverman, 1993b).
Intensity and Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration. The inclusion of
“intensity” in the Columbus Group definition evolved from Dabrowski’s theory of positive
disintegration (TPD) and, in particular, his concept of overexcitabilities (OEs). Piechowski
(1979) introduced TPD to the gifted community in the early 1980s, and social-emotional
researchers became increasingly interested in this model through the decade. Dabrowski’s
ideas about intensity and developmental potential help explain the special social and
emotional needs of the gifted that had been observed but not necessarily measured or
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researched in a systematic way. TPD grew to become more integrated with the Columbus
Group’s ideas of giftedness.
Dabrowski’s experiences during World War I and World War II inspired the work
that eventually became TPD (Ackerman, 2009). Dabrowski was a psychiatrist and
psychologist who lived in Poland during the two world wars (Tillier, 2008). He watched as
some people followed the crowd mentality while others stood up for their principles despite
the high personal cost. After the wars ended, he set out to understand the difference between
these two groups of people.
In his practice, Dabrowski began seeing creative people and people with spiritual
depth, who he found more often stood opposite the natural flow of society (Ackerman, 2009).
While most people seemed to adopt their families’ or friends’ opinions, creatives took
positions that were not necessarily popular with society, reaching for what ought to be rather
than what is. He found that the people he studied had a higher incidence of depression,
anxiety, and other neurosis-related mental disturbances. Instead of trying to cure them of
their disorders, Dabrowski investigated the thinking that accompanied these neuroses and
concluded that they are necessary for higher development (Mika, 2008; Tillier, 2009). Based
on his studies, Dabrowski proposed TPD, a five-level model of development.
Levels in Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration. Dabrowski cautioned that
not all people would develop through higher levels of his model; in fact, most would not
progress beyond Level II (Tillier, 2009). At Level I, people are self-interested, doing what
they need to do to keep themselves safe. People at Level I are in a state of primary
integration. They do not question their beliefs and act on those unquestioned beliefs
(Ackerman, 2009). At Level II, people question some of their beliefs and feel some
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discomfort at the conflict between their traditional beliefs and their new thoughts. The
shakiness of their beliefs makes them like “a reed shaken in the wind” (Piechowski, 2008, p.
64). Their new introspection may be triggered by events such as a developmental change or
a personal crisis. From here, people may either return to Level I or progress to Level III
(Mendaglio, 2008); however, those who progress to Level III will not be able to return to
levels I or II because their perspectives will have shifted too dramatically.
At Level III, individuals experience positive disintegration, a major internal crisis that
manifests as depression, shame, anxiety, guilt, and similar neuroses (Ackerman, 2009).
Dabrowski would congratulate people on these neuroses, seeing them as a developmental
benchmark of sorts. During positive disintegration, people begin to notice the difference
between the way they are and the way they could be (Ackerman, 2009). They become
frustrated with the chasm they see between their actual selves and their ideal selves
(Mendaglio, 2008). Although they want to live aligned with their ideal selves, they do not
always manage to act that way and may sometimes continue to act as they have in the past,
even if they dislike it (Ackerman, 2009). Aware of their hypocrisy, they take a close look at
themselves and are not happy about what they see (Piechowski, 1991). If people are unable
to resolve difference between their actual and ideal selves, they can become mired in
neurosis and anxiety, remaining in a disintegrated state.
Level III is called positive disintegration because in it, people take themselves apart,
examine the pieces, and, if they progress to Level IV, put themselves back together better
than they began. Although the crisis itself can be unpleasant to experience, Dabrowski
argued that individuals need to fall apart so they can reintegrate closer to their ideal selves.
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At levels IV and V, people act more and more in line with their ideal selves. They
typically become more other-focused, more concerned for the world around them
(Mendaglio, 2008). These levels are not unlike Maslow’s self-actualization stage. At Level
IV, people choose the values to which they ascribe and more often behave in line with them,
demonstrating autonomy in their thoughts and actions (Nelson, 1989). Eleanor Roosevelt has
been studied as an exemplar of Level IV because of her autobiographical details of selfdevelopment and of altruistic action, showing a heightened empathy and awareness of others
and their needs (Piechowski, 1990). People at Level V are very scarce. They have
completed their reintegration and do not struggle with inner conflict (Nelson, 1989). Peace
Pilgrim served as an exemplar of Level V because of the process she described to reach what
ultimately was a fully altruistic state, which she experienced as being an instrument of the
divine (Piechowski, 2009).
Dabrowski was interested in why some people develop through these levels while
others do not. The creative and eminent people he studied seemed to feel things more deeply
than the average person and were more able to imagine alternatives to the status quo
(Ackerman, 2009). The combination of deep feeling and imagination impelled them to act
more in line with their personal moral imperatives. In addition to the crises created by
neuroses, people he studied experienced further disruption caused by experiencing life as
more amplified than most people. Without this combination, nothing would have prompted a
change in direction (Tillier, 2009).
Overexcitabilities. Dabrowski also found that people who developed to higher levels
through positive disintegration were more sensitive than the norm, giving them a stronger
reaction to stimuli than other people experienced. He called these overexcitabilities, though
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a literal translation from the original Polish would have been “superstimulatability” (Daniels
& Piechowski, 2008). Others have used television as a metaphor for overexcitabilities,
describing the range as using an antenna for 10 channels, getting a wide selection of
programming on cable, and receiving high definition for hundreds of channels on a satellite
dish. However, unlike in the real world, this equipment is not upgradable (Daniels &
Meckstroth, 2008). Overexcitabilities are inborn or, as Piechowski (1979) called them,
“original equipment” (p. 29). Five overexcitabilities (OE) were found through Dabrowski’s
research (Piechowski, 1979): emotional, imaginational, intellectual, sensual, and
psychomotor.
Emotional OE manifests as intense feelings and emotions for oneself and for others.
People with emotional OE create strong ties to people, animals, or places and have difficulty
breaking those connections. They judge themselves harshly, more harshly than others do,
and have an intense inner dialogue or other types of self-awareness. They are characterized
by their empathy and compassion. Because of their extreme sensitivity, people with
emotional OE are often told that they need to “toughen up” or that they are too “thinskinned”; however, their emotional OE prevents them from achieving the distance they
would need to lessen their reactions. Emotional OE also can manifest somatically, usually as
stomach pain or rapid heartbeat (Piechowski, 2006). Emotional OE is considered the most
important OE in terms of developmental potential (Ackerman, 2009). People with emotional
OE experience mental anguish, both their own and others, when they do not act to support
their values; their pain catalyzes positive disintegration.
People with imaginational OE have strong visions that may be difficult to explain to
others. As children, they often have imaginary friends and may dream up entire
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communities; incidentally, gifted children also have imaginary friends more often than the
norm. Imaginational OE also supports a sense of humor, which gifted children begin to
exhibit earlier than other children. People with imaginational OE may gravitate toward
stories, especially those in the realms of science fiction and fantasy, where they may be
removed from day-to-day reality (Piechowski, 1979). Imaginational OE allows a person to
see what is possible, bringing the pictures of what ought to be regardless of what is.
A description of intellectual OE mirrors many characteristics of gifted people, though
intelligence is not the same as intellectual OE. People with intellectual OE are curious and
have the capacity for sustained concentration and intellectual pursuit. They read voraciously,
make uncommon connections, and are driven to solve problems. They love theory and
analysis and tend toward introspection, thinking about their thinking. At times, their
relentless pursuit of knowledge can cause others to view them as critical. They may critique
ideas but do not typically intend to be personally critical. At their cores, people with
intellectual OE are concerned with issues of morality, truth, and justice (Piechowski, 1979).
People with sensual OEs are more aware of their physical senses than others are.
Smells or sounds that others do not notice can be overwhelming to people with sensual OEs
(Ackerman, 2009). A typical high school classroom can feel painful to someone with sensual
OEs as the students’ raised voices combine with ringing school bells to create a din that is
simply intolerable. People with sensual OEs often like to feel particular textures and can be
sensitive to shirt tags or sock seams. Some have aversions to certain food textures, such as
the mushy texture of tapioca or the chewiness of calamari (Ackerman, 2009). One highly
gifted 6-year-old, when asked about his aversion to peas, screwed up his face in distaste and
exclaimed, “They just feel so round in my mouth!” People with sensual OEs may also be
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affected by the aesthetics of their environment, finding it easier to work surrounded by
beauty or having an intense response to a painting or a sunset (Piechowski, 2006). Although
sensual OEs do not appear to be necessary for higher development, they have been found in
many gifted people. Sensual OEs may be misdiagnosed as autism or sensory integration
problems (Webb et al., 2005).
People with psychomotor OE have more physical energy than the norm (Piechowski,
1979). They are often in motion, even as little as a jiggling foot or tapping a pencil during a
conversation. Behavior such as knitting during meetings often is interpreted as a lack of
attention; however, for people with psychomotor OE, the small, almost unconscious motion
helps prevent their minds from wandering. Psychomotor OE may be perceived as
hyperactivity and misdiagnosed as Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (AD/HD;
Hartnett, Nelson, & Rinn, 2004; Webb et al., 2005). Psychomotor OE also can manifest as
rapid speech or as a reduced need for sleep. As with sensual OEs, psychomotor OE does not
appear to be necessary for advanced development (Silverman, 1993d).
Like satellite television, OEs can feel overwhelming, but Dabrowski believed that
their presence and strength indicate high developmental potential. As mentioned above,
emotional, imaginational, and intellectual OEs are required for positive disintegration and
further levels of development. People can have none of the OEs, all of the OEs, or any
combination of any number of them. This explanation has only scratched the surface of
Dabrowski’s theory, but it is sufficient to understand how intensity was included in the
Columbus Group’s definition.
Qualitative difference. Each gifted child is asynchronous in different combinations
of developmental area and stage. Different combinations will produce thoughts that are not
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only different from the norm but also from other gifted people. People will process
information in different asynchronous combinations. The more asynchronous the
development, the more their experiences will differ from the norm. Greater asynchrony also
produces greater differences in manifestations of giftedness (Silverman, 1993d).
Because of OEs, gifted people have more intense experiences about the world than
other people do. Daniels and Piechowski (2008) describe it as “of a different kind, having
more complex and more richly textured quality” (p. 9). OE-influenced information then is
processed by brains already trying to coordinate asynchronous levels of development. By the
time the information is processed, it can look very different from the same information in
someone without OEs.
The Columbus Group definition specifies that asynchronous development and
intensity combine to produce experiences that are “qualitatively different from the norm.” In
fact, asynchronous development and intensity could each produce such experiences
individually. Their joint effect exacerbates the difference in gifted development.
Intellectual Disabilities and the Case for Gifted Adults
Under the Columbus Group’s definition of giftedness, gifted children become gifted
adults simply by growing up. Gifted children are not defined by potential, so they do not
have to fulfill a potential to become gifted adults. Instead, researchers who use the
Columbus Group definition argue that giftedness includes intensities that do not fade with
age (Neville et al., 2013). TPD’s developmental aspect, the main subject of the theory, does
not typically manifest until adulthood. Even then, gifted adults do not necessarily have to
develop as TPD describes to continue being gifted adults (Piechowski, 1997). This is true
even if gifted adults were not identified as gifted during childhood; the lack of identification
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does not change the differences inherent to them. Giftedness is simply an inborn attribute
that may be more or less supported but does not disappear just because it does not manifest
as expected. Gifted people’s inner experiences, different from most others, mark them as
gifted, regardless of whether they win Nobel Prizes.
Zigler and Farber (1985) argued this point by comparing gifted people with
intellectually disabled people. Based on IQ alone, people who score about 130 or above have
traditionally been called gifted. Similarly, people who score about 70 or below have been
called mentally retarded, now called intellectually disabled. Just like in the gifted, IQ is not
the sole qualifier, though. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th
ed.; DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) includes intelligence testing and an
assessment of adaptive functioning as two of the three requirements for diagnosis.
Psychiatrists assess conceptual, social, and practical capabilities in order to evaluate adaptive
functioning. As with the gifted, identification depends on multiple criteria, some of which
are not easily assessed with modern testing measures.
The American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities created a
new definition in 1992, about the same time as the Columbus Group created theirs. They
hoped to move the emphasis “from providing programs to people with intellectual disability
to designing and delivering support to each individual to help them reach their highest level
of functioning” (American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities,
2013). Though identified in childhood, intellectual disability is considered lifelong; one does
not “outgrow” intellectual disability. If these are true for the left side of the bell curve, there
is no reason to assume they would not be true for the right side of the bell curve. Gifted
children are as much different from the norm as children with intellectual disabilities.
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Levels of Giftedness
Comparing giftedness and intellectual disability also demonstrates that levels of
difference are important, though they are not often identified or taken into account when
researching the gifted (Gross, 1993). Officially, intellectual disability has been divided into
four levels in the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Though IQ is not the
only consideration in diagnosis, it stands to reason that a person with an IQ of 70 needs
significantly less accommodation than a person with an IQ of 30. These differences usually
manifest in some observable way; it is easy to see the difference in their capacities,
sometimes just by looking at them. Most gifted researchers do not specify which level of
giftedness they are studying, in part because no official levels exist. However, a person with
an IQ of 130 will need significantly less accommodation than a person with an IQ of 170.
The 40-IQ-point spread marks the same range of difference on both sides of the bell curve,
though the difference may be less visible in the gifted. A few studies specify their population
as profoundly gifted or as highly gifted, including Gross’s (2004) longitudinal study of
profoundly gifted children. But more often, everyone in the gifted category gets rolled in
together, regardless of level.
To be fair, researchers already face considerable difficulty identifying any section of
the gifted population, let alone specific sectors. As noted earlier, researchers of the gifted
often use groups that have already identified their gifted participants, such as talent programs
or school programs. In these cases, they accept whatever criteria the group used for
admission, which typically do not differentiate between levels of giftedness.
Unfortunately, until recently, typical IQ tests had ceilings in the moderately gifted
range (Silverman & Kearney, 1989). Most of the IQ tests were not written for the purpose of
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identifying levels of giftedness. The most recent edition of the Stanford-Binet has certain
additional materials available that make it appropriate for discerning levels of giftedness
(Ruf, 2003), though that assertion also is disputed (Minton & Pratt, 2006). Until that edition,
the only IQ test that reliably tested above the typical ceiling was an adjusted version of the
Stanford-Binet LM (Silverman & Kearney, 1989). With all of these factors, it makes sense
that groups do not test for levels of giftedness and that researchers do not specify levels of
giftedness. That does not, however, change the fact that the aggregated population is a
limitation in much of the gifted literature. Whatever the reason, people at different levels of
giftedness will not get appropriate support if those levels rarely figure into the literature.
Researchers tend to use IQ scores to define levels of giftedness, even researchers who
have adopted the Columbus Group definition. Appropriate IQ tests, administered by
professionals who understand gifted children, can provide helpful information. IQ should not
be the only measure of giftedness, but IQ tests are standardized, validated, and produce
results that people understand.
Approximate ranges have been established for different levels of giftedness, though
even these are not consistent. The scores themselves may not be equivalent as different
intelligence tests have different ceilings and deviations. Webb, Meckstroth, and Tolan
(1982) decided that people with an IQ of 130-139 are gifted to highly gifted and people with
an IQ of 140+ are exceptionally gifted. They did not specify an IQ test, though they did note
that most tests are not able to measure over 145 to 160. Gross (2004) created levels by
integrating others’ comments. She determined the following levels:
Moderately gifted

130-145 (2 standard deviations above the mean)

Highly gifted

145-160 (3 standard deviations above the mean)
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Exceptionally gifted 160-179
Profoundly gifted

180+

(adapted from Gross, 2004, p. 7)
These correspond with others who used the Stanford-Binet L-M in their testing. Gross’s own
research focused on exceptionally gifted children, those with IQs of 160 or higher. Her
estimates were based on the Stanford Binet L-M. Clark (2013) also describes the highly
gifted as having an IQ between 145 and 160, but she does not differentiate above that, calling
anyone with 160+ IQ profoundly gifted.
Because they depend solely on IQ tests, these ranges are limited. IQ tests give an
indication of intellectual giftedness but do not fully describe the giftedness of the person
tested. As has been shown, a more well-rounded understanding of giftedness includes
qualitative factors, even though they may be more difficult to assess. This is true for
determining ranges of giftedness just as it is true for identifying gifted children in the first
place.
Ruf (2005) designated levels of giftedness based on a combination of test scores,
developmental benchmarks, and behavioral indicators. Drawing from her clinical work, she
described five levels of giftedness. In her scale, a child with a lower IQ could have a higher
level of giftedness than a child with a higher IQ based on qualitative factors. Ruf’s sample
was self-selected from her practice and not fully representative of the gifted population. She
included profiles of 78 children in her descriptions, then aggregated their behaviors to
describe each level of giftedness. She used descriptors such as “many” or “most” to indicate
how prevalent a particular behavior was in her sample.
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Although Ruf’s work is not representative, it does give a good indication of what
gifted children of each level look like. These levels may not be proven to identify gifted
children, but they help differentiate between gifted children in a way more in line with the
Columbus Group definition. Her levels take into account the experiences of gifted children
as well as their test scores. They also might be used to identify gifted adults through
memories, baby books, or information from their parents. In Table 1, different rates of
asynchronous development become apparent when comparing different levels hit
developmental benchmarks. At the higher levels, parents’ descriptions of their children
indicate high intensity as well.
Ruf’s work helps clarify the experiential difference between different levels of
giftedness, painting better pictures of children’s behavior than IQ scores can. Comparing a
couple of items from Levels 2 and 3 illustrates the difference. Level 3 newborns were almost
all alert immediately and able to understand what others said to them by 6 months old. Level
2 children generally understood by 12 months. Level 3 children begin to interact through
verbal communication 6 months before Level 2 children, already accumulating experiences
and, perhaps, understanding what is reflected to them. By the time they are 5 years old, the
discrepancy between the two levels has grown more marked. Most Level 2 children
understood counting by now whereas Level 3 children were performing numerical operations
such as multiplication and division.
Perhaps closer to home for parents, children at different levels challenge Santa Claus
at different ages. Many children at Levels 3 and 4 and all children at Level 5 questioned the
existence of Santa Claus by the time they were 4 years old. Their inquisitive minds already
begin to reject the illogic of a fat man coming down the narrow chimney of every

Table 1
Ruf’s Levels of Giftedness
Level 1 (n=13)
90th-98th percentile
Superior (used by
testers to describe
range before gifted)
to moderately gifted
Birth
N/A
to
6
months

Level 2 (n=21)
98th-99th percentile
Gifted to highly
gifted

Level 3 (n=19)
98th-99th percentile
Highly to exceptionally
gifted

• Most alert by 1
month

• Most alert at birth
• Most alert at birth
• Almost all
• Most had books as
understood what was
favorite interest by 3said to them
4 months
• Almost all paid
• Understood parental
attention when
instructions by 6
someone read to them
months

6 to 12 • Most liked
• All paid attention
months
someone to read to
when someone
them
read to them by 9
months
• Almost all
understood
parental
instructions

• Most independently
looked at and turned
pages of books by 10
months
• Most knew and said
some words by 5½10 months
• Most had books as a
favorite interest
• Many recognized
some colors, shapes,
numbers, and letters

Level 4 (n=18)
99th percentile
Exceptionally to
profoundly gifted

• Most independently
looked at and turned
pages of books by 8
months
• Most knew and said
some words by 9
months

Level 5 (n=7)
99th+ percentile
Exceptionally to
profoundly gifted
• All alert at birth
• Most had books as
favorite interest by 34 months
• All understood
parental instruction
by 4 months
• Many independently
looked at and turned
pages of books by 6
months
• Most knew and said
some words by 5.5 to
9 months
• Half spoke well
• Many recognized
individual letters and
numbers
• Most were good at
simple puzzles
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Table 1 (cont’d)
Ruf’s Levels of Giftedness
Level 1 (n=13)
12 to 18 • Many knew and
months
said some words

18
months
to 2
years

• Many recognized
colors, letters, and
numbers and could
rote count
• Many liked
puzzles

Level 2 (n=21)
• Most independently
looked at and turned
pages of books by 15
months
• About half said twoword phrases by 15
months
• Many recognized
some colors by 15
months
• Most knew and called
out names on signs
and stores
• Almost all were
speaking in sentences
of at least 3 words
• Most could rote count
to 5 or higher
• Several liked 35+
piece puzzles
• About a quarter of
them knew the
alphabet

Level 3 (n=19)
• Many said twoword phrases
• Most had large
vocabularies
• Most knew many
colors

Level 5 (n=7)
• All knew colors,
numbers, alphabet, and
shapes
• Many spoke in
sentences of 6 to 8
words
• All showed musical
talent
• Many could rote count
to 10 or higher

• Most could print
• Most read board books
• All read words on signs
• Many made language
jokes
• All spoke at near-adult
level complexity
• Most understood skip
counting, counting
backwards, addition,
subtraction, and more
vs. less
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• Many liked 35+
piece puzzles
• Many memorized
books that were
read to them
• Most were
speaking in
sentences of more
than 4 words
• Almost all knew
the alphabet
• Many could rote
count to 10 or
higher

Level 4 (n=18)
• Many said twoword phrases
• Many had large
vocabularies
• Many recognized
individual
numbers and
letters
• Many could rote
count to 10 or
higher
• Most knew many
colors
• Almost all knew
the alphabet
• Most were
speaking in
sentences of more
than 4 words
• Many knew and
named shapes
• Most knew and
sang songs
• Many memorized
books that were
read to them

Table 1 (cont’d)
Ruf’s Levels of Giftedness
Level 1 (n=13)
3 and • Most knew how to
4
count and knew
years
most letters and
colors by 3
• Many recognized
their name and
knew the alphabet
by 4
• Most did simple
addition and
subtraction by 4

Level 2 (n=21)
• Most knew letters
and colors by 3
years
• Many used
language to make
jokes
• Most knew letters
and colors
• Several were
interested in how
things work, facts,
and science
• Several read easy
readers
• Most understood
counting by 5
• Most read easy
reader books by 5
• More than half
played games
designed for
children age 8 and
up by 5
• All read 2-5 years
beyond grade level
by 7

Level 3 (n=19)
• Most used language to
make jokes
• Most understood skip
counting, counting
backwards, addition,
and subtraction
• Many questioned the
reality of Santa Claus
and the Tooth Fairy
• Many were interested in
how things work, facts,
and science

Level 4 (n=18)
• Most used language
to make jokes
• Half read simple
books by 3-3½
• Most read easy
readers by 3½-4½
• Many were interested
in how things work,
facts, and science
• Many questioned the
reality of Santa Claus
and the Tooth Fairy

Level 5 (n=7)
• All questioned the
reality of Santa
Claus and the
Tooth Fairy by 3-4
• All read chapter
books by 3½-4½
• All understood
abstract math and
basic math
functions by 4
• All played games
for ages 12 and up
by 3½-4
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• Most showed an
• Most could read easy
• Most read chapter
• All read any level
interest in learning
readers by 4-5
books by 4¼-5
book, fiction and
to read by 5
nonfiction by 4¼-5
• Most read chapter
• Many understood
• Most read beg.
books by 5½
multiplication,
• All read 6 or more
books by 6
division,
and
years above grade
• Many understood
fractions by 5
level by 6
multiplication, division,
• Most understood
counting by 6
and fractions by 5½
• Almost all played
adult-level board and
• All were reading
• Almost all played adultcard games by 5
2-3 years beyond
level board and card
grade level by 7
games by 6
• Almost all read 2-5
years beyond grade
• All read chapter
• All read 2-5 years
level by 5
books by 7-7½
beyond grade level by 6
Note. Adapted from Losing our minds: Gifted children left behind, by D. L. Ruf, 2005. Scottsdale, AZ: Great Potential Press.
Copyright 2005 by Great Potential Press. Adapted with permission. All rights reserved.
5
years
and
above
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child in the world, even the ones who don’t have chimneys. The same reasoning that allows
them to do math also prompts the Santa question. Seen through the framework of OEs, this
could be described as an expression of intellectual OE and, possibly, imaginational OE. It is
interesting that many gifted kids have imaginary friends of their own, but highly gifted kids
do not accept an imaginary figure created by others. Later, this tendency to question things
that others take at face value can get them into trouble with parents, teachers, and employers.
Choosing the Columbus Group Definition
The difference in definition between achievement-oriented and psychologically
oriented researchers delineates the views of two camps within the field. Achievementoriented researchers define giftedness as achievement significantly beyond peers. The
Columbus Group defines giftedness as a particular experience of the world that is different
from most other people. The former makes giftedness dependent on performance while the
latter takes into account a greater range of being. Researchers more interested in socialemotional issues, such as those pertaining to this study, now typically use the Columbus
Group definition. They find it more helpful when examining less easily measured aspects of
development.
Social-Emotional Implications of Childhood Giftedness
Greg, a 10-year-old highly gifted boy, came home from school one day, clearly upset
about something. When his mother gently asked him what was wrong, he said that he had
gotten in a fight with Joe and beat him up. His mother was surprised because Greg had
always been a particularly caring and sensitive boy. When she asked Greg what happened,
he said that he and Joe had been mean to each other earlier in the day, both participating in
insulting each other. Later, Joe continued taunting Greg by the lockers, including threatening
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to beat him up and urging Greg to fight. Finally, Greg hit Joe. Joe hit Greg back. By the
time a teacher arrived to break things up, Joe was crying while Greg kept punching him.
Greg’s mother tried to comfort him, saying it sounded like he had been provoked, but
Greg only got more frustrated, saying that she did not understand. Finally, she suggested
Greg write down everything that happened and how he felt about it. A couple of hours later,
Greg handed her pages detailing his relationship with Joe beginning in third grade, over 2
years prior to this incident. He wrote that sometimes Joe seemed to want to be friends but
then other times, he would refuse to allow Greg to play with a group at recess. He admitted
that he would sometimes insult Joe in return. His paper detailed specific incidents like this
from throughout third grade and fourth grade as well as the incident that had just happened.
Greg wrote that the fight today was because of all the events over the last 2 years, that
today’s argument was just the one that broke the camel’s back. The next day, Joe also wrote
out his version of the fight. He wrote, “Greg hit me and then I hit him back and he kept
hitting me” (story adapted with permission from Morelock, 1992).
Because of his giftedness, Greg had a different experience of this altercation than Joe
did. Greg felt each emotional slight deeply and cumulatively over the last 2 years. Using his
intellect, he tried to make sense of the irrationality of the situation, including the perceived
injustices he suffered at Joe’s hands. Ultimately, his extensive memory, deep feeling, and
complex view overwhelmed him to the point of physical altercation. Joe has experiences
more like a typical boy of his age. He does not make the same connections Greg does, in
part because he has not had the intense experiences Greg has had, even though they were
involved in the same situations. Rather, Joe is conscious of the present and immediate past.
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He does not connect today’s fight with any past problems. With such different
developmental paths, Greg was bound to have a difficult time relating to Joe.
These kinds of problems are not uncommon for highly gifted children. Their
cognitive development plus their intensity can create social-emotional experiences that differ
greatly from those of their peers. Highly gifted children may even have difficulty relating to
moderately gifted children; the two groups can be as different from each other as moderately
gifted children are from average children. The Greg and Joe story demonstrates the wide
developmental gap between highly gifted and nongifted. Even the stage theory typically
used to understand child development may be less helpful than usual.
Internal asynchrony. The models that developmentalists typically use were
constructed by researching one line at a time and assuming the others are held constant.
Because most people develop at about the same rate, the lines held constant will be roughly
equivalent for most people and, thus, not important to the line under investigation. For
example, Kohlberg looked at how morality develops without explicitly examining cognitive,
interpersonal, or intrapersonal development. However, all three of those lines are aspects of
moral development. The researcher must assume normal development on all of the other
lines of development to paint a picture of normal development on a single line. Erikson
(1950/1993) estimates adolescents begin struggling with identity versus role confusion at
about age 13, but such a struggle requires cognition at Piaget’s (1967) formal operational
stage, which begins at about age 11. If a child’s cognitive development is delayed, she will
not be able to develop into an equivalent psychosocial stage.
In asynchronous development, different areas of development progress at noticeably
uneven rates. Intellectually gifted children typically develop cognition faster than they
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develop other areas. When cognition develops ahead of other areas, it stands to reason that
those other areas will be affected by the internal asynchrony. A highly gifted 8-year-old
could be thinking at the level of formal operations while struggling with Erikson’s
(1950/1993) conflict between industry and inferiority. At this psycho-social level, her main
concern is “How can I be good?” Her cognitive abilities allow her to see shades of grey and
to make logical deductions. With these added dimensions, the question “How can I be
good?” becomes much more complex than it is for a typical child, who is still in Piaget’s
concrete operations stage. Piaget’s constructive developmental framework and Erikson’s
psychosexual framework come from two different schools of thought, but their juxtaposition
here helps illustrate the challenges of asynchronous development.
The highly gifted child may find herself trying to figure out what “good” is in
different situations and adjusting her behavior accordingly. This combination of stages
might contribute to difficulties specific to gifted girls, who are socialized more than boys into
being “good” (Kerr, 1985). Constant adjustment to meet expectations and be perceived as
good can lead to perfectionism (Greenspon, 1998) and Imposter Syndrome (Bell, 1990).
This example considers the intersection of just two lines without addressing any others. If
the girl is delayed interpersonally, she will have more trouble predicting reactions of others
and, thus, will have more trouble figuring out how to be good. As each line is added to the
analysis, the complexity of experience rises.
Intensity also will affect the way gifted children experience these stages. If gifted
children feel guilt, they may do so at a deep level that affects them more than a similar
experience would affect other children. Stronger affective experience will affect other lines,
such as moral development. Gifted children’s ability to see other perspectives early and their
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deep experience of others’ pain can drive them to develop moral principles earlier than other
kids might. Advanced development can cause conflicts with other kids who do not
understand complex perspectives, with adults who are not accustomed to being challenged by
children, and with a world where they do not have the power to right the injustices they see
and feel (Tolan, 1998). Any or all of these conflicts can cause them deep despair, which is
part of the reason gifted children can be at risk for existential depression (Webb et al., 2005).
External asynchrony. In addition to their internal asynchrony, gifted children also
find themselves out-of-sync with the world around them. They have trouble fitting in, and
they become aware of this at a young age. After all, “to have the intelligence of an adult and
the emotions of a child combined in a childish body is to encounter certain difficulties”
(Hollingworth, 1942/1977, p. 282). As one gifted teenager wrote, “We are not ‘normal’ and
we know it; it can be fun sometimes but not funny always” (American Association for Gifted
Children, 1978, p. 9). Again, their increased awareness can both help and hurt as gifted
children may be encouraged by their abilities while aware of how different they are from
other children their age.
Depending on their level of giftedness, gifted children can have a difficult time
relating to their age peers. Leta Hollingworth (1942/1977) wrote about “optimum
giftedness,” which she deemed to be an IQ between 125 and 155. Hollingworth found that
children in this IQ range were often bright enough to be high achievers and leaders in their
classes but were not different enough from their classmates to create social-emotional
challenges. Highly gifted children, however, can have troubles as early as preschool or
kindergarten. Early readers, such as 3- or 4-year-olds, might want to talk about their favorite
books, but their classmates may not even begin to read for 2 or 3 more years.
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Similarly, highly gifted children often have a more extensive vocabulary than others
their age, so their classmates may literally not understand some of the words they say.
Profoundly gifted children have even greater barriers to communing with their age-peers
(Hollingworth, 1942/1977; Gross, 2004). These differences only become more pronounced
as gifted children continue to develop more rapidly than their peers, pulling farther away
from them as time goes on (Silverman, 1993d). From most kids’ perspectives, gifted kids are
weird and get weirder.
Effect of others’ perceptions on gifted development. Gifted children do not hold a
monopoly on feeling out of place. Many kids feel that way for a variety of reasons.
However, gifted kids seem to feel isolated for common reasons and are affected in common
ways. Adults may misread or miscategorize the behavior of gifted children because they lack
an understanding of the differences of gifted children. Other children just know the gifted
children are different and are ill-equipped to deal with those differences. The experiences
gifted kids have with unsympathetic adults and misunderstanding kids could provide an
opportunity to explore the differences of self-concept in formation.
Gifted children understand very early that they are different, that they do not fit the
mold. This can be socially freeing and challenging at the same time. Some gifted people
reject the reflections they receive. Others change their self-concepts to match reflections
from others. Some may remain caught in between those two, continually trying to reconcile
their self-views with the views they perceive others have of them. When gifted children are
able to interact with other gifted children, they report feeling more secure in who they are
(Vogl & Preckel, 2013; Buescher & Higham, 1989). Unfortunately, when at most 2% of the
population is similar to them, finding others like them is much more difficult than for people
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in the majority. This is even more true for highly gifted children, who are an even smaller
sliver of the population (Hollingworth, 1942/1977).
Reflections from other kids. Gifted kids, particularly the highly and profoundly
gifted, may face a forced choice between developing their abilities and fitting in with their
classmates. Gross (1998) argued that gifted children who choose achievement develop their
intellectual potential but become isolated from their peers. Other gifted children attempt to
adjust their behavior so that they fit in with the group, including stifling their natural abilities
and curiosity. Kerr (1985) wrote that gifted girls are particularly vulnerable as they “go
underground” as they enter puberty, around middle school. Conformity and social
acceptance becomes more important at this time, and gifted girls may disguise their
intelligence in favor of fitting in with other girls and being attractive to boys. As Kerr
described, many of these girls never reemerge.
Gross (1998) further described how gifted children will be affected in the long-run by
their choices. Using Albert Einstein and George Bernard Shaw as examples, she argued that
young people who are unable to find peers with whom they can deeply relate may determine
in adulthood that they will not be able to bridge the gap between themselves and society.
Without an experience of intimacy as children, gifted people could have trouble forming
intimate relationships as adults (Gross, 1998).
Gifted children who choose to camouflage their giftedness to fit in may feel an
increasing divergence between their selves and the personae they have created. In particular,
studies of highly gifted children have found advanced moral development in elementary-age
kids (Hollingworth, 1942/1977; Gross, 1998, 2004). Other children do not have the same
kinds of moral concerns, making it impossible for them to relate around the things that matter
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most to their highly gifted age-peers. Gifted kids who succeed in projecting an acceptable
persona may find themselves taking on values to fit in that do not align with their advanced
moral understanding. That may or may not be sustainable for them, but it definitely creates a
schism between their moral selves and their outward selves.
Reflections from adults. Many adults, including teachers, do not understand
giftedness and so are not prepared for the differences of gifted children. They expect
children of a certain age to act a certain way and are surprised, sometimes unpleasantly,
when gifted children do not (Webb et al., 1982). Some adults are delighted by gifted
children’s curiosity and passion for learning; however, these traits can also disrupt a typical
classroom. To complicate matters further, gifted children may not accept age or credential as
sufficient reason for respect. They may subtly or not-so-subtly test adults before they decide
whether the adults can be trusted (Hollingworth, 1942/1977; Webb et al., 2005; Lovecky,
1993). Unlike most other children, they often are unafraid to challenge adults, consciously or
unconsciously, which could be as simple as asking “Why?” or as confrontational as refusing
to budge, mentally or physically, without good reason. Adults, especially teachers with a
classroom of kids under their management, often would rather avoid these kinds of
situations.
Even parents with an understanding of giftedness can become flummoxed by the
asynchronies of their gifted children (Ruf, 2005; Gross, 2004; Webb, Gore, Amend, &
DeVries, 2007). Because of asynchronous development, a gifted child might seem 12 years
old when discussing algebra, 6 years old when crying over a missing stuffed animal, and 10
years old when trying to understand why kids are mean to her, all while chronologically
being 8 years old. This is confusing, to say the least, because the adult never knows which
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version of the child will be present. Parents accustomed to the logic of their advanced
children can find themselves at a loss when the children actually act their age. It would be
unreasonable to expect more than the child is capable of giving, but it is easy to forget that a
3-year-old should not be expected to act like an 8-year-old just because she can read like one.
Interpretations of mental health. Because they neither think nor behave according to
expectations, gifted children may be misdiagnosed with mental disorders. Asynchronous
development can create such a gap between gifted children and their age peers that the gifted
children may appear to have social problems. This can result in a diagnosis of Asperger’s
Syndrome (Webb et al., 2005). Unlike children with Asperger’s, gifted children’s social
problems typically disappear when they are with others of their intellectual level, regardless
of age (Ruf, 2005). For children with sensual OEs, their level of sensitivity to their
environment is normal for them, even though it is outside the norm for other children;
however, sensual OE often is diagnosed as a sensory integration disorder (Webb et al., 2005).
Psychomotor OE could manifest in much the same way as the hyperactivity aspect of
Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, especially in young boys (Rinn & Reynolds, 2012).
All of these can join together for a sense of injustice about things beyond their
control. A third-grader who stands up to his teacher for mistreating other students can be
labeled Oppositional Defiant (Webb et al., 2005). Intellectual and imaginational OEs could
look like inattentiveness, which also could be diagnosed as AD/HD, or mind games to adults
(Rinn & Reynolds, 2012). Gifted children often are admonished for asking too many
questions, but their curiosity, while greater than that of other children, is perfectly normal for
them and usually not meant to be disruptive or disrespectful.
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On the other hand, the differences inherent to being gifted can create situations
conducive to mental suffering. The combination of emotional, intellectual, and imaginational
OEs may allow them to ask life’s big, unanswerable questions before they have the capacity
to emotionally handle their unanswerability. Because of this, gifted children can develop
existential depression at an early age (Webb et al., 2005). When they have difficulty finding
peers who relate to them, their feeling of loneliness only grows (Jackson, 1998;
Hollingworth, 1942/1977; Gross, 2004).
Reflections based on expectations. Gifted children will have trouble finding
accurate reflections because they are outliers; there simply are fewer people available that
will understand them as they grow up. This is particularly true for highly gifted children
trying to find connection with their age peers.
Like everyone, highly gifted children tend to have better social-emotional outcomes if
they are with others who understand them (Robinson, 2008; Jackson & Peterson, 2003). This
seems like a simple statement, but its execution has not always been simple and, in fact, has
suffered from myths about giftedness. Opponents of ability grouping have argued that gifted
children who are mainstreamed will learn early how to interact with those outside their
intelligence level, which they will need to do as adults. They believe gifted children will
become arrogant because they are not mixing with a range of children more representative of
the “real world.” In fact, keeping gifted children in mainstream classrooms more often
results in gifted children becoming arrogant about their abilities. Because they are always at
the top of their class, they can develop a sense of superiority. When they finally do find
themselves in a situation with other gifted kids, they can be crushed when they find they are
not the smartest or the best in their class.
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On the other hand, gifted kids who learn in ability groups have less of a big-fish-inlittle-pond experience. In addition, their social experiences normalize because they are with
others who can understand their different thinking and experiences (Clark, 2013; Kulik &
Kulik, 1997). Similarly, highly gifted children who are accelerated, even radically
accelerated, have reported having better social-emotional experiences than highly gifted
children who are kept with their age-peers (Rogers & Kimpston, 1992; Gross, 2004). They
may lack some common experiences with their older peers, such as puberty or learning to
drive, but they relate around things that are more important to them, such as physics or
literature.
In a way, the problem comes down to expectations. People, including kids and
adults, expect a level of thinking and behavior from others based on their apparent age.
Gifted kids often do not match those expectations. Because of this, the reflections they
receive from people may be based on what others expect to see, which will not match their
own understanding of who they are. Reflections may also be disapproving because others
find atypical behavior unacceptable, again because it does not match expectations. When
people can put those expectations aside as much as possible, they are more able to reflect
gifted kids clearly, more aligned with how the kids see themselves.
Gifted Adults
Research into self-concept of gifted children is limited, but research into self-concept
of gifted adults is almost nonexistent. As noted in previous sections, definitional issues in
the field extend to gifted adults. Anecdotal and case study evidence, however, provides a
window into some gifted adults’ social-emotional issues.
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Definitions. Adults who were gifted children may or may not grow up to be gifted
adults, depending on which definition of giftedness is applied. In achievement-based
models, gifted childhood does not necessarily evolve into gifted adulthood. Under the
Columbus Group definition, gifted children become gifted adults simply by growing up.
Under achievement-based definitions of giftedness, children are identified as gifted
based on their potential for producing exceptional work as adults. In Renzulli’s (2002)
model, for example, as much as 20% of the population may be identified as potentially gifted
in childhood. This is a far cry from Terman’s top 2% of children based on IQ. Both Renzulli
(2002) and Tannenbaum (1997) discuss potential giftedness in children because, for them,
giftedness requires behaviors that have not yet manifested. Giftedness cannot be confirmed
until adulthood, when the former potentially gifted child lives up to that potential by
achieving at the highest levels. As described previously, Gagné (2005) defined giftedness as
the top 10% of children but talent as the top 10% of adults. In his model, giftedness is
potential and thus can only be applied in childhood, not in adulthood when that potential
should already have been fulfilled. Gagné’s model allows for adults to be labeled talented,
even if they were not gifted by his standards as children.
Under the Columbus Group definition, gifted children become gifted adults without
condition. Gifted people simply are gifted, albeit to different degrees. People who are gifted
develop asynchronously and experience the world more intensely but do not have to perform
at a high level to retain the label. Indeed, underachievement among the gifted is an area that
psychologically minded researchers have investigated and continue to explore.
Underachievement does not make a person any less gifted and may, in some cases, stem from
fear of failure or low self-esteem, among other reasons (Rimm, 1997). People’s performance
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does not determine whether they develop asynchronously or have intense experiences,
though their behavior may indicate those forces at work. The Columbus Group definition
describes a way of being that continues throughout life.
Research. As in research of gifted children, different definitions lead to different
kinds of research about gifted adults. Terman’s study followed participants into adulthood,
giving perhaps the first insight into gifted adults. Recent research has been limited, though
gifted adulthood seems to be a slowly growing area of interest.
Terman’s study. Terman’s (1928) original longitudinal study provided some
information about gifted adults as the Termites grew up. Terman and the researchers who
continued his work after his death tracked factors such as physical development, mental
health status, occupation and work satisfaction, marital status and satisfaction, and political
attitudes. Typically, data were collected in surveys and questionnaires that could be used in
statistical analyses of the group. Terman had a definite achievement-based view of
giftedness, writing that if high IQs in children are “uncorrelated with later achievement, then
intelligence tests are a waste of time and special educational provisions for high-scoring
children are unwarranted” (Terman & Oden, 1947, p. 358).
In assessing success, Terman and Oden (1959) recognized that the study’s definition
of success might not align with the participants’ definitions of success. The survey from the
35-year followup included the question, “From your point of view, what constitutes success
in life?” (Terman & Oden, 1959, p. 151). Participants most commonly mentioned realization
of career goals, happy marriage and family, satisfactory income, contribution to society, and
personal peace. In the 60-year followup, the survey included a question about what
participants would change about their lives if they could live them over. The result indicated
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that many participants were satisfied with their lives as 33% of women and 40% of men
answered that they would not change anything (Holahan & Sears, 1995). Surveys also
included questions for participants to assess themselves on other subjective scales, such as
self-esteem and happiness (Holahan & Sears, 1995).
Achievement-based research. Modern researchers interested primarily in
achievement have researched people who were identified as gifted in childhood. In
achievement-based definitions of giftedness, participants may or may not be gifted adults but
have reached adulthood chronologically. Researchers often attempt to assess the efficacy of
particular programs participants attended when they were younger (e.g., Perrone et al., 2010).
Based on the participants’ current achievement, researchers determine what worked in the
program, so that future opportunities can produce even greater achievement. Researchers
easily identify their participants; in fact, the design of the study determines the cohort of
participants.
Occasionally, researchers will ask questions related to satisfaction or well-being of
participants. Participants often are asked to respond based on a numerical scale, and the
questions typically only skim the surface of participants’ social-emotional state (e.g.,
Perrone, Jackson, Wright, Ksiazak, & Perrone, 2007). This, too, aligns with achievementbased models of giftedness as researchers seem to ask to see how that social-emotional state
aligns with participants’ level of achievement. Unsurprisingly, researchers using
achievement-based models are more interested in what participants have done than in
participants’ well-being.
This kind of research suffers from the same kinds of limitations detailed in an earlier
section. Gifted kids in enrichment programs typically are White, upper-middle class, and
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supported by their parents or similar caretaker. Results of this research, then, can only
inform which techniques are effective in that population. The same approach may not be as
effective, for example, with kids who are Black, lower middle class, and lack parental
support. The stereotypes in this comparison are distasteful but, in some cases, accurate
descriptions of reality as well.
Social-emotional research. A few researchers stand out in their work studying
social-emotional issues in gifted adults. Streznewski (1999), Ruf (1998), and Bloom (1985)
each undertook large projects studying wide-reaching samples of gifted adults.
Over the course of 10 years, Streznewski (1999) interviewed 100 gifted adults
between the ages of 18 and 90. Her 104 possible questions spanned family life, school
experiences, and interpersonal challenges, exploring both the "problems and pleasures" of
giftedness (p. viii). In general, she found that gifted adults continue to face similar issues as
they did in childhood but that those issues manifest differently in adulthood as their context
changes.
Ruf (1998) assessed levels of development among the highly gifted and interviewed
them in search of a link between self-actualization and intellectual level. She found a greater
incidence of postconventional moral development among her participants than in the
population as a whole. She also concluded that ethical development is linked to emotional
development.
Bloom (1985) studied approximately 120 high-achieving adults who were under 40
years old in an attempt to understand the conditions that led to the successful development of
their talents. He grouped them into domains, such as science and math, the arts, and
athletics, but found commonalities in parental support and encouragement, work ethic, and
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outside support, such as teachers or coaches. Although Bloom did not comment directly on
the social-emotional well-being of these accomplished adults, parents, teachers, and other
guides along the way could be said to have reflected possibility and success to the developing
achievers, which they then internalized and fulfilled.
Other writers interested in gifted adult psychology have produced some literature
about gifted adults, but little of it has been formal inquiry. Jacobsen (2000) wrote a popular
book about gifted adults, how they might self-identify, and how to deal with some of the
accompanying issues. Webb’s (2013) and Fiedler’s (2015) recent work might fall in the
middle of the spectrum between popular books and scholarly literature.
In their recent review of the gifted adult literature, Rinn and Bishop (2015) concluded
that most of the literature explores gifted adults’ childhood experiences rather than their
current lives. Rinn and Bishop also found few studies related to well-being, counseling, and
other social-emotional issues. Predictive information based on retroactive studies is helpful,
especially to teachers and parents; however, research also is needed to understand the adult
experiences of gifted adults.
Though often dismissed in favor of statistical analysis, case studies and personal
narratives may need to carry greater weight in the study of gifted adults than they do in some
other fields. Tolan (2013b) argues that some peer-reviewed gifted journals may be reducing
or eliminating qualitative research from their pages to the detriment of the field, particularly
for newer scholars who are building their foundations of knowledge. By its nature,
quantitative research often does not capture the subtle differences across the wide spectrum
of gifted experience. She wrote,
there are vast differences within and beyond [the gifted population’s] own norms, but
those differences represent small numbers difficult to perceive and validate except as
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a collection of human stories. So it’s important to collect those stories and keep them
available from authoritative sources that novices feel can be trusted. (p. 573)
In 1989, the Gifted Development Center began publishing a mostly annual journal
called Advanced Development to address social-emotional issues in gifted adults; publication
has not been entirely consistent. Issues often are devoted to special topics, such as
Dabrowski’s theory, spiritual giftedness, or creativity. Some articles are theoretical while
others are case studies or anecdotal reports. While these articles may be enlightening, they
often do not qualify as scholarly research. Still, because of the overall lack of socialemotional research, Advanced Development may be the closest thing available when
researching the psychology of gifted adults.
Self-Concept Theory and Giftedness
Self-Concept in Gifted Children
Although gifted kids are not ahead of their peers in all areas, they often are ahead in
areas that are necessary for self-concept development. Gifted kids will probably start selfconcept development earlier and experience it more intensely than other kids. Self-concept
development could happen at a more age-typical rate, as some areas of development do in
gifted children. However, Mead’s ideas about how information is reflected plus what is
known about typical characteristics of highly gifted children make it more likely that gifted
children would begin self-concept development before other children.
Mead argued that people absorb societal reflections of how to be through shared
symbols, primarily language. Gifted children tend to develop language skills earlier than
other children, so they would be entering this relationship of shared symbology with society
earlier as well. In addition, they often have more active imaginations earlier than other
children, perhaps making it easier for them to begin taking others’ roles. Certainly, their
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early cognitive development would indicate they could end the egocentric stage earlier than
normal and become able to take others’ perspectives while maintaining their own
simultaneously.
Because of asynchronous development, gifted children might not just begin selfconcept development earlier but also be influenced by other factors than other children.
Gifted children experience things more intensely, which also would impact how and to what
extent they integrate the reflections that contribute to self-concept formation. Falk and Miller
(1998) also noted that gifted children may be more vulnerable to reflections of others,
“benefiting more from the praise of other people and suffering more from their scorn” (p.
153). In addition, the affective dimension of self-concept development will be different for
gifted children if their emotional development lags behind their cognitive development, even
if their emotional development is typical for their age. Gifted children may be cognitively
aware of information yet lack the emotional resources to interpret their perceptions or make
judgments at the same level they think about those things (Webb et al., 2005).
Self-Concept in Gifted Adults
As reviewed earlier in this chapter, gifted children have a better self-concept when
they are with others like them (Buescher & Higham, 1989; Vogl & Preckel, 2013), but highly
gifted children, in particular, have trouble finding reflections from others that align with their
self-concept (Gross, 2004; Hollingworth, 1942/1977; Jackson, 1998). Their asynchronous
development makes them different from their peers, and their intensities magnify their
negative feelings when that difference is reflected back to them as a wrongness. In Ruf’s
(1998) study, 54% of her adult participants reported feeling different in childhood, even
when they did not specifically receive negative feedback.
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These challenges do not end with childhood. Although research has not been done
about whether asynchronous development continues in adulthood, gifted adults will still have
to contend with the effects of their childhood development, just like everyone else. They
also continue to experience the world more intensely than others. Because giftedness is
neither achievable nor losable, gifted adults can still feel out-of-sync with other adults.
Webb (2013) and Fiedler (2015) both addressed loneliness in gifted adults. Webb
focused on the idealism many gifted adults carry and how it can create a barrier to forming
relationships. He argued that gifted people understand the world differently because of their
intensities and that they face ridicule when they try to share their idealistic views with others.
As a result, they often withdraw from authentic interaction and present an acceptable face to
the world while growing increasingly lonely and isolated (Webb, 2013). Fiedler used the
steps on a journey as a metaphor for different life phases in gifted adults, including how they
continue to feel out of step with others throughout the phases. She noted that gifted adults
may feel different without understanding the reason and try to blend in so that others do not
notice their differences. Like Webb, Fiedler argued that gifted adults risk emotional turmoil
if they do not express their true selves. These authors make convincing arguments about the
difficulties gifted adults face in finding connection; however, their claims have not yet been
researched more empirically.
Highly gifted and profoundly gifted adults, in particular, report continued troubles
finding peer groups and interacting with others. Kottmeyer (2007) wrote about her
experience as a “too-gifted,” as she called it, adult. She described being criticized at work
for being too knowledgeable and avoided social opportunities with workplace peers because
her “speaking up was outside the bounds of ‘normal’” (p. 127). She had difficulty relating to
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other parents in the neighborhood when she tried to talk about common parenting challenges,
they saw it as bragging about her own profoundly gifted children. Kotleras (2007) argued
that gifted adults are more susceptible to workplace mobbing, when a person is subjected to
harassment and bully-like behaviors over a period of years. He wrote that the sensitivities
and intensities that can make childhood relationships untenable also exacerbate hurtful
workplace behaviors, elevating them to a level of psychological trauma.
These are only two accounts of gifted adults’ failing to find peers, but the problems
they describe are consistent with the research about gifted children. Highly gifted adults
remain different from others in the way they experience the world. On one hand, their
intensities could drive their emotional development to a level that approximates selfactualization, such as Dabrowski’s Level IV or V (Ruf, 1998; Piechowski, 1990, 1997,
2009). This kind of development creates a more intrinsic self-concept by definition as
society’s views become less important. On the other hand, their sensitivities may lead to
insecurity, low self-esteem, and other effects of a negative or unstable self-concept. Selfverification theory suggests people often seek out those who confirm their negative selfconcept rather than working toward a more positive self-concept. However, research does
not indicate how long-term self-concept change could be affected or what would cause a
person to work toward an improved self-concept.
Summary
Gifted children and gifted adults have the same root social-emotional challenge; they
have difficulty finding people who understand them. Using the bell curve for simplicity,
only 2% of people are gifted, let alone highly gifted, so there simply are not many people
who are likely to understand the gifted. To put it another way, it is difficult for gifted
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children and adults to find reflections that comport with their self-understanding. Since selfconcept development leans, at least in part, on those reflections, gifted children may develop
identities that are less secure than other children.
Anecdotally, highly gifted adults report feeling the same kind of different-ness that
highly gifted children experience. The self-concepts of gifted children improve when they
are with people who they feel understand them. It is not a big jump to consider the same
could be true for gifted adults. If the principle holds, it would also be helpful to understand
the experience of feeling reflected and how it affects a highly gifted person. This
information could be used to facilitate similar experiences for highly gifted adults struggling
with their self-concepts. Even achievement-minded researchers should see the utility of this
research as insecurity, low self-esteem, and similar psychological challenges also prevent
optimal performance.
There is no research about social self-concept in gifted adults or about long-term
change in self-concept for the general population. However, a start could be made by
thinking through self-concept theory in light of what is known about giftedness. In addition
to the questions lingering in each field, research and theory may uncover unique challenges
or highlight areas of inquiry that might not otherwise come to light.
The unique challenges of giftedness complicate the kind of self-concept development
that Cooley and Mead proposed. Unfortunately, the lack of research into the origin of selfconcept limits the ability to comment conclusively about the specific differences in selfconcept formation due to giftedness.
This study is designed to explore how positive reflections in adulthood affect selfconcept development in highly gifted adults. Some limited research has shown that positive
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reflections of gifted children can improve self-concept and support significant achievement
in adulthood. The data from this study may provide insight into how to help gifted adults
create more cohesive identities regardless of their childhood experiences. In addition to
improving well-being, continued self-concept development in adulthood could also enable
highly gifted adults to innovate more confidently, improving society as a whole with their
achievements. This study should give us a peek at the forces at work in self-concept
development and the possibilities for highly gifted adults.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHOD
Statement of the Problem
This study explored whether and how highly gifted adults experience being Seen, an
encounter when they have felt deeply understood by another person. As described in Chapter
2, highly gifted people can have difficulty finding others who understand them. Their
asynchronous development and intense sensitivities can set them apart from the general
population interpersonally as well as intellectually. As children, they may not have had the
opportunities other children had to receive reflections that were in line with their own selfconcepts. Without accurate reflections, their self-concept development may have suffered.
This study investigated how being Seen may impact development in highly gifted adults.
Study Design
The study was designed to open new horizons for study rather than to test any
particular hypothesis. Because of the abstract and undefined nature of the concept, I first
spoke with participants in short conversations to talk about their experiences being Seen and
to ensure we had the same idea in mind. Following our conversation, participants completed
a written questionnaire. Some of the written questions were phenomenological in nature,
inquiring about how the participant experienced being Seen. Others required participants to
reflect on the effects of being Seen. The study design was intended to collect data about this
phenomenon with enough breadth for participants to share their varied experiences but with
enough depth for meaningful discovery from the data analysis.
Participants
Twenty-four people participated in the full study, and five people participated in the
pilot study. The recruitment and qualification process were the same for the pilot study and
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the full study. Participants were required to be at least 30 years old and highly gifted adults
as determined by a qualification questionnaire (Appendix A) detailed below.
Recruitment. Participants were found through nomination and through snowballing.
A very low percentage of the population is highly gifted, but highly gifted people often have
friends and family who are highly gifted. Therefore, word-of-mouth seemed to be a solid
strategy for finding participants. A number of my friends are highly gifted and agreed to
recommend acquaintances who they believed might qualify for the study. I sent them an
email asking for their assistance. I also posted a request on FaceBook asking family and
friends to recommend potential participants and inviting them to share information about the
study.
To ease this process, potential participants were invited to go to
www.beingseenstudy.com (Appendix B) to learn more about the study and to complete a
qualification questionnaire. Potential participants could elect to complete an online survey
through qualtrics.com3 or to download a Word or pdf file and send it to me.
Qualification. Participants were required to be highly gifted adults who were at least
30 years old. Highly gifted people are often defined as those scoring at least three standard
deviations above the mean on an IQ test, about 145 or higher. This is equivalent to about one
in one thousand people (Gross, 2004).
While this definition is useful, it often is not sufficient to find highly gifted
participants. Many children do not undergo IQ testing at all. Others may have been tested

3

For the pilot study, questionpro.com was used.
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using instruments that had ceiling effects, tests whose upper limits were still below the
child’s ability level. As Hansen (1992) wrote,
The problem is analogous to that of trying to measure the heights of 12 year old
children using a measuring stick that is only 5 feet long. Many children can be
measured using the stick, but we cannot differentiate among those who are 5 feet tall
and those who are almost 7 feet tall. (p. 24)
The Wechsler tests often used by schools at the time when participants were children (WISCR and WISC-III) were not intended to be used to differentiate scores above 130 or below 70
(Kaufman, 1994).
Gifted researchers, beginning with Leta Hollingworth, advocate the use of abovelevel testing as a way of measuring with a stick that is long enough for highly gifted children.
The Stanford-Binet (Form L-M) was designed to assess adults as well as children (Silverman,
1993a), so extended scores are possible on this test. However, the Stanford Binet (L-M) is
not widely available and usually used when parents seek independent testing for children
who hit the ceiling of other intelligence tests. Some children who scored in high percentiles
on other standardized tests were given the chance to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
in junior high school, even though the test is designed for college-bound high school juniors
and seniors (Hansen, 1992; Silverman, 1993a). As mentioned in Chapter 2, this opportunity
tends to skew toward upper-middle class White or Asian American children, those whose
parents have the time, resources, and awareness to seek out such opportunities for their
children.
Children who score at the 99.9th percentile on other standardized tests often can be
said to be at least highly gifted, even though their full level of giftedness may not be
accessible from such tests. This also holds for some standardized tests taken later in early
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adulthood, such as the Graduate Record Exam (GRE), Law School Admission Test (LSAT),
and General Management Admission Test (GMAT).
Despite all this talk of test results, most experts do not recommend depending on a
single score to identify giftedness. Some gifted children have disparate verbal and spatial
scores, which can create a muddled full-scale IQ score. Children may also not be identified
if they are gifted creatively or in other non-quantifiable ways. Testing also can backfire on
gifted children. Gifted children with perfectionistic tendencies may not want to answer
unless they are absolutely sure their answers are correct (Silverman, 1993a). They also may
become bored with the testing and so not conform to expectations.
This can be particularly true for highly gifted children, more so than moderately
gifted children. One highly gifted 9-year-old boy took a test of creativity for admission to a
gifted program. The paper had lines drawn with spaces in different places, and the children
were to create something from the guides given. Other children completed the lines to create
butterflies or birds. Instead, he ignored the lines and drew what his parents knew to be a
spatial expression of his plan to stop the world from smoking. The tester said that he did not
pass the creativity test, so he was not admitted to the program. Tests such as these may not
be normed for children as far outside the mean as this boy.
Over the years, researchers have found a number of characteristics common to gifted
children and, by extension, gifted adults. Ruf (2005) included developmental benchmarks in
her scales of giftedness as well as test scores. Other indicators as adults look back at their
childhoods could be grade-skipping or subject acceleration in school.
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Participants qualified for this study based on a combination of some or all of these
factors. The qualification questionnaire included questions about test scores, identification as
gifted for school, childhood characteristics, and adult characteristics.
Pilot Study
Data collection. Qualified participants were emailed an informed consent form
(Appendix C) and a research questionnaire (Appendix D). They also received a link allowing
them to access these forms themselves. The informed consent form was available as a pdf
file only. The research questionnaire was emailed in Word form but also made available via
the link they received. If they followed the link, they could download a pdf form, complete it
by hand, and return it; download a Word form and complete it within the program; or answer
the same questions through an online survey on questionpro.com. They were asked to return
the informed consent form within a few days if they decided to participate in the study, and
they were given 2 weeks to complete the research questionnaire.
The research questionnaire included two parts. First, participants answered several
demographic and other informational questions, such as age, marital status, and type of work.
Second, participants completed a short answer section. The top of the questionnaire included
a description of the experience of being Seen and asked participants to recall a specific
instance of this experience that they had as adults. Following this were questions about their
experience. In their answers, participants were to describe their experience and the person
with whom they had the experience. They were asked to explain their thoughts, feelings, and
behavior while they were in the moment of the experience and how their thinking, feeling,
and behavior changed as a result of the experience. Finally, the last question asked
participants how they felt about their life to give an indicator of their life satisfaction.
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Participants were also given space to write any other comments that did not necessarily
correspond to the specific questions asked.
Method choice. I originally planned to interview each participant but switched to
written short answers after further consideration. In this study, participants are asked to
consider an abstract concept and apply it to their own experience. They may have not
thought about their experience in this way before. The questions also require reflection about
how participants have changed as a result of the experience. During an interview,
participants would be required to think of their answers on the spot rather than being given
time to reflect and consider their answers. A written questionnaire allowed participants to
reflect on the questions before they answered, to answer partially and return later to finish,
and to give answers as short or as long as they would like. Written answers seemed likely to
increase the level of reflection and depth of response versus interview responses.
Participant responses. Five participants qualified for the study and completed the
research questionnaire. Four of the participants (P1, P2, P3, and P5) were recruited through
nomination. The fifth participant (P4) overheard me discussing my dissertation with a friend
in a public setting and asked to participate. All participants indicated that they were willing
to be interviewed if necessary.
The responses to the questions varied in demonstrating understanding and reflecting
depth. P5 was unable to recall any experience of being Seen and answered “not applicable”
to all of the questions that followed except the one about life satisfaction. P1 and P4 did not
reflect on a single experience. P2 reflected on a single experience but described preventing
transformation rather than being transformed. P3 reflected on a single experience and
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seemed particularly forthright in answering. P4 answered with considerable insight and
described how answering the questionnaire itself helped provoke personal transformation.
A written explanation of the Seen experience appeared insufficient. Only P4 seemed
to understand the depth of experience on which I was hoping participants would reflect. I
spoke directly only with P4 and communicated with the other participants via email.
Informally, people with whom I have spoken about this topic understand readily through
verbal interaction something that seems difficult to communicate in written form. In
addition, I realized that my written explanation described a phenomenon that had not yet
been defined and was an abstract experience. Others might understand it differently than I
do, perhaps use different metaphors or conceptualizations to describe it. Revisions were
needed for an effective study.
Revising the Study Design
To address the problems from the pilot study, I revised the procedures for the full
study, creating a two-part data collection process. First, I had short conversations with
participants to explain my understanding of being Seen and to collect stories from them that
they believed represented their experience of being Seen. Second, participants completed a
revised, written research questionnaire with a broader range of short-answer questions than
the pilot questionnaire. These revisions proved successful in the full study.
By revising the procedure in this way, I hoped to reach a verbal understanding with
participants and help them focus on an experience that demonstrated being Seen, even though
they might use different words for their experience. I also would have the richness of
verbally communicated stories. As in the pilot, the written questionnaire would allow for
more time to process the conversation and reflect on the experience. The short-answer
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questions were revised so that participants could provide more thoughts on different aspects
of the phenomenon rather than only on a single experience. These revisions further
supported the exploratory nature of this study as participants would be helping define and
describe the topic itself rather than simply reporting on their experiences. Because the
revisions to the pilot study were extensive, no data from the pilot were included in the full
study.
The revisions also aligned with my strengths and with the participant population. As
an interviewer, I am able to connect with people and help them express relevant thoughts, but
I am less adept at managing time during interviews, bounding the questions, and maintaining
consistency across participants. In addition, estimates indicate that introversion is more
common in the highly and profoundly gifted population than in the full population
(Silverman, 1993c). Introverts tend to prefer written communication to verbal
communication because they are more able to reflect on things when they are less engaged
with the external world. The revised procedure would allow opportunity for verbal
expression, but the majority of the participant effort would go into their written answers.
Full Study
Procedures. Recruitment and data collection took place over a period of 2 months.
Through qualitrics.com, 102 people began qualification questionnaires, and 88 people
completed them. One person emailed me a completed qualification questionnaire in Word
form. People who did not qualify for the study were emailed notes thanking them for their
interest and letting them know that they did not qualify. The 35 people who did qualify were
emailed an acceptance note and invitation to participate with an informed consent form.
Potential participants were requested to read, sign, and return the informed consent, either via
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email or mail, and to email potential times for a 15- to 20-minute conversation via Skype or
FaceTime.
Of the 35 qualified participants, 26 participated in the initial conversations for the
study. Conversations loosely followed an interview guide (Appendix E) but remained open
enough to follow participants if they chose to discuss their experiences beyond the planned
questions. Of the 26 conversations, 21 were via video conference using Skype or Facebook
and recorded with ecamm video Call Recorder. One conversation was via video conference
using gchat, at the participant’s request, and was recorded with a handheld digital recorder.
The other four conversations were voice only, either due to participant request or to technical
difficulties. Three of these were recorded with ecamm Call Recorder, and one was recorded
with a handheld digital recorder. Conversations ranged from 7 to 55 minutes, though most
were between 10 and 25 minutes.
In the conversations, I talked to participants about how I understood being Seen so
that participants could get a better sense of the phenomenon. Rather than adapt to my
terminology, participants were given the opportunity to express their own understanding of
being Seen by describing an experience or two they associated with my explanation. The
purpose of the conversations was to reach a common understanding of being Seen, but some
participants chose to add more about their histories and opinions.
After the initial conversations, participants were sent emails with instructions for
completing the written questionnaire. Each email contained a unique link for participants to
complete the questionnaire on qualtrics.com and requested that they do so within a week of
our conversation. The email also contained a link to a private page of the
www.beingseenstudy.com website so that they could review the questions, if they preferred,
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before completing the online questionnaire. Participants were offered the opportunity to
complete the questionnaire in Word or pdf form instead of online, if they preferred.
The written questionnaire (Appendix F) included two parts. First, there were several
demographic and other informational questions, such as age, marital status, and type of work.
Second, there was a short-answer section consisting of 15 open-ended questions. Participants
were given unlimited space to answer the open-ended questions. They also were allowed to
choose their pseudonyms.
Of the 26 people who participated in the conversations, 24 completed written
questionnaires. Four people elected to complete the questionnaire in Word form and email it
to me. The other 20 people completed their questionnaires online. Almost all of the 24 who
completed questionnaires did so within a week of their conversations, and all did so within 2
weeks. Two people began questionnaires online but did not complete them, though they
were sent two email reminders. Their interview data and partial written answers were not
included in the study.
I transcribed all of the conversations and sent transcripts to participants for review.
For other projects, I have used transcription services and transcribed interviews myself. I
found that transcribing the interviews provides a better immersive experience into the data
and helps me stay close to participants’ unique voices and perspectives. I received
corrections from three participants and approvals from 18 participants. The other three
participants were sent email reminders to review their transcripts and notified that I would
assume they did not have any objections if they did not respond. I did not receive responses
from any of the three, and their transcripts were added to the data.
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Data analysis. The data set included 24 conversation transcripts and written
questionnaires. I became more familiar with the conversations while I transcribed each one.
I also skimmed the written questionnaires as participants submitted them. After all the data
were collected, I began thematic analysis. Thematic analysis allows for flexible, inductive
data analysis, which is appropriate for an exploratory study like this one (Braun & Clarke,
2006).
Coding. I did three rounds of coding and used Saldaña’s (2013) guidelines for coding
qualitative data. Each round was inductive, starting without predetermined categories. By
the third round, I had some preconceptions from the first and second rounds, but I still started
without a formal set of codes. The first round of coding was manual, and the second and
third rounds were computer-assisted using Atlas.ti.
For the first round, I printed the transcripts and questionnaire answers. I decided to
read each person’s transcript and questionnaire so that I could get some idea of each
participant’s thought process from beginning to end. As I read, I manually highlighted
interesting passages and made notes in the margin as thoughts occurred to me. I also wrote
analytic memos as I progressed through the data. I made participant-specific notes when
thoughts occurred to me, which was not after every set. In another memo, I recorded my
thoughts throughout the initial coding round, including what ideas I had, what I noticed in the
data, and what I noticed about myself as I was coding. In particular, I noticed that I was
drawn more to emotional comments and to points when participants described characteristics
that I knew were typical of the highly gifted. I also thought these notes might be used later in
the analysis to check for my bias and to ensure I had not overlooked any potential themes.
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This was the only physical reading of the data, and I suspected manual coding would affect
my interpretation differently than computer coding.
For the second and third rounds of coding, I used Atlas.ti computer software to assist
me. In the second round, I again read each participant’s interview and questionnaire as a set.
I used open coding, coded very close to the data, and accumulated over 750 codes by the end
of the process. I called this the microcoding round. Each day before I started coding, I wrote
descriptions of the participants whose data I had coded the day before, including my own
impressions. I did this from memory to track which participant details were important or
interesting enough that I remembered them the next day. In the third round, I read and coded
all of the questionnaires and then read and coded all of the transcripts. This time, I read for
ideas and larger thought chunks, accumulating about 125 codes. I called this the chunky
coding round. With microcoding, I got an in-depth look at the data. With chunky coding, I
took a broader perspective on the data.
Self-awareness and analysis. I knew that I began this project with preconceived
ideas about being Seen based on my own experience and on anecdotes from highly gifted
friends and family. Although my definition introduced participants to the concept, I wanted
to allow room for their responses to contribute to a full definition. I microcoded to prevent
too much interpretation and bias on my part. I also realized I felt connected to the
participants and responsible for their thoughts and stories. I wanted to respect each
participant’s experience and ensure their unique reflections were included in the findings.
Microcoding emerged from my conscious desire to account for my preconceptions and from
my then-unconscious desire to honor the participants’ contributions.
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The microcoding round helped free my mind for the chunky round. Rather than code
almost every piece of data, as I had in the microcoding round, I tried to code for the essences
of what the participants were saying. I had already gathered the participants’ unique
perspectives in the microcoding round, so it was easier to be less personally attached in the
chunky round. I was able to better restrict my coding to only the data at hand rather than
including the impressions participants had left on me. I expected that the chunky round
would result in broader categories that I could use to organize the microcodes. While this
was true to some extent, the chunky coding round also picked up on ideas that the
microcoding round missed.
Throughout the coding and analysis, I used multiple tools to make sense of what I
was finding. I created Excel tables to track the frequencies of codes across participants. I
wrote analytic memos whenever new thoughts occurred to me. I used different color
notecards to sort codes into categories. I drew mind maps to make connections between
categories and keep track of my thinking. I scribbled handwritten notes on a legal pad, using
the process of handwriting to solidify my ideas. I journaled after most work sessions and let
my freewriting uncover buried thoughts. Findings and themes emerged from these thought
processes.
Researcher Bias
Like any researcher, I come to my work from within personal, social, and historical
context. I have tried to self-monitor to filter out as much bias as possible, but I am doing so
from within my context, too. I cannot objectively understand my own subjective stance
while I am still in it. I am inescapably a product of my genetics, my environment, and my
time.
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I could, though, try to ameliorate the biases I could identify. At the beginning of the
dissertation process, I asked my committee members to watch for places where my biases or
assumptions might be subverting the research. They made several such observations and
helped me reflect on how my bias was manifesting in my work. I then could make a
conscious choice of action that included this awareness rather than allowing unconscious bias
to seep into the process. I wrote reflective memos often during the coding and analysis
process. Writing helped me uncover latent ideas and feelings for which I could self-monitor
as I worked. I also answered the short-answer questionnaire myself. My written responses
explicated previously unstructured thoughts and biases, allowing for examination of latent
attitudes. Working with participants provided an unexpected check on my assumptions.
Some of their experiences and reflections differed greatly from my own, and I had to
recognize new perspectives on being Seen if I was to understand the participants’ viewpoints.
As discussed in Chapter 1, this study was conceived based on my experiences and on
those of highly gifted friends and family. Because of my personal history, I empathized with
participants as they described their challenges being Seen, some of which were similar to my
own. I sometimes had difficulty separating the participants from the data. To address this
problem, I imagined that the data were collected by a different researcher and that I had no
knowledge about them other than the information contained in the transcripts and
questionnaires.
Summary
The procedures for this study were designed to capture how highly gifted adults
experience being Seen. Potential participants qualified based on self-reported IQ scores,
standardized test scores, or academic experiences. Qualified participants also were at least
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30 years old. I had an initial conversation with each participant to ensure they understood the
concept of being Seen as I was defining it. Participants then completed a written
questionnaire with demographic questions and 15 short-answer questions. The conversations
helped participants connect their experiences with the study while the questionnaire allowed
more time for reflection about the nature of being Seen. In addition, the combination of the
verbal conversation and the written questionnaire provided participants with different modes
of communication. Transcripts of the conversations and questionnaire answers were coded
and analyzed, resulting in the themes and findings described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Because the phenomenon of being Seen had not been studied before, it was important
to determine first whether it existed at all. I suspected that it did based on personal
experience, anecdotal evidence, and deductive reasoning from the literature. Participant
responses confirmed that suspicion and added further depth and breadth to the idea. This
chapter contains participants’ collective insights into being Seen.
In the sections that follow, I introduce the participants and present the findings
organized around four themes. Participants are described as a group with aggregated
demographic data followed by brief, individual profiles of each participant. Findings were
categorized by four themes as follows:
1. Being Seen Happens and Is Good
2. It’s Not Easy Being Not Me
3. But, Really, We’re Okay
4. Seen Corollaries
The first theme details participant descriptions of being Seen and introduces misSeen and
notSeen, concepts drawn from participants’ experiences of receiving negative reflections. In
the second theme, participants describe their challenges fitting in and the strategies they used
to adapt. The third theme covers participant outcomes, how they feel about their lives and
whether they have problems related to self-concept development. The concepts in the fourth
theme each are possible offshoots of being Seen for future research.
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Meet the Participants
Group Characteristics
Participants were all highly gifted and at least 30 years old. As described in Chapter
3, highly gifted was defined for this study as having at least 145 IQ or demonstrating the
equivalent through other testing or educational experiences. The process and timeline of
participant recruitment also were described in Chapter 3. Participants were accepted into the
study without regard for gender, race or ethnicity, level of education, or any other
demographic characteristic.
Participant characteristics are summarized in Table 2. The group was 50% male and
50% female. Median age was about 45 years old4. Notably, 19 of the 24 participants, almost
80%, were married, and 75% of them had children. Velma, one of three divorced
participants, was living with her romantic partner at the time of the study. Of the six
participants who did not have children, two were married within the last year and two were
single.
More than 75% of participants had earned at least a master’s degree. HARP was one
of those and also was a doctoral student at the time of the study. Jay Scott was the only
participant who had not earned a college degree; he was a professional athlete.
All but two of the participants identified as White, Caucasian, or a similar descriptor.
Asterix was born and raised in Southeast Asia and identified as Asian American. Lars was
born and raised in the United States and identified as Indian.

4

Median age was estimated because participants gave their ages in ranges rather than in precise numbers.
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Table 2
Summary of Participant Characteristics (n=24)
Gender
Male
Female
Age
30 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64
65 to 69
70 to 74
Marital Status
Single
Married
Divorced
# of Children
0
1
2
3
4
5
Education Level
Some college
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Professional degree
Doctoral degree
Career Sector
Athletic coaching
Business or Economics
Education
Engineering
Law
Personal coaching
Psychiatry

n

%

12
12

50.0%
50.0%

3
3
6
2
2
6
1
0
1

12.5%
12.5%
25.0%
8.3%
8.3%
25.0%
4.2%
0.0%
4.2%

2
19
3

8.3%
79.2%
12.5%

6
7
6
2
2
1

25.0%
29.2%
25.0%
8.3%
8.3%
4.2%

1
4
11
4
4

4.2%
16.7%
45.8%
16.7%
16.7%

1
7
7
5
1
1
2

4.2%
29.2%
29.2%
20.8%
4.2%
4.2%
8.3%
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Participants identified their careers in their own words, and those descriptions are
included in their individual profiles. I grouped them into career sectors based on their
answers. I included HARP in the education sector because her doctoral work is in education.
In addition, I categorized the four retired participants by the work they did before they
retired. More than 25% of participants worked in education; more than 25% of participants
worked in a business-related field, such as finance or economics; and almost 25% of
participants identified as engineers. In sum, 19 participants, almost 80% of the group,
worked in education, business, or engineering.
Participant Profiles
Following are short descriptions of each participant. In addition, Table 3 details their
individual demographic information.
Alex. Alex is a White male between 50 and 54 years old who is married with two
children. He earned a doctorate and is a professor at a highly regarded university in the East
Coast area. Alex’s survey had a melancholy feel, which aligned with his thought that he
might be missing out on the Seen experience; he used the word “bittersweet.” Unlike some
other participants, though, his pain seemed to stem from a kind of grieving over lost
opportunity rather than pain of reliving hurtful experiences from childhood.
Anne C. Anne C is a White female between 55 and 59 years old who is married with
one child. She earned a doctorate but no longer works in a field where she uses her doctoral
expertise directly. She owns a small business with her husband in the East Coast area. Anne
C reported that she did not identify with the experiences of being misunderstood that she read
on the website. She feels that she has been understood throughout her life.

Table 3
Individual Participant Characteristics
Age
50 to 54
55 to 59
40 to 44
30 to 34
40 to 44
55 to 59
35 to 39
30 to 34
55 to 59
70 to 74
45 to 49
40 to 44
30 to 34
35 to 39
35 to 39
40 to 44
55 to 59
55 to 59
60 to 64
40 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 54
40 to 44
55 to 59

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male

Marital
Status
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Single
Single
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Divorced
Divorced
Divorced
Married

Children
2
1
3
0
2
2
2
1
1
4
2
0
0
0
0
1
3
5
1
1
2
1
4
0

Education
Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate
Professional
Professional
Master's
Bachelor's
Master's
Doctorate
Master's
Some college
Master's
Professional
Master's
Professional
Professional
Professional
Master's
Master's
Bachelor's
Bachelor's
Master's
Master's
Bachelor's

Profession
Education/research
Business owner
Financial economist
Psychiatrist
Energy finance / trading
AD/HD coach
Engineer
Doctoral student
Engineering
Retired college administrator
Soccer coach/instructor
Investment management
Finance
Education Management
Attorney, U.S. Dept. of Justice
Psychiatrist
Engineer and manager
Retired school teacher
Retired from teaching
Computer engineering
Real estate sales
International economist
Gifted education teacher
Software, enterprise
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Participant
Alex
Anne C
Asterix
Catherine
Christopher Richard
Clark
Dustin
HARP
Harry
Ione
Jay Scott
JB
Ken
Lars
Marian
Mary
philosopherdad
Rosina
Sophia
Steve
Suziq338
Teresa
Velma
vkanids
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Asterix. Asterix is an Asian American male between 40 and 44 years old. He grew
up in Southeast Asia, then attended an Ivy League college and graduate school in the United
States. He earned a doctorate and works for the federal government as a financial economist.
He is married with three children. Asterix believed his different way of thinking was
valuable and should be put to good use at work, where he was discontent. He said that he
sometimes misses school because his performance on tests demonstrated his intelligence to
others, who could then recognize him for it.
Catherine. Catherine is a married White female between 30 and 34 years old and
does not have children. She grew up in the Midwest and now is a practicing psychiatrist in
the East Coast region. Even though she knew she was gifted, she said that when she
completed the checklist of characteristics of highly gifted people, she was perplexed by items
such as “fascinated with paradoxes” and “enjoy puzzles” because she assumed everyone had
those characteristics. She only realized these were things that made her different when she
started to participate in this study. Her mother, Sophia, is also a participant.
Christopher Richard. Christopher Richard is a White male between 40 and 44 years
old. He is married with two children and lives in the southern region of the United States.
He worked in computer engineering before earning his MBA and now works in energy
finance and trading, though he was unemployed at the time of this study. He expected to be
employed again within 30 days. Due to his giftedness, Christopher Richard endured severe
bullying as a child and continues to struggle with issues related to his childhood and
giftedness.
Clark. Clark is a married White male between 55 and 59 years old who has two
children. He earned a master’s degree in a scientific field but has trained and now works as a
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coach, specializing in AD/HD. He lives in the Midwest region. Clark identified more with
his AD/HD than with his giftedness, perhaps because he had connected with others who
shared his AD/HD struggles. He learned to self-monitor from an early age and now has
trouble differentiating his own thoughts and feelings from those he believes the other person
expects of him. He fears disappointing people, even me, who he had just met.
Dustin. Dustin is a White male between 35 and 39 years old. He is married with two
children and lives in the northeast region of the country. He has a bachelor’s degree and
works as an engineer. Dustin understood being Seen in adulthood mostly as earning rewards
or notice at work. While he was answering the survey questions, he realized he has a sector
of his life that he keeps private from everyone, including his family, when he stays up late by
himself reading, writing, or working on the computer.
HARP. HARP is a White female between 30 and 34 years old who has a master’s
degree and is in the process of earning her doctorate. She is married with one newborn and
lives in the eastern region of the country. HARP remembered wishing she were Seen more
as a child, describing its absence as a “nagging longing” and a “gaping hole [she] felt.” She
believed that, as an adult, she had developed ways to self-validate so that she did not miss
being Seen as much.
Harry. Harry is a White male between 55 and 59 years old who earned his doctorate.
He worked as an engineer and recently retired from a major technology company, where he
spent almost his entire career. He is married with one child and lives in the Pacific
Northwest. Harry learned leadership skills early in his career when he was given
responsibility for coaching other employees and for managing project teams. From these
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skills and his experiences, he realized that “people matter,” a concept that evolved into a
strongly held value in his life.
Ione. Ione is a White female between 70 and 74 years old. She has been married for
48 years and has four children. She earned her master’s degree and worked in college
administration. Now that she is retired, she volunteers as a creative writing teacher at the
county jail. She lives in the Midwest region of the country and is the oldest participant in the
study. When Ione was young, she did not think of herself as particularly intelligent. She
believed she just “read the teacher” better than others. She came to accept her intelligence as
she matured.
Jay Scott. Jay Scott is a White male between 45 and 49 years old. He is married
with two children and lives in the Midwest region of the country. He is the only participant
who has not earned at least a college degree, though he did complete some college. He is a
professional soccer player, coach, and trainer. Jay Scott chose to participate in the study
because he thought he would contribute a different perspective due to his background and
career choice. He lacks connection to anyone except his children. With his attitude of
superiority and contempt for others, he perpetuates the stereotype that giftedness is elitist.
JB. JB is a White male between 40 and 44 years old. He is married without children.
He earned a master’s degree in a science field but now works in investment management. He
lives near the West Coast of the country. To be successful in his work, JB learned the social
skills to interact with general society. He sounded like he was discussing any job skill that
people might list on a resume, like proficiency with computer software. His answers
indicated a clear awareness of when he needs to use his social skills and when he does not.
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Ken. Ken is a White male between 30 and 34 years old. He earned his master’s
degree and works in finance. He has not been married and does not have any children. He
lives in the Midwest region of the country. Ken did not remember feeling misunderstood for
any length of time and does not identify as gifted, though he went to a private school for
gifted children. He related being Seen to teachers giving him special projects at school and
to markers of success at work.
Lars. Lars is an Indian female between 35 and 39 years old. She identifies as Indian
while also having been born and raised in the United States. She earned a master’s degree
and works in education management. She has not been married and does not have any
children. She lives in the Midwest. Lars understood being Seen through her cultural
identity, which is a source of pride for her. She described how her mother helped her firstgrade class understand Indian customs so that her classmates learned about the Indian culture
rather than ostracizing her for it. However, she also described someone in the Indian
community telling her not to talk about her aspirations to be a social worker because she was
expected to be a doctor or an engineer. She has fit as her natural self in Indian and American
cultures, but she has conflicts with coworkers who do not understand her natural way of
being as a highly gifted person.
Marian. Marian is a White female between 35 and 39 years old. She earned a law
degree and works as an attorney for the United States Department of Justice. When we
spoke, she was not yet married but was only a few weeks away from her wedding; she
identified as married. She lives on the East Coast. Marian brushed over her lack of
acceptance from childhood and focused on the satisfaction she feels in her adult life. She
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suggested that opportunities to be Seen need not be sought; rather, they must be recognized
when they happen.
Mary. Mary is a White female between 40 and 44 years old. She is a psychiatrist on
the East Coast. She is married with one child and is pregnant with her second. Mary recalled
how important being Seen was to her during college and early adulthood, but she did not
attach as much importance to it now that her self-concept had stabilized. Unlike several
other female participants, her current husband is not as intellectual as she, but she feels he
Sees her in other ways.
Philosopherdad. Philosopherdad is a White male between 55 and 59 years old. He
is married with three children. He earned a professional degree of some kind and works as
an engineer and manager. He lives on the East Coast. Philosopherdad suggested that
everyone has to restrain some of their natural ways of being to maintain a civilized society.
He said that he did not have many social problems in childhood but that his three profoundly
gifted children had a difficult time relating to their peers.
Rosina. Rosina is a White female between 55 and 59 years old. She is married with
five children. She earned her master’s degree and was a teacher until she retired. She lives
in the northeast region of the country. Rosina said that she was grateful for the opportunity
to stay at home with her children but that she worried her brain was turning to “mush.” Her
husband understood her concern and made sure to have intellectual discussions with her.
Sophia. Sophia is a White female between 60 and 64 years old. She is married with
one child. She earned her master’s degree and was a math teacher until she retired. She lives
in the Midwest. Since childhood, Sophia had loved baseball statistics, and she often kept
meticulous records of baseball seasons. Her husband reflected this as “weird,” but her
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daughter, Catherine, spoke proudly of Sophia’s passion and ability. Sophia becomes upset
when she perceives an injustice and feels compelled to take a stand to rectify it.
Steve. Steve is a White male between 40 and 44 years old. He is married with one
child. He earned his bachelor’s degree and works in computer engineering. He lives in the
southwest region of the country, though he grew up in the Midwest. Steve mentioned that he
was glad to contribute to something that would help others understand how gifted people feel
because he always had trouble explaining it. He described feeling severe loneliness in
adolescence and how he masked his giftedness to make connections with classmates.
Suziq338. Suziq338 is a White female between 45 and 49 years old. She is divorced
and has two children. She earned a bachelor’s degree and taught middle school but now
works in real estate sales. She lives in the northeast region of the country. Suziq338 wrote
that her only Seers were her mother, sister, children, and former lover. However, she also
said that she would be the same person regardless of whether she were Seen.
Teresa. Teresa is a White female between 50 and 54 years old. She is divorced with
one child. She earned her master’s degree and works in international economics directing
research programs. She lives on the East Coast. Several other participants had to stifle their
unconventional thinking at work, but Teresa said her job required her to think “outside the
box” to be successful. She also said that her work in international economics connected her
with people who were similar to her.
Velma. Velma is a White female between 40 and 44 years old. She is divorced with
four children. She earned her master’s degree and teaches in a gifted program in a public
school district. She lives in the Midwest. Velma ended her marriage less than a year ago
because she realized her husband did not See her. She also felt constrained by her roles as
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mother and teacher. At the time of the study, she was in a relationship with someone who
Saw her and was reconnecting with creative activities, such as singing, writing, and
composing music. Because of her activities, she was spending less time with her children,
which made her feel selfish; however, she believed she was setting a good example for them
by living a fulfilling life.
Vkanids. Vkanids is a White male between 55 and 59 years old. He has a bachelor’s
degree and works in enterprise software. He is married, though separated from his wife, and
has no children. He lives in the Midwest. Vkanids did not even notice his lack of connection
with others until he was in college, an extreme example of asynchronous development. He
started to make friends in college at the same time he started experimenting with drugs. He
believes smoking marijuana helped him widen his view and learn to interact with people.
Theme 1: Being Seen Happens and Is Good
The findings indicate that being Seen is something that happens and that it is a good
thing. Participants described their experiences of being Seen in colorful and imaginative
ways but were also analytical in parsing various aspects of the construct. A few of them
commented that they had not thought about this idea before but then provided thoughtful and
reflective answers that helped shape how others might understand it.
Participant responses provided evidence that being Seen is a common phenomenon
among highly gifted people; however, they also described more frequent experiences of
receiving negative reflections during interactions. Consequently, two additional concepts
were defined: misSeen and notSeen. Participants felt misSeen when they received negative
reflections for their natural ways of being. They felt notSeen when they received no
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reflections and instead were not acknowledged. Both had negative effects on their wellbeing, though being misSeen seemed more problematic than being notSeen.
Being Seen is a Thing
Of the 24 participants, 22 of them recognized the concept of being Seen during our
conversation or in reflection after we talked. Sometimes participants recalled a childhood
experience of being Seen and then, after they understood the idea, were able to think of an
adult experience or relationship where they felt something similar.
Participants felt many things as a result of being Seen. Three quarters of them (18)
used the words “understood,” “accepted,” or “comprehended” to describe what they felt
when they were Seen. Participants gave varied descriptions trying to capture their
experiences, ranging from simple to poetic:
Asterix:

It feels like being understood and accepted for who one is.

JB:

Relaxation, joy, happiness, and effervescence are all feelings that come to
mind.

HARP:

It feels comforting. It’s like there is an internal conflict and self-imposed
mental isolation, and then when someone truly sees you, it’s like that
conflict is resolved and a warm wave of inner peace and calm washes over
me. It feels relaxing and can also feel very liberating, like I can just be
however I want to be.

Ione:

Being seen is like standing fully in the light….It feels like I am standing in
the sun, warmed and energized by the insight and regard of the other
person.

Other descriptors included “relaxed,” “affirmed,” “happy,” “free,” and “like I can be
myself.”
Nearly half of participants noted that being Seen has been a rare experience. Mary,
asked when she avoided being Seen, wrote, “It's so rare that I feel ‘Seen’ that I don't ever
avoid it.” Steve said that “it really is kind of a relief to me to have people…get me because
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there aren't a lot out there.” As Velma wrote, “It's not something you can count on….It is
rare and precious.”
Six people said their self-confidence or self-worth increased as a result of being Seen.
Rosina, speaking of her time as a stay-at-home mom, said that her husband “makes me know
that I have self-worth besides just being a mother.”
Two participants associated being Seen with more unsteady experiences. Alex
experienced positive emotions but also disappointment that he might have missed something.
He wrote that being Seen felt
Surprising, and…simultaneously discomforting and joyful. The rarity of that
connection brings with it a sense too of having missed out on something important, of
having been kept in the dark about a way of engagement with others that may be quite
normal for most people (although I suspect it probably isn't).
Vkanids focused on what happens when someone Sees a new self-aspect, which the recipient
must then consider. He described a kind of cognitive dissonance as his self-concept was
shaken:
While it can be an enlightenment type of moment, in my experience, it is usually not
an immediately positive feeling, but rather-to-extremely uncomfortable, as learning
something new about oneself can be unsettling (at least to my personality).
Childhood vs. adulthood. Five participants said that being Seen in childhood had
more effect than being Seen in adulthood. Mary posed and answered her own question about
the difference:
how important do I think these things are? My answer is, as a child, profoundly, as an
adult, not as much. I'm not sure why that is….My best guess is that feeling SEEN is
an experience that carries forward, (i.e. once seen, always seen?) and that it is much
more important at an age when identity and self-concept are being formed than it is
after they are well established.
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But Marian pointed out that children might not notice that they are being Seen: “as a kid,
you're still figuring out who you are—so even if someone is Seeing you, to use your phrase,
you might not recognize it—or like it!—until later on.”
Some participants commented on the differences between being Seen in childhood
and being Seen in adulthood. Eight participants commented that being Seen might be easier
in adulthood because adults have more choices about their lives than children do. As
Suziq338 wrote, “An adult is free to dissociate from people who fail to accept him/her. A
child is sometimes trapped.” However, Lars commented that being Seen was easier when
she was a child:
growing up there were adults who would group like-minded people together, and that
helped to an extent. As you grow up, there's less of that. As adults, we have to
navigate that on our own, which can be tough, especially in the workplace.
Exceptions to the rule. Two participants, Ken and Anne C, did not seem to
recognize the experience of being Seen the same way other participants did. Ken had not
even considered the idea: “I've never really had a personal view of myself that I felt needed
to be gotten…. I just kind of be myself and people understand it.” Anne C had a similar
response: “I never felt misunderstood.…I read that [website text], and I thought I've never
felt like that at any length of time.” Both of them framed it as a workplace issue so that they
could answer the survey questions, but for Ken and Anne C, being Seen was a nonissue.
Ken and Anne C also were unique among participants in that they were the only two
who did not feel different from others, even though they knew they were gifted. Both of
them attended private schools with entrance requirements, and Anne C attended elite college
and graduate schools as well. As Anne C said about her grade school, “the girls in my class
were super-sharp, so I always felt fine.” Ken said, “I went to a gifted school. I never
considered myself gifted. I never thought of myself as I'm different.” He emphasized that
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his work ethic, not any innate capability, was the source of his success: “I don't credit a level
of intelligence to it. I credit a level of work that I've done.”
Being MisSeen and NotSeen Are Also Things
Participants also commented on experiences when they did not receive positive
reflections. Steve even assumed there would be more comments about negative experiences
than about positive experiences, saying, “It’s much more common….and obviously more
painful.” Sometimes, participants were misSeen, receiving actively negative or disapproving
reflections. Other times, participants were notSeen, as when they did not receive any
reflection.
MisSeen. Participants felt others misinterpreted their behavior in a variety of ways
and for a variety of reasons, many of them related to typical gifted characteristics. Despite
the diversity of specific experiences, 13 participants, more than half of them, talked about
experiences when they felt misSeen.
Seven participants, more than one quarter of them, felt misSeen as oppositional.
From their perspective, they were trying to work on a common problem or understand
something more thoroughly. However, the people with whom they were interacting seemed
to take their behavior personally. Lars ran into this problem repeatedly at work:
when something is given to me, I ask a lot of questions back. I tend to see if there's
any holes in something and not because…I don't think something's a good idea, but
for me it's like, I want to see if there's any holes so no one else can poke holes into it
if…we lay it out as a plan. Some people see that as you're resisting and you're trying
to cause problems. I respect bosses or mentors or professors who see that as, wow,
you're actually trying to make this a better a plan. And not see it as threatening. I've
worked with a lot of people who see it as threatening. And to me that doesn't help me
grow. It doesn't help you grow. And it's unfortunate, the majority of the people I've
worked with, that's the case.
Catherine described having a similar experience at work and modifying her behavior to avoid
being misSeen:
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I have a very strong inner drive to figure shit out. To get to the bottom of things. I'm
just really, really curious and love learning—oh, and I love systems theory. My close
friends get this. As an adult, people personalize the hell out of this. Mainly at work,
say if something doesn't go smoothly, some sort of missed opportunity to have helped
a patient better, I'll want to understand what happened from a process perspective and
figure out what we can do differently. I invest so much energy into doing this in a
way that doesn't step on toes. I wish I could wave a wand and just have people accept
that this is not about you, I'm an ally, I'm just trying to figure shit out! This is one of
the most natural parts of me I have to manage constantly.
Suziq338 wrote, “Some people confuse the ability to rapidly analyze multiple outcomes and
form a logical opinion as being opinionated instead of logical.”
In addition, three participants felt misSeen for being extreme in their ideas or even
their thought processes. Sophia experienced this as
Total frustration. An example is when someone cannot understand why I act or say
something because I take a strong stance on something. When an injustice is done
and you are dealing with someone who doesn't care to fix it, even though they have
the power, it really upsets me.
Three participants also described being misSeen as “wrong,” not for what they were doing
but for who they were. Asterix wrote, “I feel a general sense of disapproval about who I am
so I understandably try my best to act and think the way I believe others want me to act and
think.” Christopher Richard felt misSeen throughout his childhood and wrote,
"Seen" was not what I experienced. "Seen" sounds nice, especially when you
capitalize it. I don't know what to call what I experienced. What do you call it when
people pay money to see a circus freak? Is that "seen"? Is it observation,
studying....? I don't know what the right word is, but that is how I felt.
NotSeen. Participants also experienced a lack of reflection, some of them on a
regular basis. Nine participants commented that being notSeen was their status quo. Dustin
wrote, “Most of the time you're not seen. I think this is the normal state and you've had a
lifetime to get adapted to it.” HARP only realized notSeen was her status quo when she was
reminded,
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As an adult, I don't think about it as much, but when I do encounter a person or
circumstance where I feel fully seen, it still feels like a warm and welcomed
experience. It's almost like, as an adult, I forget that I feel unseen until someone really
sees me. I'm not aware of this gaping hole that I think I felt as a kid.
This aligns with the earlier finding that participants rarely felt they were Seen.
However, for some of them, not being Seen was not a particularly negative thing but
rather something that was an unremarkable part of their daily lives. Alex wrote that not
being Seen was “Like any other day? By which I mean connected in the normal ways to
family and friends but unlikely to venture beyond the typical interactions and exchanges.
Nothing too personal or risky.” Christopher Richard even commented that he prefers not
being Seen, perhaps because he was misSeen so much in his early life. He wrote, “Not seen
is generally good. I am happy being not seen. I just want a good paying job, my family, a
relationship with my parents, and faith in a higher power.”
Effects of being misSeen or notSeen. Even for participants who were not as
bothered by not being Seen most of the time, over half the participants (13) connected
negative feelings to being misSeen or notSeen. Nine participants felt lessened or diminished
in some way when they were misSeen or unseen. Ione described it as “It feels like I have
disappeared, evaporated.” Catherine wrote, “When I am not seen it feels like: cold; artificial;
inauthentic; sanitized; truncated; nervous; self-conscious; fragmented; self-doubt; small.”
Seven participants talked about feeling outside or isolated due to being misSeen or notSeen.
Asterix wrote, “It feels like a kid who is picked last when teams are chosen in a sport. It feels
like being excluded from society in a way.” Participants also noted feeling frustrated,
trapped, ashamed, and self-doubting due to these experiences. Lars wrote, “I begin to
question myself. I may even lose self-confidence at times.” Clark sometimes directs his
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frustration outward: “Sometimes I get angry that others can't seem to ‘get me’ despite my
best efforts.” No positive feelings were attributed to being misSeen or notSeen.
Theme 2: It’s Not Easy Being Not Me
The findings indicate that participants developed strategies to counter the
disapproving reflections and accompanying negative feelings they received. These strategies
are described in the following three subthemes:
1. Duck and Cover
2. If You Can’t Avoid ‘Em, Join ‘Em
3. I Speak Normal
The strategies described in the subthemes are not as discrete as they are presented
here. In their responses, participants often recounted using some mix of strategies,
consciously or unconsciously. However, the boundaries, fuzzy though they are, allow the
strategies to be defined for purposes of discussion.
Duck and Cover
Participants sometimes tried to avoid exposure to minimize the negative reflections
they received. Eleven participants reported avoiding exposure on a regular basis. These
were scenarios where participants anticipated receiving a negative reaction if they behaved
naturally. Rather than risk being misSeen, participants consciously chose to be notSeen.
Participants did not indicate that they preferred this strategy to being Seen but did prefer it to
dealing with challenging reactions from people with whom they interacted.
One third of participants (8) reported that they avoided revealing themselves to
people most of the time. Mary avoided attention: “I think I go through much of my exterior
life (at work, outside my home) affecting a sort of pleasant Columbo demeanor or keeping to
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myself. In part, I suspect, to avoid calling attention to myself.” Jay Scott wrote simply, “I've
continued to try to stay invisible to others and blend in.” Christopher Richard wrote that he
“nearly always” avoids exposure. He found that the “Best thing to do is lay low, figure out a
way to make money, be happy, and not be a freak.”
Six participants reported using this strategy at work. Velma avoided expressing
herself as a teacher in a smaller community:
I avoid being seen at work. I don't share things, avoid certain topics of conversation.
For example, I do not announce that I think pot and other drugs should be legalized,
that the war on drugs was a waste of time and imprisoning drug abusers does not help
society. Those are not considered "good teacher" opinions in Ohio.
Catherine wrote that she expected she would have to learn to self-manage to interact
appropriately with her patients when she became a psychiatrist. She was surprised to learn
that she needed to avoid being her full, natural self with the staff as well.
I need to very actively manage my persona at work. This is absolutely necessary for
my work with patients and is second nature to me at this point, even in med school
and residency, being aware of how I interacted with patients made complete sense.
What was more difficult was coming to terms with having to manage my persona
around employees. At first, in residency, that felt very inauthentic—"I need to be true
to myself all the time and listen to my heart!" (said 24-year-old me) But managing
boundaries, processes, facial expressions, physical appearance is all part of
professionalism in my field. So, I've come to terms with, say, about 80% of it as
being necessary.
Data indicated that participants particularly avoid the possibility of being Seen when
they feel uncertain. One third of participants (8) mentioned some form of uncertainty in
connection with avoiding revealing their full selves. Harry wrote that he may not participate
in certain discussions because “I want to be sure that my opinions will not be perceived as
intolerance. This leads me to be less open and thus unlikely to be ‘Seen’ in many
circumstances.” HARP experiences uncertainty in her work:
As a doctoral student, I often feel unsure of my knowledge and my place. Sometimes
I feel like my advisor, for example, treats me as a colleague, and sometimes I feel like
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he treats me like a child. And then in the next moment I could be working on a
project with a fellow doc student where I am suddenly the expert and he is deferring
to me. It is a strange position to be in, to be constantly shifting in power structures. I
often find myself speaking unsurely or not wanting to put myself out there or be my
true self because I'm not sure of the appropriate boundaries.
Vkanids was clear about how he managed different levels of certainty, writing, “I am
uncomfortable in unstructured social situations and will go to lengths to not be in one,
although I am (now) quite comfortable in structured social situations (for example,
professional interactions).”
If You Can’t Avoid ‘Em, Join ‘Em
While avoidance was a useful strategy, it was not always effective. Sometimes
participants needed to do more than seem to disappear; they needed to participate in a way
that was less likely to incur negative responses than their natural style. Seventeen
participants, nearly three quarters, made comments about fitting in or blending in when they
interact with society more broadly. Even if they referenced it only obliquely, their bringing it
up at all indicated that they thought about fitting in, that they had to take some action to try to
fit in, and that it was a conscious, chosen behavior.
It’s not as easy as it sounds. Five participants flat-out said that they did not fit in,
particularly in childhood. At the beginning of our conversation, Steve said, “I guess all my
life I've kind of felt misunderstood or didn't really fit in.” He felt this as early as first grade
when he was in public school:
the other kids there, I remember the way they had the desks set up, there was another
kid directly across from me. And I remember talking to these kids and thinking, I just
don't fit in. I could not communicate with them or they couldn't communicate with
me….I didn't, at that point, didn't have anybody who I could relate to at all.
Catherine and Jay Scott felt like they did not fit even at schools for the gifted. Catherine
said, “I went to a school full of weirdos, and I stood out as one of the weirdos at one of the
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school of weirdos.” Jay Scott felt like he did not fit in at his gifted school because he was
training to be an elite athlete. At a recent elementary school reunion, he discovered others
had similar experiences: “I always felt like I was an outcast in there. And I've talked to
several of those people since, and they all felt the exact same way.”
Six participants said that fitting in was not easy or natural for them. Dustin described
his struggles of trying to fit in for the sake of his son:
What has been most difficult is interacting with other parents. In particular, my
oldest son plays a lot of travel sport (Hockey and Lacrosse). This results in many
social gatherings: at games, at hotels and restaurants, at people's houses. It is difficult
to fit into this culture and connect with some of these other parents. These situations
are extremely stressful, and my failure to adequately socialize in these situations has
negative consequences for my son and causes a lot of animosity with my wife. My
wife accuses me of acting “stand-offish,” “bored,” “clearly not wanting to be there,”
or “acting better or superior to others.” None of that is my intention, and I try and
argue that it isn't true. I try very hard to fit in, often unsuccessfully. It's definitely a
huge problem.
JB described himself in young adulthood as “My EQ probably was not caught up with my
IQ,” but he subsequently developed good interpersonal skills to be successful in his work.
Still, he wrote, “Certainly there is an element of stress, a need to perform well, and an
awareness that one is to some degree putting on a performance for the benefit of others. It's
generally not enjoyable, and it drains energy.” Clark put it succinctly when he wrote,
“Fitting in is exhausting and ultimately not very rewarding.”
Humans for dummies. One third of participants (8) mentioned efforts to understand,
or at least learn, interpersonal and social skills. Some of them talked about their process.
Vkanids reflected that being aware of others
was a skill I learned a good 10 to 15 years after most other children did. And I think
I've been behind my whole life relationship-wise. I feel like now I'm more like most
people are in their twenties and thirties, and I'm in my fifties.
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But he was interested in learning what he had missed, saying, “It was new territory. I've
always been interested in knowledge, and this was untapped knowledge, in a sense.”
Dustin explained that he had learned and practiced different social skills, though he still
critiqued himself on his interpersonal performance:
Most of the time, I feel fine with the majority of my interactions with other people. I
used to really avoid unnecessary interactions. I remember [being] younger and
thinking that I like dealing with machines and computers way more than with people.
But I've learned to go outside of my comfort zone and with enough practice now I can
successfully navigate most situations, from small talk to speaking in front of large
crowds. It's not something that I avoid or even dislike anymore. That said, there are
still situations that occur that I know I could have done better or that I messed up in
some way.
JB described his experience as “I really had to solve a lot of that EQ stuff, almost learn it as a
second language.” Catherine simply said, “I have always been really nosey about people and
wanting to understand human behavior,” which was part of the reason she became a
psychiatrist.
Six participants observed themselves and others to learn what to do. Steve
volunteered that observation was a key part of his social education, saying, “my whole life,
I've been, what I would say is I've been an observer. So in social situations, most of the time,
I'm just watching and taking things in and learning and not really participating.” JB noted
this was more effective as he got older and added self-observation to the data he collected:
just having a bigger sample set of people that you encounter and seeing the extremes
of different personality types can really—when you see what the whole spectrum of
personality types looks like, it maybe makes you more cognizant of where you fall
within that continuum.
Harry approached the situation from a logical point of view, perhaps unconsciously
applying the scientific method to the problem. He said, “it's a matter of observing the world,
seeing what works, and trying to do more of what works and trying to do less of what doesn't
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work.” Similarly, JB took his sample set from above and applied his intelligence and selfobservation to the issue:
intellectually, I'm pretty smart. And I could sort of see myself at a distance and say,
“OK, hey, what's not working here? What do you need to change? What's gone
wrong? And how can you adapt to make yourself more relatable to these people who
you absolutely need to relate to for reasons of professional success?”
But vkanids noted that trial-and-error part was challenging when trying to discover society’s
unwritten rules, saying, “without all of the rules….It's scary. It's a move with trepidation
kind of thing. And it often seems like one gets it wrong when you don't understand.” Clark
continued to struggle with how to fit. He said, “automatically my brain is trying to present,
what do people want? Who, what do I need to be to fit in and not cause trouble and not
disappoint people.”
Faking the fit. Regardless of how they learned, two thirds of participants (18) talked
about how they fit in. Participants found ways to pretend to be like others or, at least, to not
be their natural selves in general society. Here, too, these strategies are being presented
individually but actually overlap and blend, as will be evident in the quotations.
Ten participants alluded to going underground, adjusting their behavior to appear less
intelligent than they were. Steve gave the purest example from his freshman year at a
private, Catholic high school:
I was an avid reader of the dictionary….Nerd thing to do. But a lot of times I would
be speaking and people simply wouldn't understand the words that I was using at all.
So, for example, I had to sort of scale back my level of use of the English language
whenever I was talking to anybody, otherwise they just couldn't understand me. So
that's one example. Sometimes I studied less to maybe get a B instead of an A, just to
kind of show them that I wasn't different from them that I could do that, too….It's
kind of an emotional thing for me.
By making this choice, Steve was able to make himself appear less intelligent enough that the
“smart kids” at school accepted him. Mary described using this strategy more recently when
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she wrote, “Having failed to find any way to use my full intellectual power in my job, I find
that a cheerful and spacy sort of demeanor enables me to coast through life happily invisible
and avoiding extra work.”
Nine participants referenced playing a role or putting on a mask when they interacted
with society in general. Velma and Alex described their daily lives in these terms. Velma
wrote, “I feel like I am an actor lots of the time. I feel a separation from my inner experience
and my outer reaction, unless I am with those that See me. Then I am in sync.” Alex wrote
that he felt “Like I'm playing a part a lot of the time, frankly, and that the odds of having an
honest interaction are pretty slim.” Though his interpersonal skills had improved, vkanids
did not attend events where his role was uncertain:
I've learned how to do small talk. You know, you play the role. You find out what
people like, get them to talk about themselves, and say the right thing. Other people
will talk for a long time. People don't know that I don't like to do that sort of thing,
but I've learned how to do it, but it's kind of exhausting. And I still have never been
to a social event. My company is a small privately-held company, and they're very
big on everybody getting together for Thanksgiving and Christmas and there's a
summer barn hayride and all kinds of things, and I've never been to any of them
because that was just too daunting. I don't have a role to play there. It's undefined.
One third of participants (8) described acting “normal” to fit in. Teresa wrote, “I
have learned to project a ‘veneer’ of ‘normality’—to be able to engage in small talk socially
and banter at a superficial level, when I often would prefer not to.” JB wrote about learning
how being gifted influenced his ability to act normal:
To the extent being gifted means being "not normal," it has certainly fostered the
development of an ability to act more "normal" when social contexts require it. In
many cases, this means tempering the urge to show off or just recognizing that the
things I find interesting are not interesting to others and should therefore be avoided
in conversation.
Philosopherdad wrote about adjusting his behavior for the context: “In larger social
situations, I try to be pleasant, without going into any topics that might be controversial.”
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More than one third of participants (9) stayed safe from negative feedback by only
revealing parts of themselves at a time. Catherine wrote,
I have many friendships and aquaintanceships (just made that word up!) that I value
despite not feeling fully Seen; these are relationships where only part of me is visible.
These relationships are stiffer and more circumscribed in how we interact and what
parts of my life they are privy to and, overall, not as completely satisfying.
Steve said that he connects with different people around different topics:
I found that through that, I can connect to [other men in a church group] by just
listening to their experiences in marriage and telling them about mine and problemsolving, like telling them, “hey, you know, maybe think about it this way” or “here's
what my wife and I did.” And then sometimes they'll have advice for me. But that's
a good connection there that's not necessarily on an academic level, that's more, you
know when you talk about tools, it's just more tools for a particular focus.
Mary wrote that such connection has become even easier with the Internet:
I really believe that the internet changed everything. Whenever I want, a challenging
article or a lively debate on any topic of my choosing is just a click away. Perhaps
something is lost in translation, as I have fragments of relationships (I talk to THIS
person about politics, but THAT person about NASA) instead of the whole thing. But
what is lost in depth and quality is made up for in accessibility. And perhaps it is that
ability to find someone to talk to about anything I want 24/7 that leads me to take
"being Seen" for granted a bit.
Teresa wrote that others only ever See aspects of her personality rather than her whole self:
“Different people in my life can occasionally understand and reflect some truth about
different facets of who I am. I am not sure there is one individual who understands all of
those facets taken together.”
While fitting in might not be a natural process for participants, Catherine and Harry
made sense of human behavior through their work and perhaps incorporated some of what
they learned into their self-concepts. Catherine was quoted earlier as trying to understand
human behavior from the time she was a young child. She wrote about how becoming a
psychiatrist helped her do that:
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As a psychiatrist I get to be nosey for a living. And, a lot, my communication with
others is like a puzzle. My training has created a means for me to ensure that all my
human interactions, even the most mundane, can be understood on multiple levels.
The conversations I have with patients are linguistic dances; I am constantly
monitoring reaction and modulating my responses. At this point, I sometimes have
trouble articulating to trainees exactly how I knew to ask a certain question when it is
just so second nature….By choosing psychiatry, I have built in complexity, analysis,
and puzzle-solving to my interactions with others. And, you don't turn off this
training outside of work, at the grocery store, at the movie theatre, at church. I have
made my world more complex. So, I feel I get to move through the world in a very
interesting way. I've made a career out of my curiosity (you want to talk about
paradoxes? people are full of contradictions and paradox, endlessly fascinating).
Harry began his career expecting to solve problems but found that he needed to understand
people to do so:
my conception in engineering school was, you know, engineering is about solving
problems. Numbers, physics, dealing with things like that, very technically driven,
you just make it happen. And the thing that I realized working in engineering for
many years is that there aren't that many really interesting and exciting problems that
an isolated individual can solve.
After years of managing other engineers, he had come to some conclusions:
in the long run, I find that I got much better results by making people happy, so to
speak, finding out, "Oh, what do you like to do? Would you like to do something
different?" If you do something different and you broaden your skills, then the next
time around, I'll have somebody with a broader set of skills who will make the
organization more effective. And if the people who are working for me are more
effective and are happier, that's going to make me look good, too, so now everybody
wins.
Understanding people became the logical thing to do for his success within his company, so
he incorporated it and succeeded.
I Speak Normal
Although participants talked about not fitting in, the language they used to describe
how they saw themselves revealed contradictory beliefs about their relationship to society.
Sometimes, they called themselves “nerd” or “weird,” terms that often are pejorative and
suggest exclusion. On the other hand, they also mused that perhaps their feelings and
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experiences were not so different from many others. These seem like conflicting stances, and
they may be. However, participants also may have reduced their feeling of outsiderness by
using language like the insiders.
Nerd is the word. One third of participants (8) described themselves at some point
using terms that might be considered derogatory if someone else used them, such as “nerd”
or “weird.” JB said, “I grew up as kind of a math and science nerd.” Vkanids compared
himself to a famous outlier in popular culture: “If you are a watcher of the ‘Big Bang
Theory’ TV show, there is an awful lot of Sheldon in me.”5 Describing a happy time in his
life, Asterix wrote, “In college and graduate school, I was seen by most since most of the
kids at schools like Yale and Harvard are ‘intense’, ‘nerdy’ and ‘oddball’—in short, they're
all a little bit strange.”
These words often cause people to feel excluded, perhaps ways of being misSeen or
notSeen; however, a few participants seemed to refer to themselves almost affectionately
with this kind of language. Harry said, “I'm weird in many ways but one of them is that I can
do the technical side of things. I can really focus on it. And yet I can relate to people as
well.” Mary wrote, “To be honest, I'm a total space cadet…which is fine with me.” Culture
change also may have helped to make these terms less derogatory. As Christopher Richard
said,
we've entered an age…now where nerds are kind of cool. I mean, we've had enough
of the Steve Jobs of the world…and Michael Dells turn into multi-billionaires with
cool stuff that there's no embarrassment that you have to deal with.
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“The Big Bang Theory” is a popular, long-running television sitcom. Its characters, including Sheldon, are
almost all socially awkward but highly intelligent people.
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Just like everybody else. Despite the many reports of not fitting in, participants
continued to wonder whether they were actually just like everyone else. This idea typically
manifested as a disclaimer at the beginning or end of a statement, such as “but that’s
probably no different from other people.” Nearly half of the participants (11) said or wrote
something like this in their answers. Suziq338 said that it was normal for people to be Seen
by only a few people: “I think my family understands me. I don't know that a lot of people
out in the general world do. I also don't believe that's different for most people.” Mary
wrote that she might once have been different from others but no longer is: “I suspect that I
was very precocious as a young person, but as an adult, many people have caught up with me
intellectually, so I am not so different from everybody else.” Clark talked about feeling a
continual sense that he did not fit in during his life but, at the end of our conversation, said,
“I'm just curious about this because I'm sure everyone has it to some extent but I, it has felt
very isolating.” Alex was quoted above about his feeling that he feels like he is playing a
role in most of his life and “that the odds of having an honest interaction are pretty slim.” He
followed that by expressing sadness if others experience the same thing: “It may well be that
everyone around me is feeling the same way, which would be a pity if it were true.”
A few participants considered what it might be like to be normal rather than to act
normal or wonder if they were normal. For Christopher Richard, this was not a new idea: “I
wish I were normal. I started wishing that in high school.” Teresa was less certain: “at times
I have appreciated [my differences] greatly. At times, I have wished I could be more like
other people.” Clark has struggled with the idea for some time and has yet to come to a
resolution:
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Personally, I’ve grown up very conflicted. Part of me wants to belong, as any human
being does. But part of me really enjoys my uniqueness. And it seems to be a
balancing act as being unique and belonging didn't seem compatible.
Theme 3: But, Really, We’re OK (Mostly)
Based on the literature, I expected that participants would have had few experiences
of being Seen in childhood. Participants mostly confirmed this prediction. Some had one or
two formative Seers, but few had more than that. For most, the experience of being Seen was
rare enough that it was a memorable phenomenon when it happened. Some felt Seen only
for their intellectual potential, and others said that they did not feel Seen at all in childhood.
Seers tended to be teachers who understood the idiosyncrasies of gifted children or other
adults who might have been gifted themselves. For a few, a parent was their primary
childhood Seer, but more participants mentioned their parents’ inability to understand their
differences. Teresa even mentioned that her mother pushed her to be “more like other kids.”
These experiences did not affect the participants in predictable ways. Generally,
participants who were in magnet programs as children or even as adolescents seemed to be
less concerned with being Seen in adulthood. However, some participants who felt Seen as
children still had difficulty as adults. Some participants who did not feel Seen in childhood
did not seem to have difficulty as adults. Even within common experiences, participants were
affected differently. The variation among participants should not be surprising because as
giftedness increases, the manifestation of that giftedness differentiates more. More thorough
participant history also might have revealed more connections here.
The Kids Are All Right
Most participants did not struggle with being Seen in adulthood. I expected to hear
more difficulties about problems left over from childhood, lack of Seers in adulthood, or
novel Seen-related problems. One third of participants (8) reported feeling good about their
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lives, like Catherine, who said, “My life is pretty amazing” and Marian, who said she felt
“very loved and very lucky.”
Some participants, particularly those who were retired, enjoyed their current
situations. Harry wrote,
I just retired and I'm feeling good. I've worked hard for a lot of years and now I can
enjoy the fruit of my labor. Instead of seeing my wife for just a couple of hours a day
we get to interact routinely.
Rosina wrote that she felt “fantastic, retired, living near the beach. Life is great.” Sophia
was also looking forward to becoming a grandmother:
I am loving retirement, but feel I had a very fulfilling and successful career (until the
testing craze at the end of it). I am looking forward to being a grandmother and
helping my daughter with her headstrong child.
In her retirement, Ione was teaching inmates at a jail and reflected on her many explorations.
She wrote that she felt,
Amazed and grateful for my happiness, and the joy I have found in so many different
areas as I have gotten older. For example, I was very active in community and theater
for children at one point in my life—that was unexpected and amazingly rewarding.
Rosina and Ione also had long marriages and named their spouses as important Seers
throughout their adult lives.
Several participants were not well-Seen in childhood but resolved their issues in
adolescence and adulthood. A few who were notSeen in childhood found peer Seers in
college and as young adults. Marian wrote that she now found Seers
All over the place. I was lucky to be born into a very close immediate and extended
family, and to have siblings who chose awesome spouses. I did not find many people
in high school, but I did find them. I met a large group of them during college—we
all lived in the same dorm and were part of the same multidisciplinary academic
program. Law school was more like high school. I met some through the internet. I
lucked on my spouse via online dating. I've met some through jobs and some through
shared interests in theater, music, and animal rescue. It's not so much a where
question as a question of knowing it when you stumble upon it.
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Steve wrote,
As a child, the only people who really understood and accepted me were my parents.
It was painfully lonely. As an adult, I have experienced being known by others and I
don't have as much desperation or anxiety that I will never find someone who really
"gets me". I know those people are out there to be found.
Some made choices in their adult lives where they could continue to feel Seen, such
as their enduring friendships and their choices of partners. JB wrote,
I'm happy and I feel extremely lucky for it. I am happily married (but marriage came
late in part because I wanted to make sure I'd found someone who could truly “see”
me).
Catherine described meeting her husband through online dating as an “outlier experience”
and wrote,
I remember telling my husband when we were dating that people, men in particular,
describe me as intimidating and/or intense. He said he didn't get that and he's also
gifted and we're married.
Participants also alluded to having more control over their lives as adults and being free to
make choices where they felt Seen more often.
A few felt that being Seen, though still a welcome experience, was less important to
them than it had been when they were younger. At the time of the study, they were busy
with the business of everyday life as they adjusted to new marriages and raised young
children. Mary wrote that she feels
Good. But frustrated and exhausted. I just increased my work hours and I
immediately regretted it, I think I have a good plan to get back to part time within the
year. I have an 11 month old (1 year next week) and I'm pregnant. So, between the
workload, the baby and first trimester nausea, this whole IDEA of being SEEN
sounds very luxurious. I'd like to be SEEN, SEE, and maybe take a vacation again
someday when my kids are old enough not to scream on an airplane. All three things
seem equally far on the horizon at times, but I love my husband and daughter and
have faith that, like one of my heroes Jane Eyre says, my "fine accomplishments" will
keep until they are wanted.
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Some participants also seemed to express resignation to not being Seen, neither searching
for it nor expecting it in their daily lives. HARP wrote,
As an adult I don't think about it as much but when I do encounter a person or
circumstance where I feel fully seen it still feels like a warm and welcomed
experience. It's almost like, as an adult, I forget that I feel unseen until someone really
sees me. I'm not aware of this gaping hole that I think I felt as a kid.
Velma, who had changed her life because she felt she needed to be Seen, wrote,
Honestly, I am too busy with work and kids to focus on anything but the day to day,
getting it done kind of stuff anyway. I am Seen enough and where it matters to be
happy.
When It’s Bad, It’s Bad
While most participants no longer struggled with being Seen, four reported significant
difficulties. Some of their problems stemmed from childhood while others seemed more
recent. As adults, they each continued to wrestle with problems relating to being Seen.
Clark was misSeen as a child, partly for behaviors related to his giftedness and partly
for behaviors related to ADD. He remembered his childhood:
everyone thought I had a lot of potential and much of it seemed to be going
unfulfilled. My intelligence wasn't lauded so much as it became something almost
held against me--like I was wasting it. Perpetually disappointing people as a child is
tough on the self-esteem.
As a result, his “default shield/armor has always been [his] quick wit and [his] sense of
humor.” His defense disconnected him from his emotions, and he seemed unable to trust his
own thoughts or feelings:
I'm largely an emotional sheep in intellectual wolf's clothing. The end result is that
my brain takes pure feelings and over-processes them before sharing them with the
world. The result is an emotional/cerebral mishmash. And it all happens so fast! I
attribute that to my giftedness. I can overthink something before I even know it. I
don't know if I'm observing an emotion or my instant repackaging of it into
something different based on my belief system. It makes it difficult to directly
observe my feelings about a lot of things because of all the background noise. If I like
something I don't always know if I genuinely like it or if I just feel I should like it or
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if I think I want to be the kind of person who likes that thing. It makes it hard for me
to trust my feelings.
At the time of the study, Clark seemed to be actively seeking a sense of himself:
As a child I was learning how to NOT be seen. Now I'm working on undoing that
programing….I'm tired of not being seen. I feel shame in not being brave enough to
reveal myself. I get that a lot of it likely goes back to childhood, but I still feel it
deeply. I've been in a "mid-life crisis" seemingly forever. I'm looking for meaning
and that seems to come down to learning how to make myself be Seen so I can
connect with others in meaningful ways.
However, he had mixed feelings about his progress: “I'm encouraged to be making progress
but I'm frustrated by how far I feel I need to go.”
Christopher Richard was severely bullied and ostracized when he was a child. He
was academically accelerated to meet his intellectual needs, but little attention seemed given
to his social and emotional needs. At the beginning of our conversation, he surprised himself
when he became visibly upset:
Sorry, I'm actually getting a little choked up thinking about it. I never felt right as
kid. As an adult. Troubled. If I think about it, it still hurts me….It’s messed up that
I’m even upset about it.
He reported feeling similarly distressed while he completed his survey and reviewed the
transcript of our conversation. When we spoke, he was coping with being laid off for the
first time in his life and reflecting on why he has not yet succeeded as he expected:
There's really no reason why I should let this stuff get into my brain like I do, but it
does, man, it just eats in. That, specifically, lately has been really hitting me. Like,
wow, what did I do wrong--that's really it. It's where did I make the error….Clearly I
made some sort of error to be unemployed at this exact moment because I'm a very
bright person. And I should be at the top of whatever job I'm doing but I continue to
find myself in these situations.
Later, he described how he felt about his life presently:
Confused. Dark. I mentioned in the interview that I'm currently unemployed. I
could certainly find *A* job tomorrow if necessary, but I want a job where I make a
difference. Where I can use my brain, and it matters and people appreciate me. I'm
struggling with all that right now.
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His childhood experiences might have contributed to his current depression and ongoing
struggle for recognition of his abilities.
Asterix’s childhood was not as traumatic as Clark’s or Christopher Richard’s, but
neither was he supported. He found one teacher in high school who Saw him and “stood up
for me in many ways with other teachers.” Although he said he felt Seen with his wife, he
wrote, “I haven't really [been] seen in adulthood. All my colleagues regard me as strange—I
know since some have actually told me so and others have been overheard saying so.”
Asterix’s rigid standards of truth seem to alienate people, but he has not compromised what
he sees as intellectual rigor for interpersonal harmony:
I have high standards when engaged in intellectual debates—once opinions and
arguments must be backed by rigorous (preferably quantitative) evidence, not
anecdotes. This leads to a lot of conflict with friends and family, who I regard as "just
talking out of their ass.”
In addition, a few comments indicated that his self-worth may center on being recognized for
his capabilities and his utility. He wrote,
I love exams and tests since they allow others to recognize my intelligence and
knowledge. In fact, once I finished graduate school I became extremely depressed
since there were no more exams and tests to take.
Speaking about his work, Asterix said, “I don't find myself in a very successful place because
I haven't quite found…a person who utilizes me the way that I am best utilized.” He even
feels compelled to be successful when he organizes parties for his children’s classrooms:
“I'm hyperorganized and every little detail is taken to and to me it's a big deal of being,
among all the classes, the best party.” Asterix’s overall responses reflected “a sense of
disappointment since not being seen has led to the lack of professional success and
friendships.”
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Velma had made major life changes to be in a relationship where she felt Seen. She
talked about “the struggle…to reclaim [herself]” and wrote about her realization that she
needed to leave her marriage because she was notSeen:
In my marriage, I felt lonely and trapped. My ex was concerned about what others
thought, so I felt I could not be who I really wanted to be. He did not See me, in
hindsight. He didn't appreciate the real me, and, as time went on, it became
suffocating. With a husband who didn't really know me and working a full-time job
that required me to behave in expected ways and mothering 4 children (the mom role
is gigantic, and full of societal pressures), I lost myself. I realized this most strikingly
when I reconnected with someone from high school who actually did See me. It was
in noticing that contrast (Seen and Unseen) that I made the bold decision to leave my
marriage.
Although Velma seemed less troubled than Christopher Richard, Clark, and Asterix, she took
drastic action to resolve her problems with not being Seen and seems to feel she made the
right choice:
My life is so much better now that I am not in a marriage with someone who did not
see me. I am with a partner who Sees all of me, good and bad. I See him as well. I
now live in a home of respect and truly shared experiences.
In greater society, she continues to feel the challenging dynamics she felt in childhood:
Few people saw me [in childhood]. I was odd and was conflicted. I wanted to be
liked and popular, but I wanted to be my unique self. Those things were in direct
opposition and I didn't really accomplish either….As an adult, I still feel much the
same, not many people know me. All the pieces of me do not fit into societal
expectations and I am sometimes my true self, but often not. I am just more aware of
it now and make conscious choices about when to be Seen, who I let in.
Velma seemed to remain keenly aware of how being Seen, being notSeen, and being misSeen
affected her life.
Meh
A few participants did not appear to have ongoing problems being Seen, but they also
were not quite content. They were neither as satisfied nor as distressed in their daily lives as
other participants were. Vkanids wrote,
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I think a lot of "meh" is in order. I try to believe that I am very lucky overall to be
who I am in this time and place, but the tedium and drudgery of everyday life
combined with recent personal disasters can make if difficult.
They seemed to have accepted that life is imperfect, developed an “it is what it is” attitude,
and decided to make the best of it. They also were aware they had a very good life by all
external standards. Alex wrote,
I've adjusted, let me put it that way. I've also been very lucky in the opportunities I've
been afforded, and it seems self-indulgent and narcissistic to focus on what is
unfulfilling about my life when there is so much to be grateful for. It could be so
much worse than it is.
Vkanids almost never felt Seen, but he also seemed unconcerned about his
disconnection from others. In childhood, he had one good friend but mostly regarded people
as things that happened to exist near him, not as points of connection: “I mean, other people
were always just there. I was living my life, and there was a bunch of other people around
me. I didn't so much interact with them as they were there.” Although he made some friends
as a young adult, he reported having withdrawn again in recent years: “Honestly, I'm more
like myself as a teenager than I was as a young adult. I'm more egocentric again. I don't, I
don't crave external stimulation.” He performed as expected when he had to interact with
others, but he preferred to stay home with only himself for company.6
Jay Scott seemed to feel even less connection to other people. He recognized the
concept of being Seen but said he was never Seen, even as a child. As an adult, he wrote that
he was seen by “ONLY my 2 kids.” With everyone else, “I won’t let it happen….They do
not get to see me….It is always my choice.” In his work as a soccer coach, he Sees his
players and enables them to feel a connection with him; however, he does not feel connected
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Though vkanids is married, he and his wife were separated at the time of this study.
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to anyone other than his own children. From his survey answers, he also seemed to see
others as objects, but where vkanids did not notice their existence, Jay wrote that he would
study people and understand how average the typical person is and be content to be
nothing. the world is full "toys"...just pick and choose when its playtime and who
you want to play with.
Jay said he preferred to not be Seen, but a mental health professional might see his extreme
lack of emotional connection as problematic.
Alex and Steve were not dissatisfied with their lives, but they also have enough
discontentment that they could not be counted as happy. During my conversation with Alex,
I watched him turn this new concept of being Seen over in his mind as he thought about it,
perhaps for the first time. His survey answers were particularly thoughtful but also imbued
with melancholy or a subtle grieving tone. He wrote that being Seen feels
simultaneously discomforting and joyful. The rarity of that connection brings with it
a sense too of having missed out on something important, of having been kept in the
dark about a way of engagement with others that may be quite normal for most
people (although I suspect it probably isn't)…. The experience of having this happen
as an adult is a little more bittersweet than I remember it being as a kid, when being
seen was a happy surprise, and an affirming one. As a grown up, that sense of loss I
keep referring to, of opportunities missed and unlikely to be recovered, is ever
present.
This mixed feeling of loss and joy was unique among the participants. Steve also was
appreciative of his life. He felt stimulated at work for an elite technology company where
They hire some really, really smart people. So, I find that with a lot of people there, I
can completely be myself and I find that there are people who are way more
knowledgeable about subjects than I am, that I can learn from, which is sort of an
uncommon thing.
For more than 15 years, he had been having lunch with the same group of friends:
even though we've all gone on to other jobs, even some of us have gone on to other
companies, we always still meet at least every Thursday. Everybody who we used to
know from that original job comes and meets for lunch every Thursday….I always
tell those guys, “You know, part of the reason that I even keep coming to work is to
go have lunch with you guys.”
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He enjoyed his wife and daughter and had formative memories of being Seen by his father.
However, Steve also wrote, “with the majority of the world I feel like an outsider looking in
and observing human behavior at its base level.” He regularly felt like he was removed a
step from society, observing life from around the edges, even though he had forged
connections in his adult life.
Most of the participants did not have problems related to being Seen; however, those
who did seemed to be deeply affected by them. Christopher Richard’s depression might have
stemmed partly from his problems about being Seen. Velma upended her life to fix her lack
of being Seen. Clark reported an ongoing existential search for his sense of self. Asterix still
felt like the kid picked last for the team, even with a PhD and successful career. Vkanids,
Jay, Alex, and Steve all seemed to experience themselves as disconnected from others in
important ways. Their social and emotional issues affected their families and their work
lives.
Theme 4: Seen Corollaries
Participants discussed a few other concepts related to being Seen that could not be
fully explored in this study, including
1. WorkSeen
2. Seers
3. Seeing
WorkSeen emerged as a concept from only three participants; however, their comments
aligned with each other and were distinct from other participants’ responses about being Seen
personally. Participants were asked about the people who were their Seers, and their
responses provided preliminary data about the nature of Seen relationships. In addition,
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several participants volunteered experiences about how they Saw others, which could be
combined with future research about Seers or could be investigated as how highly gifted
people experience Seeing. Each of the following corollaries could be researched individually
to enhance the umbrella concept of being Seen.
WorkSeen
Dustin, Lars, and Harry mostly focused on how being Seen manifests for them at
work. Other participants mentioned their work in parts of their answers, but for these three,
work was the primary environment where they thought about being Seen. To the extent that
they related to the concept, Ken and Anne C also focused on being Seen at work. Dustin,
Lars, and Harry showed that they also related to the emotional or interpersonal component of
being Seen.
For these participants, being Seen often was related to what they produced in their
work. All three participants wrote about how being Seen affected their self-worth, each of
them specifically using the term “self-worth.” Lars wrote, “It gives me more self-worth, and
want to work harder.” Dustin wrote, “It adds to your feeling of self-worth. Ultimately,
there's a desire to feel like you have something to contribute or a purpose.” They did not
connect being Seen to any other feelings. Harry wrote that not feeling Seen made him
question his self-worth: “It makes me question my worth. If I am not understood, am I the
right person for the task at hand? Am I valuable, or am I a fish out of water?”
Despite this, two of the three participants reported that they were not Seen at work.
Dustin wrote that the culture of his company was biased against those without a PhD. He
only broke through this when “Eventually, I began to stand out (I had 40 patents after only 6
or 7 years, became a project leader, a top inventor, led international R&D teams, etc.) and a
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few people began to 'see' me as different.” Lars was struggling with not being Seen at the
time of the study: “Right now, I unfortunately work at a place where very few people see me,
and the people are pulling the strings do not see me, so it’s a struggle.”
Dustin wrote that being Seen through work had a different effect than being Seen by
someone with whom he had a personal relationship:
While it is still a positive experience, the work-related incidents are all at least
partially tainted by some expectation of value/reward related to a job. Being seen by a
co-worker or a boss is different than being seen by a teacher or a parent/grandparent.
It [is] no longer purely about building your self-image or self-esteem as much as it
about being recognized as valuable.
He continued, describing that this transactional aspect of being Seen came with adulthood:
In childhood, it’s all about building your self-image, who you are going to be as a
person. As an adult, it is no longer a question of potential, what are you going to
become or do someday. As an adult, it is now about what can you contribute, what
do you have to offer now. Being “seen” seems to be more about being recognized as
valuable or useful.
Unlike Dustin, Harry wrote that adults could be Seen for who they are and for what they do,
but he made a distinction between the two:
One is getting feedback that the external perception of me matches my internal image
of what I am while the other is confidence that I can be trusted to deliver what I
promise. Getting feedback that reinforces my self-image strengthens my feelings that
I understand myself and makes me more comfortable. This type of feedback is, of
course, also subject to interpretation. External expressions of confidence in
completing an objective ("you have my support, here's the money, go make it
happen") are a more concrete communication but don't necessarily imply that the
person delivering the message truly understands our self-image, desires, and
motivations. Receiving both is a very positive experience.
He had the insight that his self-concept is probably work-focused because “my self-image is
very much about being an engineer, a capable problem solver.” That was expressed more
strongly at work than at home.
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Seers
Seers came from an assortment of close relationships. Friends, partners, parents,
siblings, and teachers all were cited as people with whom participants felt Seen. Three
quarters of participants (18) wrote that they felt Seen by a particular friend or their closest
friends. Parents, siblings, and teachers together provided experiences of being Seen for at
least one third of participants (8). Nearly two thirds of participants (15) cited their spouses as
people who See them. With 19 married participants, more than three quarters of married
participants felt Seen by their spouses. Even though Seers could be in many different kinds
of relationships, each participant still had only a handful of Seers, at most. Having a close
relationship was not a guarantee of being Seen in that relationship.
More than half of the participants (13) said that Seers knew how they thought, felt, or
behaved. Teresa wrote that someone who Sees her “fully understands why I feel and think as
I do when I do.” Sophia wrote that a Seer understood the basis of her comments, including
“what I say and why I feel that way. They know me well enough to realize how my opinions
and platforms were formed and genuinely like me for who I am.”
One quarter of participants (6) talked about how others’ issues could be barriers to
becoming Seers. Catherine wrote of how her parents’ best intentions meant they could not
consistently See her:
My parents certainly know me well but, even in adulthood, project enough of their
own stuff onto me that I don't feel they fully See me — some of me gets covered up
by the gauze of their projected hopes, dreams, characteristics. This was worse in
childhood; I doubt they had any idea how much I felt the weight of their expectations
for me. This is somewhat improved in adulthood, but I objectively have met a lot of
the goals they had for me! There are times where I feel they really get me but just not
consistently.
Mary reflected that she and her former husband may even have been too similar to feel Seen:
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I have sometimes wondered if there wasn't a little bit of competition, like a need for
one person to devalue the other person's ideas a little or like a little bit of jockeying
for position. And certainly when we had disagreements, it would play out in this sort
of power play sort of way.
Participants differed on where they found their Seers. More than one third of
participants (9) mentioned coworkers as their Seers, some limited to work-related aspects and
others more universal Seers. Velma, who teaches gifted children, cited two colleagues
because they “teach together working with the same 100 kids and spend so much time
together” and said that “the people in my field, I think, have a better understanding than
maybe some other people.” Christopher Richard wrote, “Most recently (last 8 years), since
the move to trading, I've had a great opportunity to work with other people that are generally
[gifted] themselves. That's been a welcome change and has impacted me positively.” Five
participants mentioned that they felt Seen by their peers in magnet situations, such as a
private gifted school or early entrance college program. Sophia wrote that her magnet high
school, which took the top 2% of students in a large school district, and “the honors program
at [college] allowed me to ‘fit in’ with many similar to me.” Steve talked about when he
transferred from a public elementary school to a private school for gifted children: “I found
kids who I could communicate with there.” Ten participants talked about their Seers being
similar to them, which would be more likely in a magnet program.
Seeing
Harry’s work led him to become a Seer, intentionally providing positive reflections
for other people. Several other participants mentioned experiences of being the Seer, aware
of reflecting certain aspects to others, particularly their children. Harry and Jay Scott talked
at length about being the Seer in interactions at work.
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Harry was simultaneously being Seen and the Seer as a manager in his company.
When he became a manager, he was encouraged to develop an aspect of his personality that
he previously had ignored. But he “learned to work with [new interpersonal skills] to…show
those characteristics that [management] found valuable.” He had been Seen as someone who
could See others, and he grew to enjoy that aspect of himself even as he provided reflections
to others:
it turns out that I'm not terrible at the management side of things either because I can
get people to think about problems in a different way. Coaching people, helping them
become more aware of, confident in, capable of solving problems on their own is an
important part of that. It's kind of fun. And I can do that. And so some of my
success, I think, relates to my ability to find joy in that other set of skills, not just
technology but the combination.
Jay Scott has become a Seer at work due to his philosophy of individualism. He
adjusts his coaching for each player more than most coaches: “I treat [the players] all fairly,
but there will be no one being treated the same. Everybody's too different to be treated the
same.” He seemed to relish this role:
I…love being the seer. I can identify outliers and allow them to be seen. Picking up
on subtle traits that others possess and allowing them to be seen and letting them
know that it is "ok" to be exceptional and stand out rather than just be a part of the
group.
Jay Scott and Suziq338 both mentioned being able to See others more than others See
them. Jay used the term “Seer” himself: “I would pose myself as a Seer, as someone who
could sort people out [and] within minutes can tell if that's a good character person or a poor
character person.” Suziq338 wrote about her ability to See more than others: “Superior
intellect means I can often ‘see’/understand/analyze people more accurately than they can
‘see’ me.”
Sophia found she was able to See her daughter due to her own experience. She
recalled her childhood anxiety:
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I worried about everything….I remember one day I forgot my lunch. And I just was
crying in class, like what was I going to do, I had no lunch. So they actually walked
me to my sister's class and said that she could take me to, I could go to lunch with her
and they would lend me the 35 cents for the hot lunch, you know. But my whole day
was just totally ruined.
When her highly gifted daughter demonstrated the same anxiety, she understood:
So when stuff like that happened with [my daughter], I totally understood it. One day
when she was five years old, she got a hole in her tights in school. And they said she
wouldn't move the rest of the day because she didn't want this hole to run in her
tights. And when the teachers wanted her to do something, she was, "No, I can't do
that." They said the whole afternoon she just sat there and stared at this hole in her
tights. So my husband used to say, "That's really weird." And I used to say, no, I get
that, you know, that could be a real problem.
Sophia’s daughter is now an adult, but other parents talked about beginning to See their
younger children. Steve talked about how he is building his relationship with his 8-year-old
daughter just like his father did with him: “I'm having the same conversations with my
daughter now…. I'm looking for that connection with her like I had with my dad, to be able
to have those kind of in-depth conversations.”
Summary
Four themes emerged from the data, providing information about definitions,
dynamics, outcomes, and offshoots. Although few findings were supported by more than
half of the participants, participants seemed to agree on basic definitions of being Seen and
efforts to fit in. Other findings and themes reflect the exploratory nature of the study and
suggest subtopics of being Seen for further investigation.
Theme 1, “Being Seen happens and is good,” defined three main concepts: Seen
misSeen, and notSeen. Almost all of the participants recognized the experience of being
Seen, and all of those agreed it was a positive experience, using words like “understood” and
“accepted” to characterize their feelings. However, being Seen seemed to be a rare
experience. More often, participants felt misSeen or notSeen. MisSeen was defined as
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receiving a negative reflection, often when participants had behaved naturally but were
misunderstood by others. NotSeen was defined as not receiving a reflection, being ignored.
Participants sometimes chose to be notSeen to avoid the more negative feelings that came
from being misSeen, but neither were positive experiences.
Theme 2, “It’s not easy being not me,” described participants’ challenges fitting in
and avoiding being misSeen. Participants talked about learning to restrain their natural
tendencies, observing how others seemed to fit in, and using trial and error to test their
observations. Self-concealment was a common characteristic of their strategies, such as
downplaying their abilities, presenting an innocuous façade to society, or playing roles to
fulfill expectations. However, participants also suggested that they might be just like
everyone else in some ways and adopted society’s language of “nerd” to refer to themselves.
Theme 3, “But, really, we’re okay (mostly),” revealed whether participants had
ongoing problems related to being Seen that interfered with their daily lives. Most seemed
reasonably satisfied with their lives and had created relationships with Seers that offset the
challenges of interacting with society. Several participants seemed to have more acute
distress because of their experiences, including childhood episodes of being misSeen that
continued to affect them. Some participants seemed resigned to the self-concealment
strategies and feelings of detachment from society, leaving them neither satisfied nor
distressed on a daily basis.
Theme 4, “Seen corollaries,” reported on a few subconcepts of being Seen that could
be defined and explored in future research. WorkSeen is similar to being Seen personally but
links self-worth to usefulness at work, how much value an employer finds in a person. Seers
usually came from close relationships, though not all close relationships resulted in being
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Seen, and seemed more prevalent in magnet-type environments. A few participants also
volunteered their experiences as Seers and seemed to enjoy that role.
Participants’ reflections were as individual as the participants themselves, leading to a
lack of consensus and a myriad of possibilities. Despite this, the themes suggest that being
Seen is a common experience among highly gifted adults and that highly gifted people devise
self-concealment strategies to avoid being misSeen and notSeen. These and other findings
may be strengthened by literature and theory, as explained in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
As described in Chapter 4, participants had wide-ranging thoughts about being Seen,
not Seen, and misSeen. Their diverse responses provoked diverse ideas during the coding
and analysis processes but also produced few inarguable findings. Despite this, the study
strengthens the argument for research into self-concept and giftedness and provides a
springboard for future scholars.
The discussion in this chapter is divided into three parts. After reviewing the formal
findings, I describe how they support and are supported by the literature. I then explore two
ideas: one explained by gifted theory and one explained by self-concept theory. These ideas
integrate with the literature to illustrate subtle ways giftedness could impact the dynamics of
self-concept. The third part of the discussion highlights a few surprising findings that are not
addressed in the literature but suggest future research paths. In the remainder of the chapter,
I discuss how the intention of this study differed from the result, the limits of the study, and
where scholars, including myself, could further investigate being Seen.
Summary of Findings
All the Seens
Being Seen means feeling that one's authentic self has been deeply understood,
accepted, and appreciated by another person. In the highly gifted, being Seen should extend
beyond reflections of cognitive ability to include self-aspects that may not be as visible but
are no less important, such as sensitivity, ideation, or moral awareness. Asynchronous
development and increased intensities, which characterize giftedness, can lead to
interpersonal misunderstandings that prevent Seen experiences.
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Participants often described being Seen using multiple descriptors or metaphors,
trying to find the combination of words that captured their experience. Easy definitions
might have eluded them, but some wrote thoughtful reflections expanding on the experience
of being Seen. During our conversations, several participants were surprised when I asked
about moments they felt Seen for more than their intellect or abilities. Some noted in their
responses that they had not reflected about this kind of experience before this study. The
definition in the paragraph above is based in part on their comments and in part on my
original conception of being Seen.
Being misSeen is when one's authentic self has been misunderstood and rebuffed by
another person. Such a negative reflection from an other can cause one to feel excluded,
alien, and wrong. Highly gifted people may be misSeen because their natural reactions and
ways of interacting do not match the others' expectations during interactions. While the
gifted person may have had good intent, the other interprets the action as inappropriate or
even malicious. Over time, repeated negative reflections from these interactions can cause
the highly gifted to withdraw from society to varying extents.
More than half of the participants talked or wrote about being misSeen. Other people
often interpreted participants’ attempts to solve problems as oppositional. Participants also
received negative reflections when their natural responses were extreme as compared to most
other people’s responses. In childhood, being misSeen manifested as bullying from other
children or even bullying from adults. Teachers and other authority figures often
misinterpreted participants’ curiosity as disrespect or showing off. As adults, their coworkers
could misSee participants’ directness and intensity as personal attacks, even when they
intended to contribute to a common goal.
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Being notSeen means receiving neither a positive nor a negative reflection from
another, essentially feeling invisible. This lack of reflection is not as actively destructive as
being misSeen but does not help a person feel welcome or included either. As William
James (1890/2004) wrote, "No more fiendish punishment could be devised, were such a
thing physically possible, than that one should be turned loose in society and remain
absolutely unnoticed by all the members thereof” (p. 159).
Unlike when they were Seen or misSeen, participants seemed to exercise more
control of whether they were notSeen. They often chose to conceal their authentic selves
rather than risk being misSeen. By choosing to be notSeen, they also took away the
possibility of being Seen, but some participants accepted this tradeoff. Participants also said
that being notSeen was their normal state from day-to-day. Unfortunately, being notSeen
perpetuates a sense of disconnection from society, as was reflected in some participants’
responses.
One of These Things Is Not Like the Others
Being Seen seemed to be a rare experience. About half of participants commented
that being Seen does not happen often, either in childhood or in adulthood, and some
commented on how much they valued the experience when it did happen. Every interaction
with another person affects our self-concepts, so the rarity of being Seen left participants
feeling misSeen or notSeen most of the time. Being misSeen, in particular, was
exclusionary, painful, and confusing. In addition, the natural intensities that are part of being
highly gifted likely created more inner turmoil than similar experiences might for other
people. Participants talked about trying to find ways to make these bad feelings stop.
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By adulthood, many participants had found ways to avoid being misSeen so they did
not continually feel others’ disapproval and hazard damage to their self-concepts. They
described withdrawing from interactions, figuring out the right things to do, and concealing
themselves in various ways to prevent being misSeen. Even though some had become adept
at the techniques they devised, they still did not naturally fit in most situations and had to
exert effort to avoid episodes that jeopardized their self-concepts.
Participants learned quickly that being themselves produced negative, painful results.
When participants acted naturally, they often were misSeen, rebuffed for being themselves.
As Clark said, “In early elementary, I was just myself and got into trouble.” Some simply
stopped doing the things that produced negative responses. Mary wrote, “I have distinct
memories in grade school of learning to keep my mouth shut and stop raising my hand in
class.” When action provoked trouble, participants chose inaction, effectively choosing to be
notSeen rather than risk being misSeen.
Although withdrawal worked as an initial strategy, participants needed to learn how
they could engage socially without incurring others’ negative appraisals. Many participants
described trying to figure out the “right” things to do. Participants believed they could be
accepted if only they were like, or at least behaved like, the people who fit in. They reported
observing others who received positive reflections and trying to replicate those behaviors. JB
and Suziq338 commented that their giftedness helped them do so as adults. They became
more adept in social situations but continued to analyze their interactions for how they could
have performed better. HARP wrote, “I’ve gotten a lot better about it but I used to be
extremely critical of myself, always judging and questioning if I said the right thing.” Dustin
intentionally learned how to interact in a variety of situations but wrote, “That said, there are
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still situations that occur that I know I could have done better or that I messed up in some
way.” For many participants, social understanding was hard-won knowledge and rarely as
natural as it seemed for others.
Participants’ strategies for fitting in centered around conscious self-concealment.
Some talked about playing a role or “acting normal.” Two participants described enacting a
“veneer,” an apt description as a veneer improves the appearance of an object but disguises
the original material. Some participants seemed to have nonspecific personas that worked in
everyday situations, while others were conscious of roles they were expected to play, like
Velma in her role as schoolteacher of a conservative community. Some chose roles they
knew would have the result they wanted, like Mary, who acted “cheerful and spacy” to keep
herself from being noticed or assigned extra work. In other situations, participants went
underground, concealing parts of themselves for longer periods of time. Steve described the
forced choice, as Gross (1998) called it, between developing his intelligence and making
social connection that he faced at the beginning of high school. He chose to go underground
because of the extreme loneliness he felt at the beginning of high school:
I remember thinking to myself, OK, at least when you talk to these people, you have
to dumb yourself down a little bit, if you want to have connections, right? And I
actually thought long and hard about whether I wanted to do that or not. And this was
9th grade. You know, kind of a tough decision to have to make. But I decided to go
ahead and do that. And I often wonder how much more I could have excelled
academically if I hadn't made the conscious decision to try to do that.
Steve eventually resurfaced in college, but he will never know what his choice cost him
academically. Still, going underground and making friends helped him shake his suicidal
loneliness.
With all of this subterfuge and attempting to understand how others naturally interact,
highly gifted people can feel like aliens. Mary felt it in childhood: “It seemed at times to me
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as though I were an alien from another planet.” JB compared learning interpersonal skills to
learning a new language, but the unwritten social language seemed more difficult than
Mandarin. For Steve, a similar feeling continued into adulthood: “with the majority of the
world I feel like an outsider looking in and observing human behavior at its base level.”
Their reports match the Columbus Group definition, which defines giftedness, in part, by
how gifted people experience the world differently from other people. Highly gifted people
have to learn the norms of what, to them, seems like a different world.
Participants may have learned how to appear to fit in, but the behaviors seemed to
remain unnatural for them, things that were conscious efforts even after years of practice.
When participants described fitting in, they gave the impression that the process still was
foreign to them. Even as adults, some participants were baffled by human behavior,
continuing to observe how people interact and puzzling through their observations.
But How Are You Really?
Most participants did not seem to display acute problems related to being Seen or
self-concept development. Many of them talked about being largely satisfied with their lives.
Some of these were retired and exploring new activities, were enjoying watching their
grandchildren grow up, and had partners who they felt Saw them. Others had married
recently, in their 30s and 40s, after taking some years to find partners who Saw them.
Overall, 80% of participants were married or in stable, long-term relationships. Most of
them spoke positively of their partners, though a few seemed misSeen in their relationships,
like Sophia, whose husband called her intensities “weird,” and Dustin, whose wife did not
understand his struggle interacting with other parents from their son’s hockey team.
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A minority of participants seemed to experience more strife in their daily lives.
Christopher Richard and Asterix felt misSeen regularly in their childhoods and in adulthood,
including feeling undervalued at work and isolated personally. Jay Scott would not admit to
a painful existence but believed he had isolated himself from any feelings, positive or
negative, except in his relationships with his children. Velma reported being relatively happy
in her questionnaire but only because she had recently left a marriage where she felt notSeen.
A few other participants seemed neither satisfied nor dissatisfied but rather resigned
to life as they had come to accept it. Participants like Alex and vkanids seemed successful by
outside measures but lacking deep connections where they felt Seen; however, they also did
not seem to feel like they were missing something substantial in their lives. Rather, they
seemed to believe that notSeen was their status quo; expressed gratitude for the positive parts
of their lives, such as their work and private pursuits; and were not searching for anything
more than they had. Others, such as Mary and HARP, were finding happiness in their young
families and not prioritizing being Seen at this time in their lives.
The varied outcomes of participants reflected their diversity of childhoods, choices,
and worldviews. Similar childhoods could not necessarily be connected to similar outcomes.
For example, Jay Scott, Steve, and Ken all attended schools for the gifted during their
elementary years. Jay Scott, as noted above, divorced himself from his emotions. Steve
experienced extreme loneliness in high school but found his fit in a high-level workplace.
Ken did not recognize the phenomenon of being Seen and had never felt like he did not fit in.
Certainly, other experiences also factored into these outcomes, but they are not even similar
enough to draw tentative conclusions. In this study, most participants seemed OK, and those
that did not should be examined individually to understand their etiology.
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Discussion
Discussion was divided into three parts based on the strength of the findings
discussed and their relation to the literature. Thus, discussion begins with relatively
conclusive findings that align with other research and progresses to more speculative ideas
that do not connect with the literature. The first section details how the clearest, coded
findings reinforce and extend the gifted literature. In the second section, concepts
extrapolated from the formal findings may be understood by integrating gifted and selfconcept theories. The third section suggests explanations for weaker but intriguing findings;
however, discussion does not tie these findings to the literature.
Supported and Supportive
Despite the wide variance among participants' responses, a few broad findings were
relatively clear and can be tied to the literature. Being Seen was recognized as a
phenomenon and was described as rare. Being notSeen and misSeen were somewhat
common experiences, as were the negative effects of those phenomena. Fitting in was an
ongoing concern and effort. The participants might not fit in with society, but the study fits
in the gifted literature as all of these findings provide further evidence for other researchers'
work with the gifted. In addition, participants were generally more satisfied with their lives
than not. Those few who showed significant mental distress did so in line with predictions
from the gifted and self-concept literatures.
None of the central findings defining being Seen and the problems of fitting in would
surprise people who research the social-emotional aspects of giftedness. Many writers have
described how asynchronous development and intensities create differences in the gifted
(e.g., Gross, 2004; Piechowski, 2006; Roeper, 2013; Silverman, 2011), especially the highly
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gifted, and have made suggestions about how to mitigate those differences (e.g., Daniels &
Piechowski, 2008; Kerr & Claiborn, 1991; Silverman, 1993c; Webb et al., 2007). The
Columbus Group even made these issues part of its definition of giftedness in the third
sentence: “The uniqueness of the gifted renders them particularly vulnerable and requires
modifications in parenting, teaching, and counseling in order for them to develop optimally”
(Morelock, 1992, p. 14). However, as noted in Chapter 2, most of the social-emotional
research has focused on children.
The subsections below describe how this study supports and is supported by existing
research. The first subsection revisits the debate between the Columbus Group definition and
achievement-based definitions of giftedness. The remaining subsections discuss the
definitions of being Seen and misSeen, the strategies participants used to fit in, and the
difficulties participants experienced related to being Seen.
The definition debate. Throughout their answers, participants provided ample
support for the Columbus Group definition. As discussed in Chapter 2, researchers have not
agreed on a definition of giftedness. Scholars who research the social-emotional aspects of
giftedness typically use the Columbus Group definition. Researchers with less psychological
interests seem to use one or more of the achievement-based definitions. Each camp has
different ideas about gifted adults, which stem from their definitions. The findings provide
further support for the Columbus Group definition of giftedness.
Arguably, few of the participants would be considered gifted adults under
achievement-based definitions of giftedness because they have not become eminent.
Researchers who use such achievement-based definitions might only choose participants for
their studies based on how childhood academic programs might have affected participants’
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adult level of achievement. Those participants would be considered former gifted kids but
with no particular distinction from the rest of the population.
However, despite the small sample, the findings from this study indicate that highly
gifted adults continue to feel like outsiders and have difficulty finding other people with
whom they feel understood. If they behave naturally, they often are misunderstood. If they
conceal their natural way of being, they have to expend energy trying to fit in though they
continue to feel isolated. These findings fit the Columbus Group’s assumption that
giftedness cannot go away. Rather, giftedness is a different way of being that affects how
gifted people experience the world at any age. As a group of gifted teenagers wrote,
giftedness is “something that’s going to affect everything about your life, twenty-four hours a
day, 365¼ days a year” (American Association for Gifted Children, 1978, p. 141).
A “Seen” by any other name. The specific concept and definition of being Seen and
misSeen extends Jackson’s (1998) findings about gifted adolescents’ need for what she called
“communion.” She defined communion as being “able to exchange thoughts and emotions
or share something in common involving strong emotional or spiritual exchange” (218).
Lack of communion with peers and parents was linked to depression in gifted adolescents.
Although the current study did not collect specific data regarding well-being or mental
health, being Seen and communion created positive feelings of connectedness while being
misSeen or lacking communion caused negative feelings of shame and doubt. Jackson
(1998) also linked her participants’ difficulty finding communion to the intrapersonal
complexity created by their asynchronous development and intensities.
Others have written about being misSeen or notSeen, though using different terms.
Roeper’s (2008) description matched several participants’ childhood experiences:
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Because of their complex thought processes, gifted children are often
misunderstood—or they are not understood at all. They get negative feedback and
criticism, or they experience a certain perplexed reaction, or they get no feedback at
all….Other children, less complex in their thoughts get the exchange of ideas and
reactions that they expect to receive….there is little or no exchange of ideas in the
gifted child’s everyday world that is on his or her level, and that creates unfulfilled
needs and stress. (p. 76)
Many others have written of the damage caused when teachers misSee gifted students and
perceive them as threatening (e.g., American Association for Gifted Children, 1978;
Lovecky, 1993). Streznewski (1999) wrote that being notSeen or misSeen, either by choice
or because others misunderstand, can create feelings of defeated loneliness and isolation in
gifted adults. Fiedler (2015) went so far as to say most gifted adults have been
misunderstood. Being misSeen and notSeen are new terms but not new ideas in the gifted
literature.
Being misSeen or notSeen are not problems unique to the gifted or highly gifted
population. Other groups, such as ethnic and racial minorities, are misSeen because of their
differences, sometimes with life-threatening consequences as well as emotional pain. Due to
their visibility, many groups cannot choose to be notSeen. However, those groups are often
large enough that one can be Seen within one’s group. Each group has its own cultural
norms for being a member of that group, and its members absorb the norms into their selfconcepts. Though views from outside their group may be exclusionary, people can feel
included within their own groups.
Unlike members of other groups, highly gifted people do not have cultural norms
among them or visible groups where they can feel Seen. As 0.1% of the population, it can be
hard to find enough others to even call a group, especially as they may not be visible. Lack
of visibility allows one to choose to be notSeen but also makes it difficult to find others of
similar intellectual level. Even then, shared intellectual level does not necessarily mean like-
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mindedness or even shared experiences related to their differences from the norm. The
groups they do form have social norms for those individual groups, not for highly gifted
people as a whole. Mensa, for example, admits people who have IQs of at least 130, or about
2% of the total population. However, Mensa is a self-selected group, and while it works for
some people, it fails for others. As the manifestations of giftedness can be quite disparate
(Alvarado, 1989), fitting in, even among other gifted people, can be a challenge.
Fitting in (and other fantastical ideas). Most participants developed conscious
strategies to fit in greater society. The findings suggest that people first withdraw to avoid
being misSeen or notSeen. Participants continually observed social interactions to learn what
others do to fit in and applied that knowledge to their own interactions. However, even those
who became adept at socializing reported being aware of using those skills, which also
sapped their energy. Although weaker findings support these individual pieces, fitting in did
not seem to become natural behavior for them.
Anyone might withdraw to avoid being misSeen or notSeen, but intensities can
provoke an especially strong withdrawal in gifted people. According to early psychiatrist
Harry Stack Sullivan, “each time young children experience criticism, punishment, or
rejection, they are more likely to withdraw a little more from others” (Hall & Lindzey, 1957,
as cited in Webb, 2013, p. 52). This certainly was the experience of many participants, but
intensities could have compounded those negative feelings. The findings support Webb’s
(2013) claim that gifted people of any age are more likely to withdraw in the face of
disapproval. Participants reported learning to withdraw as children and continuing to do so
as adults, including some who actively choose to be notSeen. They might be visibly engaged
but be withdrawn internally.
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Similar findings have been reported in other research. Presidential Scholars from the
1960s, when asked to reflect on their lives in 2009, wrote about receiving negative reflections
for their intelligence or success and withdrawing to avoid such interactions (Kaufmann &
Matthews, 2012). Jung, Barnett, Gross and McCormick (2011) found that highly gifted
adolescents were more likely to face such problems than their less highly gifted peers. The
findings in this study support the studies and assumptions throughout the gifted literature that
highly gifted people receive negative reflections due to their giftedness and that they
withdraw as a form of self-protection.
Learning to interact may be more difficult for the gifted than for others, as some
participants described. Intellectually gifted people have advanced cognition at a young age,
when people typically absorb social conventions. While most children acquire approved
behaviors and discontinue unsuccessful behaviors, as instructed by adults, gifted children
already have the capacity to think about the reasons for those behaviors. Even as infants,
highly gifted children obey parental directives better if they are given reasons (Ruf, 2005).
Their independent thinking works for them to solve logical problems, such as why different
dinosaurs evolved with different attributes or how electricity works. However, social norms
often are not logical. To complicate matters further, behaviors learned in one environment
were not necessarily transferrable to other situations as social expectations depend in part on
context.
The gifted’s commitment to justice and truth can be a stumbling block to social
acceptance. As Webb (2013) wrote, gifted people can develop social problems as they
“become aware that ideals within [their] culture or family can clash or contradict and that
everyday customs do not fit with logic or morality” (p. 61). For example, Schlenker (2012)
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points out that parents condemn lying but socialize deception when they teach their children
to be polite, such as seeming grateful to Aunt Martha when she gives socks as a birthday
present. This kind of lying to save others’ feelings has been found to improve social
functioning (DePaulo, Kashy, Kirkendol, Wyer, & Epstein, 1996; Kashy & DePaulo, 1996),
but a highly gifted child often sees this as hypocrisy and refuses to participate.
The literature does not describe how gifted people learn to fit in, only that they do.
Counseling books encourage helping gifted children learn social skills (e.g., Hollingworth,
1942/1977; Silverman, 1993c; Webb et al., 1982), and other work discusses how important it
is for gifted adults to find people with whom they connect, or are Seen (e.g., Fiedler, 2015;
Lovecky, 1986; Webb, 2013). Arguments have been made that the sensitivities of the gifted
make them more able to adapt socially than other people (Lovecky, 1993; Silverman, 1993e;
Streznewski, 1999) but also that their social failures affect them more deeply (Falk & Miller,
1998). However, participants in this study described consciously learning what to do to fit in
and discussed the challenges of making sense of their social worlds. Fiedler (2015) may
have described their learning process most closely:
They keep trying to make sense of the world and other people’s reactions and
behaviors based on how they themselves would react or behave, but it just does not
work. The hours of bewilderment and rumination can go on and on, far beyond what
anyone else might ever experience. Other people’s underlying motivation is often
unfathomable to bright individuals. (p. 18)
Although many participants learned how to avoid being misSeen, they still did not fit
in naturally. Rather, they continue to work hard to fit in, to be what others need them to be,
until they can relax with those few people who understand them. They consciously choose
behaviors that make them more socially acceptable while suppressing their instinctive ways
of being. Fitting in might have become easier, but it never became easy. As Fiedler (2008)
wrote, “[Gifted adults] find themselves concealing who they are—knowing how different
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they are from others—marking time, and waiting for a time when they can be themselves in
surroundings where they can feel psychologically safe” (p. 168). Many participants from this
study would agree with her words. Certainly, waiting to be oneself sounds like a lonely and
difficult way of being.
I don’t feel so good. Although most participants reported feeling reasonably
satisfied with their lives, the minority who had more problematic struggles developed them
as some researchers predicted. Gross (2004) argued that if exceptionally gifted children do
not receive reflections of their capabilities, they will have lowered self-concept and selfesteem. Greenspon (1998) wrote that gifted children who receive negative reflections may
develop fragmented selves, which increases anxiety. As highly gifted adults, some
participants had these and other problems related to being misSeen and notSeen.
The recent trend toward achievement-based understandings of giftedness creates
problems for those who were rewarded for achievement in childhood but have not reached an
equivalent level of eminence in adulthood, like Christopher Richard and Asterix.
Overemphasis on achievement, such as cognitive ability, can prevent gifted children from
developing other self-aspects and, thus, a more complete self-concept (Tolan & Piechowski,
2013). Because they equate giftedness with high achievement, their self-concept as gifted
may be threatened if they do not achieve eminence (Tolan, 1994). Christopher Richard and
Asterix might be examples of this dynamic. Both had their advanced cognition reflected to
them through their achievements while they were in school, but neither seems aware of other
aspects of their giftedness, such as intensities. Neither is pleased with his work
accomplishments, and both communicated deep sadness, dissatisfaction, and disappointment.
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Their self-concepts are based on their intelligence and achievements rather than a more
complete picture of what it means to be gifted. As Tolan (1994) wrote,
If they enter adulthood blind to their unusual mental capabilities, they may go through
their lives fragmented, frustrated, unfulfilled, and alienated from their innermost
beings. What is different about the gifted individual is his or her mind. Not
understanding that mind makes it virtually impossible to honor the self. (p. 138)
Webb (2013) cautioned that gifted people cannot sustain only playing different roles
without a core self-concept, as Velma and Clark showed. At the time of the study, Velma
and Clark felt they had lost track of their inner selves while they were fulfilling the needs of
everyone around them. Webb might have predicted Velma’s realization that she was
performing as wife, mother, and teacher but had lost sight of how she understood herself.
She reestablished her sense of self by changing her circumstances so that she was no longer
bound by those roles. Similarly, Clark had learned to avoid trouble by attempting to be
whoever the person with whom he was interacting expected him to be. After years of
changing his self-presentation to accommodate others, he was often confused about whether
his thoughts and feelings were his own or what others expected him to think and feel. He
was in his 50s and only recently had begun to sort between the two.
Scholars in the self-concept field have warned that people who are misSeen and
notSeen may isolate themselves to a pathological degree (e.g., Deci & Ryan, 2000;
Greenberg, Pyszczynski, & Solomon, 1995), as Jay Scott arguably has. During his
childhood, he felt ostracized from his academic peers by his athletic abilities but also was
teased by neighborhood kids because he went to a private school. As a teenager, he was
bullied, sometimes physically, even as he endured harsh athletic training, in which his
coaches berated him rather than encouraging him. These experiences may have conditioned
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him to continual self-protection because his self-concept was threatened so often (Alicke &
Sedikides, 2009).
Jay Scott said that he was better than everyone at everything, including that he
parented better than his wife. This is an exaggerated example of the better-than-average
effect, which is the tendency to assume that one is better than most others (Sedikides &
Alicke, 2012). However, he also said his family could not go mini-golfing because he was
not perfect at it, allowing him to avoid a situation that threatened his self-view of superiority.
Jay Scott did not report unhappiness in his life at the time of the study, but he also denied
feeling emotion or connection anywhere in his life other than with his children.
If You Think About It
Participants' responses also suggested new ideas, even without strong findings to
support them directly. A few months after I finished coding the data, I reread the interviews
and questionnaires as a group, one after the other, without taking notes. This reread gave me
a broader perspective than I managed when I was immersed in the coding process. From this
broader, albeit less methodologically sound vantage, I had two new impressions that also
sparked ideas related to the self-concept and gifted literatures.
First, some participants distinguished between their “true” or authentic selves and
their public selves. This was not discrete enough from other findings to emerge in the codes.
However, the notion of a “true” self raised questions related to self-determination theory and
is relevant to Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration.
Second, the responses as a whole seemed to carry an undercurrent of dissatisfaction
that did not emerge during the coding. Admittedly, my characterization of the data’s tone
may be a less reliable finding than other findings that were formally coded; few participants
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reported directly that they were unhappy in their daily lives. However, self-presentation
research could explain a potential discrepancy between participants’ stated satisfaction and
their underlying discontent.
The following subsections explore these two ideas.
How’d they do that? Because being Seen was a rare event for participants, they
were left to feel notSeen and misSeen during most of their interactions with others. This
dearth of positive reflections should have made it difficult for participants to form authentic
selves, according to self-determination theory. Still, some participants talked about their
“true selves” as part of being Seen. They formed and protected authentic selves despite
societal rejection of those selves. These findings conflict with self-determination theory, but
Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration (TPD) might help explain how participants
maintained authentic selves in the face of disapproval.
According to self-determination theory, authentic selves form when people receive
positive reflections of behaviors that also meet three universal psychological needs:
autonomy, competence, and connection (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2012). Adults
approve certain behaviors in children, and the roles associated with those behaviors become
internalized. When they are about 5 years old, children begin to absorb society's values and
views this way (Harter, 2012), because they are rewarded when they meet others’
expectations. The positive reflections also affirm children’s experiences of autonomy,
competence, and connection, which then become associated with the internalized roles.
Authentic selves form at the integration of those roles and provide the intrinsic motivation
that drives people toward their goals. However, without positive reflections, identifications,
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and socializations, authentic selves and intrinsic motivation do not develop normally (Deci &
Ryan, 2000).
While most children adopt approved behaviors and roles, gifted children’s
asynchronous development and overexcitabilities may make them more resistant to accepting
others’ judgments of how they should be and what they should do. Gifted children are
known for their independent thinking, moral development, and emotional sensitivity,
capabilities that manifest earlier than in their age-peers due to asynchronous development
and overexcitabilities. These abilities create a different experience of the world for gifted
people, including affecting their psychological needs. Gifted people might still need to feel
autonomous, competent, and connected; indeed, they seem to need those things even more
than many others. However, they also need those needs met in different ways or with greater
intensity, just like their experiences are different and more intense. Gifted children might not
internalize accepted behaviors and roles if those behaviors and roles do not meet their
psychological needs.
According to self-determination theory, people need to internalize society’s
expectations through positive reflections to develop authentic selves; however, participants
seem to have developed authentic selves even though they did not receive many positive
reflections. Although not specifically coded, participants made comments about how they
could be their true selves when they felt Seen or how they could not be their authentic selves
most of the time. They also self-concealed to fit in, indicating that they had formed some
self that needed to be concealed because it did not match others’ expectations. But selfdetermination theorists would predict that their lack of being Seen would result in a lack of
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authentic or true self. Participant outcomes seem to defy the predictions that would be made
based on research of the general population.
Dabrowski’s developmental potential might explain how highly gifted people could
form and maintain authentic selves7 despite rarely being Seen. In Dabrowski’s theory of
positive disintegration, developmental potential is inherited and manifests primarily through
overexcitabilities (Mendaglio, 2008). People with strong developmental potential are
“innately resilient and largely impervious to their social environment” (Mendaglio, 2008, p.
25), which is needed to become self-determined and choose behaviors more aligned with
their ideal visions. At higher levels of development, people stop going along with the way
things are and start acting to create the better version that might be. Developmental potential
allows them to reject societal reflections and make conscious decisions to form their inner
selves.
Although people do not develop to higher Dabrowskian levels until adulthood, strong
developmental potential could influence self-concept formation in gifted children. The
overexcitabilities that indicate strong developmental potential manifest during childhood,
making some gifted children more curious, more sensitive, and more imaginative than other
children. With these and the advanced cognition of asynchronous development, gifted
children develop independent thought early, questioning almost everything and everyone.
They are less likely to accept adults’ judgements at face value, particularly those adults who
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For purposes of this section, “authentic self” is defined by self-determination theory and means the integration
of internalized roles that satisfy the universal psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and connectedness
(see above and Chapter 2). Dabrowski defined “authenticity” as being “consistent with one’s hierarchy of
values” (Mendaglio, 2008, p. 32), which is not inconsistent with the definition provided by self-determination
theory but is different enough to require this clarification.
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have not met the children’s own standards. Even as infants, highly gifted children respond
better when they are given reasons and explanations for parental directives (Ruf, 2005).
Thus, other children absorb the truth that adults and society reflect to them before they are
able to evaluate that truth for themselves while gifted children may form their own ideas and
be less amenable to the way the world wants them to be.
Authentic selves may form differently in gifted people than in other people but serve
the same purpose for both groups. In most people, authentic selves form based on integration
and internalization of acceptable roles and behaviors. In gifted people, authentic selves could
form based on advanced processing of their intense experiences. But for both, authentic
selves foster intrinsic motivation and value judgements as people grow. This would explain
how some participants formed and maintained true or authentic selves even though they were
continually misSeen and notSeen.
Researchers from the gifted and self-concept fields could help investigate this idea.
One step might be measuring participants’ overexcitabilities with the Overexcitability
Questionnaire II (OEQ-II), a validated, reliable, fixed-choice measure (Falk, Yakmaci-Guzel,
Chang, de Santayana Sanz, & Chavex-Eakle, 2008) while gathering qualitative data about
their experiences of being Seen in childhood. As with many developmental issues, this could
be more effective as part of a longitudinal study in self-concept development. Ruf’s (1998)
doctoral study collected similar information but did not specifically focus on self-concept;
still, her work could be a reference point. In addition, research on self-concept formation
would be helpful in designing studies of whether developmental potential affects self-concept
formation. As described in Chapter 2, however, self-concept researchers seem to have
abandoned the study of self-concept formation (Wiley, 2011).
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I can’t get no satisfaction. Many participants reported that they were satisfied with
their lives, but their responses seemed to contain an underlying sense of discontentment. The
overall tone of their answers suggested resignation more than happiness. Although their
dissatisfaction did not manifest strongly in the coding, rereading the questionnaires at a less
granular level made me reconsider whether participants were as satisfied as they said they
were. In addition, participants talked about how they were Seen infrequently, how they often
needed to work to fit in, and how they concealed themselves to avoid negative attention.
These things might not have been acutely problematic because participants had grown to
accept them as part of daily life. However, participants’ ongoing self-presentation challenges
could result in the low-level, continual discontentment underlying their responses.
I know I’m different, but wait, I’m different? Highly gifted people could be
expected to have problems with self-presentation because they experience the world
differently from most others. Successful self-presentation depends on being able to see the
world from another person’s point of view and adjust one’s behaviors accordingly to make
the best impression on the other. However, gifted people experience the world in a
qualitatively different way due to asynchronous development and intensities. These are
characteristics that color gifted people’s experiences at a fundamental level. Although gifted
people excel at seeing multiple perspectives, they might not be able to fathom how the world
seems to someone without intensities. They cannot divorce themselves from their
overexcitabilities, so they will not experience the world like most others, no matter how
much they understand their difference cognitively. Because their natural experience of the
world will always be different than others’, their strategies for fitting in will not become
natural behaviors, even with practice.
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Beyond their difficulty adjusting perspective, many gifted people do not know that
their perceptions differ from others’ so fundamentally (Lovecky, 1993). If they do not know
how different their experience may be, they cannot try to adjust for that difference as they try
to anticipate others’ expectations and present themselves acceptably. The combination of
asynchronous development and intensities, the very definition of giftedness, could create the
self-presentation problems participants seemed to face. Several of those self-presentation
challenges require self-regulation, which has been shown to drain energy, and are directly
related to typical experiences gifted people have when interacting with others.
Down, down, down the drain. Participants’ discontentment could be an emotional
manifestation of ego depletion. Ego depletion has recently become a controversial concept,
as described in Chapter 2; however, it has been challenged by only one study thus far. For
now, it may be helpful in helping to understand the underlying discontentment found in the
participants’ answers. The argument linking ego depletion to participant discontentedness
also may be more speculative than others in this chapter, drawing more on logic than directly
from the evidence contained in the study. However, it also makes intuitive and experiential
sense that tiredness could cause discontentedness.
Vohs, Baumeister, and Ciarocco (2005) found that difficult self-presentation caused
ego depletion, a state of low mental energy. They also found that depleted people were less
effective in self-presentation than before they were depleted. These dynamics could create a
vicious cycle for gifted people. As they self-conceal to avoid being misSeen, they deplete
themselves by self-presenting in ways that are not natural for them. However, in doing so,
their self-presentation becomes less effective, increasing the possibility that they will be
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misSeen. If they work harder at their self-presentation to overcome that, they deplete
themselves further.
Vohs, Baumeister, and Ciarocco (2005) also argued that self-presentation becomes
more arduous when interacting with a hostile or skeptical audience. For participants, hostile
or skeptical audiences seemed to be the norm as they were misSeen or notSeen far more
often than they were Seen. Because they felt misSeen or notSeen in most interactions, they
might suffer ego depletion more often than people who had fewer misSeen and notSeen
experiences.
Complicating things further, transference can trigger self-presentation patterns, some
of which may result in ego depletion (Andersen, Chen, & Miranda, 2002). Transference
happens when one meets a new person who reminds one of some other person in one’s life.
This triggers the same self-presentation with the new person as one had with the other
person. For most people, this transference effect might be beneficial because they might
have been Seen more often than notSeen or misSeen. Because most people’s interactions
with others seem to be positive, so meeting new people would be more likely to trigger
positive transference than negative transference. Again, participant responses suggest that
highly gifted people rarely experience being Seen but rather feel notSeen or misSeen in most
interactions. Because they have more memories of negative interactions, meeting new
people would be more likely to trigger negative transference, making them more likely to
assume that new people will be hostile or skeptical audiences. Such transference would
activate self-presentations that require more energy and result in more ego depletion. Thus,
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few Seen experiences could result in frequent negative transference, which would cause
frequent ego depletion in highly gifted people8.
In addition, the self-concealment strategies that participants described run contrary to
people’s natural tendency to self-enhance when interacting with new people. Tice, Butler,
Muraven, and Stillwell (1995) found that people present themselves to strangers in a way that
is mildly more positive than might be accurate. With friends, people self-present more
modestly. Tice et al. also found the reverse, that people experienced ego depletion when they
were required to present themselves modestly to strangers. Unfortunately, highly gifted
people often must present themselves modestly for successful interactions. Participants
avoided being misSeen by downplaying their abilities, part of their protective selfconcealment strategies. Steve’s experience of going underground might be considered
extreme modesty; he commented that he would purposely get lower grades on tests
occasionally to keep up his façade. Sometimes, gifted people are misSeen as arrogant when
they even acknowledge their abilities. The natural self-enhancement that Tice et al. describe
would only exacerbate an already-negative impression. Unlike most others, gifted people
continually must present themselves modestly to fit in, even though doing so drains their
energy.
The self-concealment strategies participants use to fit in also might block the benefits
of living authentically. Many researchers have found that acting authentically, with intrinsic
motivation or from the true self, has been associated with higher self-esteem and better
overall well-being (e.g., Harter, 2012; Ryan & Deci, 2000). However, participants’ authentic

8

This could be true for any individuals who have more negative than positive interactions in their pasts;
however, based on participants’ responses, highly gifted people as a group would seem to fall into this category.
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selves seem unacceptable to society, based on how rarely they felt Seen and how frequently
they felt misSeen. Certainly, being misSeen does not improve well-being. They learned
self-concealment as a strategy for fitting in but sacrificed some degree of authenticity to do
so. Thus, they may also have sacrificed some of their well-being, leading to the undercurrent
of discontent I detected in their responses. Some participants, however, seemed to have
carved out places where they could be authentic, where they could allow their intrinsic
motivation to drive them without fear of reprisal. They seemed to describe clear divisions
between their true selves and their public selves. Perhaps their self-esteem and well-being
were less affected, if at all, because their less authentic public behaviors facilitated their
private authentic behaviors. For example, when Mary acts spacey at work, she avoids more
work, which serves her intrinsic motivation by allowing her more time for her family. Still,
this kind of division could also drain energy and lead to discontentedness because ego
depletion increases as self-presentation becomes less authentic (Vohs et al., 2005).
If their interactions are continually draining their energy, participants may be unaware
of their own discontent. Many of them mentioned the energy they expended in their efforts
to fit in and the relief they felt when they were with people who Saw them. They rarely felt
Seen, so most of their interactions would present the self-presentation energy challenges
described above. The resulting ego depletion could manifest as discontent but go unnoticed
because the feeling had become normal for them. Further, participants might believe that the
way they feel is normal for everyone else, too. Gifted adults, including Teresa, Alex, and
Suziq338, often assume they are “just like everyone else” (Fiedler, 2015). Thus, participants
might assume that everyone feels similar discontentment and that their dissatisfaction is a
fact of life that they need to accept, just like everyone else.
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Ego depletion may also limit gifted individuals in more tangible ways that have
ramifications for society as a whole. Schmeichel, Vohs, and Baumeister (2003) found that
IQ scores related to controlled thinking or reasoning decreased with ego depletion. The
affected tasks involved transferring or connecting information, which would be needed in
ideation. Essentially, people might not problem-solve or innovate as well if they are ego
depleted. Gifted people might be more likely than many others to solve big problems in the
world but will be less likely to do so if they continually are ego depleted. The energy that
they expend to fit in limits their ability to solve the world’s problems. Ironically, societal
demands may prevent them from improving society.
Together, these dynamics seem to present a no-win situation for gifted people. On
one hand, they often are misSeen or notSeen in society. Being misSeen and notSeen are
painful experiences, so they self-conceal to avoid those experiences and fit in. On the other
hand, self-concealment may impede well-being because it seems to drain energy and lessen
authenticity. These negative side effects of self-concealment could be the source of
participants’ submerged discontentment. Neither being oneself in society nor behaving in
approved ways would be expected to lead to a happy ending for gifted people. However,
most participants seemed to focus consciously on the satisfying parts of their lives despite the
undercurrent of discontentment in their responses.9
The more you know. Despite the mixed satisfaction much of the group seemed to
experience, a few people seemed just plain good. Anne C and Ken did not seem discontent,
but they also did not perceive themselves as needing to make efforts to fit in. Ione and

9

These arguments assume that ego depletion exists and was at work in the participants’ lives. The conclusions
in this section should be reexamined when the controversy surrounding ego depletion resolves.
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Harry, both retired participants, had enjoyed their lives and were enjoying their retirement
without reservation. Both also had found or chosen professional and personal situations
where they were valued, experienced growth, and interacted authentically. Other participants
had tones of satisfaction in aspects of their lives. Like Harry, Steve worked at a high-level
technology company where he felt challenged intellectually. He also found important
friendships through work that had endured for over 15 years. Marian seemed to have
specifically chosen to associate personally with people who Saw her and formed a
satisfactory circle of friends and family with whom she could behave authentically.
Catherine and Mary each mentioned college or graduate school experiences where they
connected with people who understood them and where their self-concepts seemed to have
been reinforced.
Many of these and other satisfying experiences seem to happen in situations that
resemble educational magnet programs. Gore and Cross (2014) argue that self-concept
change depends on how much self-aspects are rewarded by the environment, by comparing
oneself with others and noting differences and similarities, and how frequently one is
exposed to stimuli activating a particular self-aspect. In their model, “through selfpresentation and reflected appraisals, the characteristics rewarded by the social environment
are noted, exemplified, and finally internalized into the self-concept” (p. 744). Certainly,
these conditions describe reports from magnet programs, specialized schools for gifted
children, and summer enrichment programs, environments where gifted children have greater
social success. In such magnet situations, gifted people fit in with less effort than is required
in more heterogeneous environments. Harry and Steve described similar work environments,
and Anne C and Marian live in particularly well-educated areas of the country.
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Gifted adults need to learn to create their own magnet situations, but this is easier said
than done. Mensa and other high IQ societies might be options, but they focus on
intelligence without understanding the full scope of giftedness. Highly gifted people do not
always have grades that reflect their abilities because they are more likely to exert effort in
areas they value than where their schools tell them they should care. Without high enough
grades, some will not have opportunities to attend colleges where they might fit in. Some
areas of the country may have more opportunity to discover other highly gifted people,
particularly metropolitan areas with more educated populations. These kinds of areas also
afford more opportunities to connect with others around a variety of interests. Velma, in a
small Midwestern town, described feeling isolated among a relatively homogeneous
population whereas Teresa met interesting people through her international work. She might
find more opportunities to be Seen in a different environment, but changing environments
could cause difficulty for her four children and their father. Steve even described having
conversations with another highly gifted friend who often feels isolated, thinking about
organizing getaways with stimulating conversation in relaxing environments.
Still, gifted people will not try to find others like them if they do not understand their
own differences. As Marian wrote, “sometimes the biggest hurdle to being accepted for
yourself is your own ability to understand who you are.” Self-awareness may be the only
tool available at the moment for helping gifted adults understand and improve their selfconcepts. Children in gifted programs should be educated to understand that their differences
affect who they are, not just what they can do. This could help them understand how to
connect with others in addition to demonstrating the importance of finding others who
understand them.
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Research needs to continue, or begin, perhaps, to find interventions that can help
beyond awareness. Self-concept change, in particular, needs to be further understood to help
those who have acute distress related to self-concept, even if they are the minority.
Speculation
A few findings do not tie directly to literature but should be examined, particularly in
future research. As described in the first section below, two participants did not resonate
with the being Seen concept, but the reason is unclear. The second section focuses on three
participants whose responses centered on being Seen at work, or workSeen. Based on their
descriptions, workSeen seemed related to but not exactly the same as being Seen personally.
The final section describes the differing opinions participants offered about whether they
avoided being Seen at work. Despite the low frequencies of these findings, they open
interesting lines of thought about being Seen that warrant further attention.
I don’t get it. Although 22 participants recognized the concept of being Seen during
our conversations, two participants did not. Neither Ken nor Anne C seemed to connect with
the experience, though both tried to do so. A few of their comments about work experiences
were in the ballpark but did not reflect the kind of understanding other participants’
responses did. The first research question of the study was “Does being Seen exist?”
Essentially, Ken and Anne C answered no while the rest of the participants answered yes.
This begged an investigation of what, if anything, Ken and Anne C had in common that was
different from other participants.
Most other participants felt some combination of not Seen, misSeen, not fitting in,
and misunderstood. Mary talked about a big, gaping hole she always felt in her childhood
and adolescence. Others described similar feelings of missing something, even if they did
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not know what that something was. However, when positive reflections filled that hole,
participants noticed the difference, even if it was only for a short time. The regular absence
of feeling Seen highlighted those rare experiences of feeling Seen. Participants also
described feeling different from others, usually due to characteristics and behaviors
stemming from their giftedness. This aligns with the literature that gifted kids become aware
of their difference early as they receive negative reflections from adults and other kids.
Ken and Anne C were the only two participants who never felt misunderstood and
who never felt different from others in any enduring way. They did not relate any childhood
experiences of feeling ostracized by peers or oppressed by adults. In their own adulthood,
they seemed to feel like they generally fit in society, though Ken admitted that he tunes out
when someone bores him. They both were identified as gifted, but that never set them apart
from their peers in their minds. Both also had magnet experiences with classmates who were
similarly gifted, though they were not unique in this respect. Ken and Anne C had nothing in
common other than never feeling like they did not fit, never seeing themselves as different
from most others, and attending magnet schools at some point during their education. They
did not intersect anywhere else within the study, including any demographic factors other
than race.
Perhaps Ken and Anne C did not recognize when they were being Seen because for
them being Seen was part of their everyday life. Their Seen experiences were not rare and so
went unnoticed, like other life constants. The other 22 participants noticed when they were
Seen because it was out of the ordinary for them. Ken and Anne C may have had so many
experiences of being Seen that they could not isolate a single experience or relationship like
the other participants could. Maybe being Seen becomes notable only in its absence.
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To investigate, studies similar to this one could be done with participants who are not
outliers, who have fit in for most of their lives. Ken and Anne C said they did not relate to
the website description. Perhaps people with similar reactions could be recruited. Can they
easily recognize experiences of being Seen? If so, do their experiences align with the 22
participants in this study? Or, like Ken and Anne C, are they at a loss to describe a particular
experience of being Seen?
Based on the findings in this study perhaps people who do not feel ostracized or
different also do not experience being Seen as memorable moments. If they are enough like
others, the reflections they receive will reinforce their self-concepts regularly rather than in
rare moments with particular people. This could be investigated further by researching
whether people within the norm resonate with being Seen and whether their experiences are
similar to Ken, Anne C, and others like them.
WorkSeen. Dustin, Harry, and Lars understood being Seen primarily in the work
context, suggesting a different version of the concept. These participants focused on work in
their responses, even though no specific questions were asked about being Seen at work.
Even more interesting, their responses had commonalities with each other and differences
from other participants. Their responses may suggest an alternative category of being Seen.
The easiest way to describe the difference between being Seen and workSeen, as I am
calling it, is that Seen is about being while workSeen is about doing. For most other
participants, being Seen related to feeling understood at a deeply personal level. For Dustin,
Harry, and Lars, being Seen related to their self-worth based on projects they had completed
or products they had created. WorkSeen seemed to be about professional capability, utility,
and achievement and lacked the emotional connection that seemed to accompany being Seen.
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Participants felt workSeen when they felt their capabilities were applied usefully,
when they were trusted with important projects, and when they succeeded in their work.
They felt notSeen when they were being underused or had failed somehow, and they talked
about feeling a drop in self-worth at these times. Dustin and Lars both experienced stretches
of time when they felt like they were not Seen at work. Dustin wrote about a systemic
problem of being notSeen in his company as people without advanced degrees were not
valued, regardless of their capabilities. He overcame this problem when people began to
notice his extraordinary achievements, but that change took 8 years on the job. Lars felt she
had not been workSeen in some time as she continually tried to effect change in the
underfunded, urban high school where she worked. Her ideas were often blocked by
immediate colleagues and off-site superiors, none of whom she felt Saw her.
Harry made a clear distinction between being Seen and workSeen in his first response
on the survey. He characterized being Seen as something internal and subjective whereas
workSeen was external and objective. He also commented that workSeen usually did not
include a sense of being deeply understood; however, he noted that both types of Seen
experiences were positive. Dustin made a distinction between being Seen in childhood and
adulthood. For him, being Seen in childhood was about having others recognize his potential
and encourage his development. In adulthood, however, being Seen was about what he could
do, what tangible value he added to his work or environment. His thoughts on the change
from potential in childhood to achievement in adulthood align with achievement-based
models of giftedness. Dustin also characterized workSeen as tainted by contractual realities,
whereas being Seen as a child was more relational.
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WorkSeen is different enough from being Seen that workSeen could become a
particular research focus underneath the umbrella of being Seen or, perhaps, even
independently. Table 4 shows the distinction more clearly. Other participants seemed to
separate their professional experiences from their personal experiences as well, though they
still focused on being understood in both. WorkSeen research could add to the self-concept
literature but also could be at home in management studies, leadership studies, organization
development, and other arenas. Researching being Seen and workSeen separately could
deepen understanding of both concepts.
Table 4
Differences between Seen and workSeen
Seen
Feel deeply understood
Being: who I am
Possibility
Relational

WorkSeen
Sense of self-worth
Doing: what I can add
Capability
Transactional

Harry pointed out that people themselves form an important connection or overlap of
the two: “my self-image is very much about being an engineer, a capable problem solver.
That is expressed more strongly at work than at home.” He seemed to have had a selfconcept as a problem solver as a teenager, before he began his work as an engineer. He
chose a career where success would reinforce an important aspect of his self-concept—a
good way to solve the problem of being Seen.
Hide or Seen at work? While Dustin, Lars, and Harry experienced being Seen at
work in different ways than personally, other participants commented about whether they felt
Seen at work at all. Nine people identified coworkers as people who Saw them while six
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people reported that they avoided the possibility of being Seen at work. Velma even reported
both, that she felt Seen by coworkers and that she avoided being Seen at work. Other than
Velma, the two groups were discrete.
Many things could explain the data. Some participants worked in places that were
almost like magnet programs for adults. Harry and Steve each worked for highly selective
engineering companies, and their coworkers were people to whom they could easily relate.
They seemed to enjoy their work, in part because their coworkers challenged them to learn,
just in the course of doing their jobs. Other participants worked in less stimulating or
welcoming environments. Mary mentioned that since her employers did not use her full
capabilities, she began to portray herself as less capable to avoid extra work. Velma stifled
her critical thinking and did not oppose conservative views in order to meet the community’s
expectation of a schoolteacher in a small Midwest town.
Future research might investigate these connections more closely, and the results
could help adults like these choose careers or environments where they would be more
comfortable exposing their natural selves at work in hopes of being Seen by coworkers.
Instead, a number of participants spent energy hiding their natural selves at work. If they
found more hospitable work environments, perhaps that energy could be put to better use
innovating in their fields.
What’s Missing (and Why It Matters)
Originally, I wanted to know about self-concept development of gifted adults and
how being Seen in adulthood might affect that development. I’d hoped the findings could be
used to help gifted adults heal childhood wounds, get rid of insecurities, and improve their
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psychological well-being. When I started working, though, there were too many limitations
to accomplish that objective.
I was surprised to find a lack of research about self-concept formation, development,
and long-term change in the general population. I had expected to use this literature as a
theoretical base and research highly gifted adults as a special population. The results of the
new work could be compared and contrasted with the research with the general population to
discover if and in what ways giftedness affected being Seen. However, as discussed in
Chapter 2, I did not find literature related to long-term self-concept change. Researchers
have focused on how stimuli affect self-concept immediately but not whether the effects
endure or, if they do, under what conditions. Without such research on the general
population, it would be difficult to research the same phenomenon in a specialized
population.
The concept of being Seen turned out to be problematic, too. I was inspired by my
own experiences of being Seen and how they helped my development. A few people I knew,
who are also highly gifted, related to my experience, as did others in therapy and coaching
settings. But when I tried to communicate it to participants, I was unsuccessful. In the pilot
study, participants received a written definition of being Seen and were asked to answer
questions about their, presumably similar, experiences. One of the participants was a woman
who I’d met while getting my hair cut, just before the pilot study started. She was the only
participant I spoke with in person, and her deeply thoughtful answers indicated that she
understood being Seen the same way I had experienced it. Because of this, I thought inperson interaction might be the missing link, which is why I modified my method for the full
study.
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I realized that others might have a different experience of the same phenomenon, so I
tried to open my questions to allow more breadth of experience. In doing so, I may have
sacrificed the depth of experience I originally envisioned. I also realized that my experience
might only be in common with a self-selected group of people who were close to me and
those who were already working in therapy. Perhaps others did not experience anything akin
to it; maybe being Seen did not really exist. However, the findings have enough in common
with my original idea that I think being Seen happens.
Perhaps people are Seen at different levels and researchers should differentiate among
those levels. Most participants’ experiences of being Seen did not match my own, but they
could all be described on a spectrum; participant well-being might be a helpful piece of
establishing such a spectrum. I did not try to find transformative experiences like mine
among my participants, but I had hoped they would arise, as one did with the pilot participant
from the hair salon.
The results center on the intrapersonal experience of being Seen, like most of the
gifted literature. They affirm that people need positive reflections, that negative reflections
can be harmful, and that gifted people receive positive reflections infrequently, perhaps more
infrequently than the general population. In the vocabulary of this study, being Seen is good,
being misSeen or notSeen is bad, and being Seen is rare. Understanding the intrapersonal
part of beingSeen could help counselors, teachers, and parents. Gifted adults might also be
helped if they had better understanding and conscious thought about the experience.
The results are not, however, operational. Being Seen, and self-concept in general,
has an interpersonal aspect that this study did not investigate as well as the intrapersonal
aspect. Questions remain about the setting, mechanics, and partners of being Seen,
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particularly in a transformational way. For example, I suspect that more people provided
positive reflections than those described by participants. What makes one person a Seer
versus another? Further, what makes someone a transformational Seer? The answers to
these and other questions could have important implications for highly gifted adults who
struggle with their self-concept. Most participants in this study had found niches where they
felt understood enough that they did not seem to wrestle with questions about their selfconcept. But a few participants seemed to have low psychological well-being connected to
their self-concepts. That is, the few who were having trouble were really having trouble.
Further research about the potentially transformative and interpersonal aspects of
being Seen could lead to techniques that would improve the lives of the gifted people who
struggle with their self-concepts. I had hoped this study would be able to do that. However,
future studies will be able to take next steps toward the information that can improve or
repair self-concepts in gifted adults.
Limitations and Delimitations
This study is limited by problems inherent to researching the highly gifted, by choices
I made when I designed the study, and by the nature of the study. Some of these limitations
could be addressed in future studies but others may be part of studying being Seen in the
highly gifted.
Limitations of the Highly Gifted Population
Some limitations are unavoidable when studying the highly gifted. Because highly
gifted people are only 0.1% of the population, the potential sample pool is small already.
People who are highly gifted have trouble finding others like them, and researchers face
similar problems. Some researchers find participants through programs for which gifted kids
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must qualify, such as public school gifted programs or summer institutes based on above-age
standardized testing (e.g., Little, Kearney, & Britner, 2010; McHugh, 2006). Gifted adults
can be even more difficult to locate, though some researchers have worked with Mensa
members (e.g., Dijkstra, Barelds, Ronner, & Nauta, 2016) or data from longitudinal studies
that identified participants when they were still in school (e.g., Perrone-McGovern, Boo, &
Vannatter, 2012). Those studies must accept the limitations of the groups from which they
recruit as people self-select into many such programs. However, finding a random sample
among the general population can be literally like finding a needle in a haystack.
Racial and class diversity often is not found in studies of the gifted and highly gifted.
Underidentification continues to be a problem as fewer African American and Latino
students are recommended for gifted programs than White and Asian American students
(Ford & Whiting, 2008). Testing and special programs often are expensive, creating a barrier
for lower-class students with fewer financial resources. Parents also must have an interest in
advocating for their gifted children and finding the necessary supports. Higher IQ ranges can
only be identified using particular IQ tests with specially trained testers, which further limits
access for disadvantaged gifted youth. Most participants in this study were tested as children
and knew their IQ scores or equivalent achievements. Gifted adults from lower-class
backgrounds may not have that information and so would not volunteer for studies like this
one. Underidentification is a systemic problem that often prevents sample diversity.
Though participants may not be demographically diverse, they can be diverse in other
ways that make it difficult to find consensus in studies such as this one. As giftedness
increases, manifestations of giftedness become more diverse (Silverman, 1993d). Highly
gifted people are different from the norm but also different from each other (Tolan, 1999).
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At higher levels of intelligence, asynchronous development and intensities combine in more
extreme and complex interrelations, coloring the perspectives of each highly gifted person
differently and in ways that have not yet been tracked. By the time they reach adulthood,
they can have had vastly different experiences, even of similar events. Two people with a
160 IQ tend to be more different from each other than two people with a 110 IQ. Level of
giftedness may not be enough to find common ground, particularly in qualitative studies such
as this one.
Delimitations
I made a number of choices about how I recruited participants and how I determined
whether they qualified for the study. My choices related to the issues discussed in the
previous section in the difficulties with recruitment and sampling in the highly gifted.
Although giftedness can manifest in many domains, I chose to use measures of
intellectual giftedness as qualification criteria. Test scores and academic achievements
facilitate identification of intellectual giftedness whereas other domains of giftedness are not
as easy to identify. In addition, I specifically wanted to work with highly gifted people
because they have more trouble finding connections and more feelings of being out of sync
than moderately gifted people (Clark, 2013; Hollingworth, 1942/1977; Silverman, 1993d).
Within the field, levels of intellectual giftedness have been determined and generally
accepted based on IQ scales and percentiles (Gross, 2004), though occasionally informed by
behavioral benchmarks or educational adjustments (Ruf, 2005). Other domains of
development do not have established thresholds for differentiating levels of giftedness.
During the qualification process, I bowed to logistical difficulties of finding qualified
participants. I made choices to be flexible evaluating qualification criteria because of the
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difficulty of identifying a sample from such a small population. Participants self-reported
their scores and other qualification material, and I did not require proof of their reports or
request them to participate in testing to validate their qualifications. In addition, participants
qualified based on various criteria, not just IQ score. Many people who are gifted do not
know their IQ or the percentiles from standardized tests but might remember their raw SAT
scores or know they skipped a grade. Potential participants often reported a variety of partial
scores or incomplete information. Because of this, I also used my own judgment, to some
extent, in deciding which participants qualified for the study. All of these choices resulted in
a lack of standardization.
Without more specific criteria, I also could not differentiate among levels of
giftedness beyond excluding people who were moderately gifted. I have described
participants throughout this study as highly gifted. Technically, this should mean that
participants all have IQs of 145-159 (Clark, 2013; Gross, 2004; Sheely & Silverman, 2007);
however, I did not differentiate above 145 IQ or 99th percentile scores. Some participants
could be exceptionally or profoundly gifted, and their experiences might differ further from
those of the highly gifted. Participant responses differed from each other already, though, so
the differences experienced at even higher levels of giftedness could be difficult to discern.
Many of the choices were made for expediency. For her dissertation study, Ruf
(1998) contacted approximately 700 potential participants over 1992 and 1993 and narrowed
her sample to 41 participants over multiple rounds of questionnaires and testing. This kind of
lengthy process was not feasible for this study, though future research might benefit from
more extensive recruitment.
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Methodological Considerations
The sample size of the study may be too small to generalize results across the highly
gifted population. The diversity within the sample could further limit how transferable
results may be. Here, conclusions have been drawn on low frequency codes because few
experiences were common to all or most participants. Findings depended more on whether
potential themes captured something important about being Seen and how participants relate
to being Seen, which is an acceptable practice in thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Larger sample size might create greater frequencies within the codes found here.
Qualitative analysis or low frequency codes do not preclude generalizability
(Silverman, 2006). More participants could produce even more differences in the answers
due to the inherent differences among the highly gifted. Case studies and even work that
could be categorized as anecdotal evidence perhaps are more practical and useful approaches
to studying such a small population than waiting for statistically significant, large-sample
research to bear fruit. Tolan (2013b) argued that collections of human stories may be the
only way to help people understand giftedness because of the paucity and diversity of the
gifted population, a stance that rings even more true for the highly gifted population. This
study sought to find commonality among participants, but adding in-depth case study work to
thematic analysis or similar methods might produce even more useful results.
What’s Next?
Implications for future research have been mentioned throughout the discussion. The
findings of this exploratory study have yielded some answers but more often have identified
new veins of research.
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More information about childhood and adolescent experiences could give insight into
adult attitudes about being Seen. In this study, I chose to focus on highly gifted adults, but
any attempt to make sense of adult self-concept should include background on how that selfconcept might have developed. Participants’ childhood experiences varied widely, from
traumatic to nondescript, and their adult attitudes about being Seen varied just as widely.
More extensive histories could explicate the link between childhood self-concept
development and adult self-concept. In particular, magnet programs and other educational
interventions could be evaluated on how helpful they are for self-concept development. With
this information, teachers might better understand the experiences of their highly gifted
charges and how to help self-concepts flourish through appropriate peer interaction.
Longitudinal studies also could track participant experiences and attitudes at different
times in their lives. Their in-the-moment descriptions of themselves and their experiences
could reveal different aspects than case histories. This might especially prove true for
understanding when and why participants do not fit in, the strategies they use at different life
stages to ameliorate their feelings of misfit, and the outcomes of those strategies in different
situations and at different ages. Longitudinal studies also could examine how the experience
of being Seen might differ across the life span, how important being Seen is at different
stages, and what conditions lead to these outcomes. Since highly gifted parents are likely to
have highly gifted children, tracking could begin even before children have officially been
identified as gifted, letting later evaluation determine whether those kids remain part of the
study. Starting observation earlier in life could shed light on how self-concept seems to
develop even before the kids can describe their experiences. Parents could use the results of
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such studies to help the next generation of highly gifted grow up with more of the support
they need and less of the trauma that can hold them back even years later.
Best practices for children would be helpful, but research could also investigate how
to repair self-concepts in adults. Development continues across the life span, so childhood
traumas do not mandate adult problems. Some of the participants had childhood experiences
of being Seen that were less than optimal but seemed to have resolved their issues by the
time they participated in this study. Perhaps understanding how people like Mary developed
positive, stable self-concepts could lead to interventions that would help people like
Christopher Richard do so as well.
It would be helpful to understand why some people might not recognize the concept
of being Seen. Ken and Anne C never felt a sense of misfit, which could be one reason,
though they both knew they were gifted from an early age. Part of the question might also be
what protected them from feeling out-of-sync like the other participants and gifted people
report. Perhaps one challenge of this work would be finding participants with an absence of
understanding a concept. Researchers could study whether moderately gifted adults
recognize the concept of being Seen and, if so, whether their experiences match those of
highly gifted adults. Moderately gifted adults could have experiences unique to their
population or might have more in common with the general population.
Research about the Seer side of interactions could expand understanding of being
Seen as a whole. Even though this study focused on the experience of being Seen, a few
participants talked about their experiences Seeing others. Harry and Jay Scott described
outcomes of the people they Saw but had made assumptions and draw their own conclusions
to do so. I wondered if Jay Scott’s players felt Seen or if it was only Jay Scott feeling like he
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was Seeing. Interviewing both sides of interactions would be helpful, either starting with
people who felt Seen and interviewing their Seers as well or starting with people who said
they Saw others and interviewing those others about their experiences. This kind of research
could also investigate Seeing as a conscious and an unconscious activity. Seers may not
always know they were Seers, may not be aware of the impact they have had on other
individuals, or Seers may intentionally be trying to See the other person, intentionally
reflecting understanding and acceptance.
The study raised questions about what qualities make a Seer. Most participants
named their spouses as Seers, but some did not. Velma left her husband, who did not See
her, in part to be with someone who did See her. It would be interesting to understand the
difference between relationships where people feel Seen and those where they do not. Along
the same lines, it could be helpful to understand what keeps someone from being a Seer.
Some participants specifically excluded particular members of their families when they were
asked who Saw them. Catherine reflected that her parents’ expectations for her interfered
with their ability to See her clearly. Future research could investigate why some close
relationships become Seen experiences while others do not.
New research topics could include offshoots of being Seen. Findings from Harry,
Lars, and Dustin suggested that being Seen at work was a different experience than being
Seen personally. Other participants reported going underground at work or not finding
workplaces where they felt their skills were used well. All of this opens another domain of
being Seen for research where Seer relationships and payoffs of being Seen, among other
things, could be different. MisSeen and notSeen were other concepts developed from
participant responses. Each of these two concepts could become a new line of research,
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including the difference between choosing notSeen by avoiding exposure and being notSeen
due to others’ inability to See.
The limitations of the study provide ideas for new research as well. Racial or cultural
differences might influence the answers to any of the other research proposed. Children from
lower income families might have experienced being Seen differently or found Seers in
places more privileged children did not. It might help to investigate how being Seen might
have affected successful gifted adults who have roots in more neglected sectors of the
population. Different kinds of giftedness, such as artistic or interpersonal giftedness, could
be included in future studies or studied separately and compared to studies like this one.
Researchers also could investigate how preferences for extraversion or introversion affect
experiences of fitting in.
Summary
This study was designed to explore the concept of being Seen. Being Seen was
provisionally defined as feeling deeply understood by another person or, alternatively, when
one receives a reflection from another that aligns with one’s self-concept. Being Seen had
not been identified in the literature and did not have guidelines beyond the tentative ideas on
which this study was based. Based on anecdotes and personal experience, I suspected highly
gifted people would recognize the idea of being Seen. The research questions asked whether
highly gifted people experience being Seen in their lives and, if so, what that experience is.
Twenty-four highly gifted adults were introduced to the idea of being Seen through
short conversations and then completed a written questionnaire. Participants wrote short
answers to 15 reflective questions posed on the questionnaire. After coding conversation
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transcripts and questionnaire responses, thematic analysis was used to find meaning in the
data.
According to the findings, being Seen is a positive experience of feeling understood.
Most participants recognized it but rarely experienced it. The findings also suggested two
new concepts, misSeen and notSeen, as many participants volunteered their experiences
receiving negative reflection or no reflection of any kind. Because they were misSeen and
notSeen so often, participants figured out ways to avoid notice or seem to fit in their
environments and society in general. Their strategies focused on self-concealment, such as
hiding their capabilities and emulating others’ behavior. All of these findings comport with
and reinforce other research about the social-emotional aspects of giftedness.
A less formal review of the data instigated questions about how self-concept theory
might intersect with giftedness. Some participants described concealing their true selves to
fit in or being their authentic selves in situations where they felt Seen. However, according
to self-determination theory, the infrequency of Seen experiences should have interfered with
formation of their authentic selves in childhood. Perhaps developmental potential, a concept
from Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration, can manifest in highly gifted children as
resistance to negative reflections and development of resilient self-concepts. In addition,
participants seemed somewhat dissatisfied based on the collective tone of their responses,
even though many of them stated that they were satisfied overall in their lives.
Self-presentation theory suggests that the self-concealment strategies participants use
to fit in could cause ego depletion, reducing the mental energy available for intellectual tasks
or further interactions. Perhaps participants believe they have inured themselves to rarely
being Seen but actually become discontented from the continual energy drain of everyday
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interaction. While these ideas about self-determination, self-presentation, and giftedness
may be conjecture at this point, deeper investigation could lead to help for gifted people who
have problems related to self-concept.
Other findings worth further exploration included how workplace dynamics affect
being Seen and why some people might not even recognize the concept. Despite the
infrequency of these ideas among participants, both suggested different sectors of Seen
research, greater breadth of study as opposed to the depth of study that might follow from
earlier findings.
Being Seen seems to be a significant and rare experience for highly gifted people.
The daily effort to fit in could prevent highly gifted adults from developing into their best
selves and rob society of their best efforts to make the world better. Some highly gifted
adults have become accustomed to these restrictions and accept them as facts of life.
However, further research could improve conditions for highly gifted adults, including those
who suffer more drastically from problems related to self-concept.
The Swan and Self-Concept
Like many highly gifted people, the ugly duckling was misSeen throughout his
childhood, receiving reflections of his wrongness until he despaired of ever finding a place in
the world. He had already become an adult when he was Seen for the first time, but that
experience transformed his despair to joy. Although most research focuses on gifted
children, highly gifted adults also benefit from being Seen. The concept should be
investigated to find how being Seen might be helpful in healing emotional wounds and in
creating spaces where highly gifted people’s natural ways of being are welcomed and
celebrated.
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In a perfect world, no one would ever feel like the ugly duckling, and everyone would
be welcomed and celebrated for their natural ways of being. Highly gifted people would feel
Seen throughout their childhoods and would enter adulthood with solid self-concepts. But
we live in an imperfect world. Highly gifted adults spend precious energy trying to look like
ducks instead of solving bigger problems. If research helped highly gifted adults feel Seen,
perhaps they could feel the joy of the swan and flourish for the benefit of society.
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APPENDIX A: QUALIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE
QUALIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Being Seen: Identity Development in Highly Gifted Adults
Name:
Birthdate:
1. In school, were you ever identified for a gifted or similar program?
a. If yes, how old were you when you entered the program?
b. Please describe the nature of the program.
2. Did you ever skip a grade or grades?
If yes, please describe:
3. In school, were you accelerated in any subjects?
If yes, please describe:
4. If you have taken any of the following standardized or IQ tests, please complete as much of the
information requested below as you can for that test. Space has been left at the bottom of the
table for you to add any tests not already listed. You may have taken the SAT or ACT before
high school and again for college admissions. Please use the extra rows at the bottom for your
second SAT-M, SAT-V, and ACT information or any other test information.

Test name

Score

Percentile

WAIS or WAIS-R
WISC or WISC-R
SAT-M
SAT-V
ACT
GRE
LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
Iowa Basic

5. Please include any assessment information not already requested above.

Test year

Age at
time of testing
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Childhood Characteristics
Please indicate which of these descriptors fit you in childhood as compared to other children.
reasoned well, good thinker
learned rapidly
extensive vocabulary
excellent memory
long attention span, if interested
sensitive, feelings easily hurt
showed compassion
perfectionistic
intense
morally sensitive
strong curiosity
highly creative
tended to question authority

had facility with numbers
good at jigsaw puzzles
perseverant in your interests
high degree of energy
preferred older companions or adults
wide range of interests
great sense of humor
early or avid reader
concerned with justice, fairness
judgment mature for age at times
keen observer
vivid imagination

Adult Characteristics
Please indicate which of these descriptors fit you as an adult. Many will be similar to the
characteristics listed above.
good problem-solver
understand new ideas quickly
extensive vocabulary
good long-term memory
can concentrate for long periods of time
highly sensitive
very compassionate
perfectionist
passionate, intense feelings
strong moral convictions
very curious
persevere with your interests
high degree of energy
feel out-of-sync with others
overwhelmed by many interests/abilities
have an extraordinary sense of humor
avid reader
take a stand against injustice
keen observer

vivid imagination
driven by creativity
question authority
have facility with numbers
enjoy puzzles
love ardent discussions
perceptive or insightful
have organized collections
need periods of contemplation
connect seemingly unrelated ideas
thrive on challenge
search for meaning in your life
fascinated with paradoxes
have extraordinary abilities and deficits
aware of things others are not
set high standards or goals for yourself
have unusual ideas or perceptions
are a complex person
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APPENDIX B: PROJECT WEBSITE PAGES
Search

BEING SEEN:
SELF-CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT IN
H I G H L Y G I F T E D A D U L T S ( / )
HOME (/)

A B O U T ( /A B O U T. H T M L )

FAQ ( / FAQ. H T M L )

QUESTIONNAIRES (/QUESTIONNAIRES.HTML)

M E E T T R AC Y ( / M E E T-T R AC Y. H T M L )

C O N TAC T ( / C O N TAC T. H T M L )

WELCOME!

We often are told to be individuals, to be who we are regardless of what others say or do. That is a noble idea, but
there is a limit to how far it goes in reality. Sociologists argue that our self-concepts also depend on the reﬂections
we receive from society in the form of our interactions with other people.
To become ourselves, we need others who we feel understand and reﬂect some truth about who we are. For this
study, I am calling this phenomenon being Seen.
Many of us felt Seen at some point while we were growing up, perhaps by a mentor or a favorite teacher. We
continue to develop throughout our lives, so we continue to need experiences of feeling deeply understood by
another. But being Seen in adulthood can be a rare experience for some.
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If you are looking at this page, someone suggested that you might meet the criteria for this doctoral research
study and that you might be interested in participating in this study. Please browse the site to learn more,
contact me (/contact.html) with any questions you have, and complete the qualiﬁcation questionnaire
(/questionnaires.html) if you decide to participate.
Thank you for your time and interest. Without volunteers like you, research like this would not be possible.
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Search

BEING SEEN:
SELF-CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT IN
H I G H L Y G I F T E D A D U L T S ( / )
HOME (/)

A B O U T ( /A B O U T. H T M L )

FAQ ( / FAQ. H T M L )

QUESTIONNAIRES (/QUESTIONNAIRES.HTML)

M E E T T R AC Y ( / M E E T-T R AC Y. H T M L )

C O N TAC T ( / C O N TAC T. H T M L )

About the Project
The Short Version:

The Long Versio n:

The purpose of this research is to explore gifted adults’

Gifted children face unique social and emotional
challenges due to their advanced cognition and
unusual intensity. These challenges can manifest as
developmental diﬃculties that may not be resolved
in childhood. Like anyone else, gifted adults may
look for resolution for the eﬀects of those
childhood developmental snags. However, little
research has been done about the unique social
and emotional challenges gifted adults may face,
leaving gifted adults, their families, and their
counselors bereft of guidance. Although one study
cannot hope to provide understanding of all of the
developmental problems gifted adults may face, this
study will contribute one piece to ﬁlling that need.

experiences of identity development. In particular, I am
interested in those moments of connection when another
person reﬂects to you a version of yourself that matches your
self-concept. These may be rare times that you feel deeply
understood by another. Learning more about these
experiences and their eﬀects will help guide gifted children
and other gifted adults in moving more smoothly through
their development.

I n interviews, gifted children have indicated that
they became aware of their diﬀerence early in life.
Like other children, they observe the reﬂections
they receive from those around them, which
contribute to their identity formation. Unlike other
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children, they begin noticing and internalizing this
information when they are younger than other
children. They become acutely aware that the way
they see themselves diﬀers from the way the rest of
the world sees them. The reﬂections they receive
often do not align with their own selfunderstanding, impairing their identity formation.
As children grow, they may become gifted adults
who struggle with conﬂict in their selfunderstanding.
Accurate reﬂections are hard to come by when one
diﬀers from the majority of the population, as is the
case for gifted people. Others more often receive
the accurate reﬂections they need in childhood and
adolescence. Gifted children, as outliers, may not
ﬁnd their accurate reﬂections at the appropriate
time of their development; however, gifted adults
may discover reﬂections that ﬁll the void left in
childhood.
 his study is an investigation of how gifted adults
T
experience resolution of childhood identity gaps.
Because of their diﬀerences, gifted children can
have a diﬃcult time ﬁnding reﬂections that align
with their self-concepts. Lack of accurate
reﬂections in childhood can impede identity
development, leading to potential challenges in
adulthood. In this study, you and the researcher
will explore the adult experience of ﬁnding true
reﬂections and how those experiences aﬀect
development in gifted adults.
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Search

BEING SEEN:
SELF-CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT IN
H I G H L Y G I F T E D A D U L T S ( / )
HOME (/)

A B O U T ( /A B O U T. H T M L )

FAQ ( / FAQ. H T M L )

QUESTIONNAIRES (/QUESTIONNAIRES.HTML)

M E E T T R AC Y ( / M E E T-T R AC Y. H T M L )

C O N TAC T ( / C O N TAC T. H T M L )

FAQ
(Except not really because no one has asked any questions yet. But here's what I think you'll ask.)

What is involved in the study?
If you qualify (/questionnaires.html) and agree to participate, you will be asked to participate in a conversation and complete a
questionnaire. First, you will have a 15-20 minute conversation with the researcher about the nature of being Seen and your
experiences with it. Conversations will be via Skype or FaceTime and will be digitally recorded. The researcher will transcribe the
recording.
Following the conversation, you will write short answers to open-ended questions about your experiences, thoughts, and
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reﬂections on being Seen. The questionnaire will also include basic factual questions (e.g., age, region where you live,
educational level, etc.).
There is a small chance that the researcher will request a follow up interview after reviewing the questionnaires. Interviews
would again be via Skype or FaceTime, be digitally recorded, and be transcribed.

How long will all of this take?
The initial conversation will be approximately 15-20 minutes. You will be asked to complete the questionnaire within one week
of your conversation with the researcher. You may spend as long as you like on the questionnaire, though I would estimate it will
take 30-45 minutes. Any follow up interview will last no longer than 60 minutes.

Who is the researcher?
I'm Tracy Winter, a doctoral student at Fielding Graduate University. Click here (/meet-tracy.html) to ﬁnd out more about me.

What are the beneﬁts of this study?
You may ﬁnd personal beneﬁt in the opportunity to reﬂect on your development from an angle you may not have explored before. If you
choose, you may receive a report of the study ﬁndings, which could provide additional insight for self-reﬂection. Your participation will
contribute to some of the ﬁrst research about the social and emotional lives of gifted adults.

What are the risks of the study?
The risks to you are considered minimal, but there is a small chance that you may experience some emotional discomfort during
or after your participation.

What about conﬁdentiality and protection?
Study-related records will be held in conﬁdence. Your consent to participate in this study includes consent for the research and
supervising faculty to see your data. The security of data transmitted over the Internet cannot be guaranteed; therefore, there is
a slight risk that the information you send to me will not be secure. The collection of such data is not expected to present any
greater risk than you would encounter in everyday life when sending and/or receiving information over the Internet.

Sounds great! How do I start?
For this study, participants need to ﬁt within a set of parameters. Click here (/questionnaires.html) to complete the qualiﬁcation
questionnaire.
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M E E T T R AC Y ( / M E E T-T R AC Y. H T M L )

C O N TAC T ( / C O N TAC T. H T M L )

QUESTIONNAIRES
Quick Links for
Qualiﬁcation Questionnaire
Online survey (http://questionpro.com/t/ALmkkZS8eL)
Word form
(/uploads/1/2/5/9/12597507/qualiﬁcationquestionnaire.docx)
PDF format (/uploads/1/2/5/9/12597507/qualquest.pdf)

For this study, participants need to ﬁt within a set of parameters. You will ﬁnd a questionnaire on this page to
determine whether your background aligns with the requirements of my study. If you are interested in
participating, please complete the questionnaire and return it to me. I will process the questionnaire and let you
know whether you meet the requirements for the study.
If you would prefer, you may download the Microsoft Word form version of the questionnaire and complete the
form on the computer. I have provided a pdf version for those who are more comfortable printing the document
and completing it by hand; however, I would prefer your using the online or Word avenues, if possible.
Click here (http://questionpro.com/t/ALmkkZS8eL) for

Click here

the online survey

(/uploads/1/2/5/9/12597507/qualiﬁcationquestionnaire.docx)

(A new window will open on qualtrics.com)

download the Word form
Click here
(/uploads/1/2/5/9/12597507/qualquest.pdf) to
download the PDF version

The questionnaire is also posted below for you to review, if you choose, before deciding whether you would like to complete it.
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H I G H L Y G I F T E D A D U L T S ( / )
HOME (/)

A B O U T ( /A B O U T. H T M L )

FAQ ( / FAQ. H T M L )

QUESTIONNAIRES (/QUESTIONNAIRES.HTML)

M E E T T R AC Y ( / M E E T-T R AC Y. H T M L )

C O N TAC T ( / C O N TAC T. H T M L )

Hello! I'm Tracy Winter, the researcher for this project. I'm
working on my dissertation to earn a Ph.D. in Human
Development from Fielding Graduate University.
My advisor once told me that I've been preparing my whole life to
do this research. As usual, she is probably right. I have watched
my family and friends beneﬁt from and be challenged by their
giftedness. I've experienced some of the same things. Now, I am
watching my nephew, Miles, grow up gifted and want to make
things better for him.
When I'm not researching and writing, I work with my partner,
Henry, who is a psychiatrist. In our practice, I coach and work with
clients using the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. Many of our gifted
clients have said they feel Seen for the ﬁrst time when they work
with us, which is both wonderful and sad.
Things that can always make me smile:
playing with our four chinchillas
smelling my mother's cooking
building Legos with Miles
guacamole and margaritas at Frontera Grill with Henry
a sunny spot and a good book
Anything else you'd like to know? Just ask!

Me with Miles, my best motivation
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Search

BEING SEEN:
SELF-CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT IN
H I G H L Y G I F T E D A D U L T S ( / )
HOME (/)

A B O U T ( /A B O U T. H T M L )

FAQ ( / FAQ. H T M L )

QUESTIONNAIRES (/QUESTIONNAIRES.HTML)

M E E T T R AC Y ( / M E E T-T R AC Y. H T M L )

C O N TAC T ( / C O N TAC T. H T M L )

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact
me. You are welcome to use the form below, email me
directly, or give me a call.
Tracy Winter
twinter@email.ﬁelding.edu
312-404-9631
866-266-9019 (fax)

Name *
First
Email *

Question *

SEND

Last
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APPENDIX C: INFORMED CONSENT
Fielding Graduate University
Informed Consent Form
Being Seen: Self-concept development in highly gifted adults
You have been asked to participate in a research study conducted by Tracy Winter, a doctoral
student in the School of Human and Organization Development at Fielding Graduate
University, Santa Barbara, CA. This study is supervised by Judith Stevens-Long, Ph.D. This
research involves the study of highly gifted adults with and is part of Tracy's Fielding
dissertation. You are being asked to participate in this study because you meet these
qualifications.
Before you agree to participate in this research study, it is important that you read and
understand the information provided in this informed consent form. If you have any
questions, please ask the researcher for clarification.
Why Is This Study Being Done?
Gifted children face unique social and emotional challenges due to their advanced cognition
and unusual intensity. These challenges can manifest as developmental difficulties that may
not be resolved in childhood. Like anyone else, gifted adults may look for resolution for the
effects of those childhood developmental snags. However, little research has been done
about the unique social and emotional challenges gifted adults may face, leaving gifted
adults, their families, and their counselors bereft of guidance. Although one study cannot
hope to provide understanding of all of the developmental problems gifted adults may face,
this study will contribute one piece to filling that need.
In interviews, gifted children have indicated that they became aware of their difference early
in life. Like other children, they observe the reflections they receive from those around them,
which contribute to their identity formation. Unlike other children, they begin noticing and
internalizing this information when they are younger than other children. They become
acutely aware that the way they see themselves differs from the way the rest of the world
sees them. The reflections they receive often do not align with their own self-understanding,
impairing their identity formation. As children grow, they may become gifted adults who
struggle with conflict in their self-understanding.
Accurate reflections are hard to come by when one differs from the majority of the
population, as is the case for gifted people. Others more often receive the accurate reflections
they need in childhood and adolescence. Gifted children, as outliers, may not find their
accurate reflections at the appropriate time of their development; however, gifted adults may
discover reflections that fill the void left in childhood.
This study is an investigation of how gifted adults experience resolution of childhood identity
gaps. Because of their differences, gifted children can have a difficult time finding
reflections that align with their self-concepts. Lack of accurate reflections in childhood can
impede identity development, leading to potential challenges in adulthood. In this study, you
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and the researcher will explore the adult experience of finding true reflections and how those
experiences affect development in gifted adults.
How Many People Will Take Part In The Study?
Approximately 20-30 people will take part in the study.
What Is Involved In The Study?
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to schedule a Skype or FaceTime
interview with me. This interview should last approximately 15-20 minutes. Each interview
will be digitally recorded, and I will transcribe the recording.
You then will be asked to complete a questionnaire. Participants will write short answers to a
few open-ended questions about your experience. The questionnaire will also include basic
factual questions (e.g.,, age, region where you live, educational level, etc).
There is a small chance that the researcher will request a follow up interview of no more than
60 minutes after reviewing the questionnaires. Interviews will take place in-person or via
Skype, depending your preference and agreeable logistics. Each interview will be digitally
recorded, and I will transcribe the recording. To schedule the interview, you will be
contacted via phone or email.
How Long Will I Be In The Study?
The study involves a short interview, completing a short answer questionnaire, and a possible
follow-up interview. The initial interview should be 15-20 minutes. You may spend as long
as you like on the questionnaire, though I would estimate it will take 30-45 minutes. Any
follow-up interview will last no longer than 60 minutes.
What Are The Risks Of The Study?
The risks to you are considered minimal, but there is a small chance that you may experience
some emotional discomfort during or after your participation. Should you experience such
discomfort, the researcher can help you find appropriate counseling services and/or
therapists.
What Are The Benefits To Taking Part In This Study?
By participating in this study, you may develop greater personal awareness of how you have
come to understand yourself in adulthood. Your participation will benefit gifted children and
other gifted adults who experience challenges in their identity development.
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What about Confidentiality and Protection?
Study-related records will be held in confidence. Your consent to participate in this study
includes consent for the researcher and supervising faculty to see your data. Your research
records may also be inspected by authorized representatives of the Fielding Graduate
University, including members of the Institutional Review Board or their designees. They
may inspect, and photocopy as needed, your records for study monitoring or auditing
purposes. In addition, parts of your record may be photocopied.
The information you provide will be kept strictly confidential. The informed consent forms
and other identifying information will be kept separate from the data. All materials will be
kept locked in the researcher’s home office. Any digital materials will be kept under
encryption and password protection on the researcher’s personal computer and an on-line
backup service. The recordings will be listened to only by the Researcher and possibly
supervising faculty. Any records that would identify you as a participant in this study, such
as informed consent forms, will be destroyed by shredding and digital erasing approximately
three years after the study is completed.
You will be asked to provide a different name for any quotes that might be included in the
final research report. Any future publication or presentation may use direct quotes under your
pseudonym.
The results of this research will be published in my dissertation, in a class paper, and possibly
published in subsequent journals, books or presentations
The security of data transmitted over the Internet cannot be guaranteed; therefore, there is a
slight risk that the information you send to me via email will not be secure. The collection of
such data is not expected to present any greater risk than you would encounter in everyday
life when sending and/or receiving information over the Internet. All responses will be
confidential as allowed by the communication or delivery method used.
Participation In Research Is Voluntary:
You are free to decline to participate or to withdraw from this study at any time, either during
or after your participation, without negative consequences. Should you withdraw, your data
will be eliminated from the study and will be destroyed.
The researcher is also free to terminate the study at any time.
Compensation:
No compensation will be provided for participation.
Study Results:
You may request a copy of the summary of the aggregate final results by indicating your
interest at the end of this form. Summaries of the study results will be sent electronically
unless otherwise requested.
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Additional Information:
If you have any questions about any aspect of this study or your involvement, please tell the
Researcher before signing this form. You may also contact the supervising faculty if you
have questions or concerns your participation in this study. The supervising faculty has
provided contact information at the bottom of this form.
You may also ask questions at any time during your participation in this study.
If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant, contact the
Fielding Graduate University IRB by email at irb@fielding.edu or by telephone at 805-8984033.
Two copies of this informed consent form have been provided. Please sign both, indicating
you have read, understood, and agree to participate in this research. Return one to the
researcher and keep the other for your files. The Institutional Review Board of Fielding
Graduate University retains the right to access to all signed informed consent forms and
study documents.
I have read the above informed consent document and have had the opportunity to ask
questions about this study. I have been told my rights as a research participant, and I
voluntarily consent to participate in this study. By signing this form, I agree to
participate in this research study. I shall receive a signed and dated copy of this
consent.
_____________________________________
NAME OF PARTICIPANT (please print)
________________________________
SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT
_____________________________________
DATE
Judith Stevens-Long, Ph.D., Dissertation Chair
Fielding Graduate University

Tracy Winter, Researcher
27 N. Wacker Dr., Ste. 302

2112 Santa Barbara Street

Chicago, IL 60606

Santa Barbara, CA 93105

312-404-9631

805-687-1099

twinter@email.fielding.edu

Summaries of the study results will be sent electronically unless otherwise requested.
Yes, please send a summary of the study results to:
_____________________________________
NAME (please print)
_____________________________________
Email
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APPENDIX D: RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE (PILOT STUDY)
INFORMATIONAL QUESTIONS
Being Seen: Identity Development in Highly Gifted Adults
Name:
Email address:
What is your birthdate?
With what gender do you identify?
Where do you live?
What is your marital status?
Single (never married)
Married
Domestic partnership
Widowed
Divorced
Separated
Don’t know
How many children do you have?
0
1
2
3
more than 3
With what ethnic or racial group do you identify?
What language was spoken in your family when you were a child?
What kind of work, if any, do you do?
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What is your education level?
Less than high school degree
High school degree or equivalent (e.g., GED)
Some college but no degree
Associate’s degree (e.g., AA, AS)
Bachelor’s degree (e.g., BA, AB, BS)
Master’s degree (e.g., MA, MS, MBA)
Professional degree (e.g., MD, DDS, JD)
Doctorate degree (e.g., PhD)
If you know it, what is your MBTI type?
ISTJ
ISFJ
ISTP
ISFP
ESTP
ESFP
ESTJ
ESFJ
Would you be open to a follow up interview?
Yes
No

INFJ
INTJ
INFP
INTP
ENFP
ENTP
ENFJ
ENTJ
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
Being Seen: Identity Development in Highly Gifted Adults
We often are told to be individuals, to be who we are regardless of what others say or do.
That is a noble idea, but there is a limit to how far it goes in reality. Sociologists argue that
our self-concepts also depend on the reflections we receive from society in the form of our
interactions with other people.
To become ourselves, we need others who we feel understand and reflect some truth about
who we are. For this study, I am calling this phenomenon being Seen.
Many of us felt Seen at some point while we were growing up, perhaps by a mentor or a
favorite teacher. We continue to develop throughout our lives, so we continue to need
experiences of feeling deeply understood by another. But being Seen in adulthood can be a
rare experience for some.
When, if ever, have you felt Seen in adulthood? Please keep that experience or experiences in
mind as you answer the following questions. If you need more space for your answers, please
feel free to use the back of this page or additional sheets.
Questions
Tell me about the experience you have in mind.

How old were you?
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85+
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Who was the Seer (the person with whom you felt deeply understood) and what significance
did this person hold in your life?

Please describe what you were thinking during the experience.

Upon reflection, what intellectual or cognitive changes have you noticed that you attribute to
this experience of being Seen?

Please describe what you were feeling during the experience.

Upon reflection, what emotional changes have you noticed that you attribute to this
experience of being Seen?

Please describe your behavior during the experience.

Upon reflection, what behavioral changes have you noticed that you attribute to this
experience of being Seen?

What made this experience significant to you?
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What have I not asked that you would like to tell me about this experience or the subject of
being Seen in general?

How do you feel about your life right now?
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APPENDIX E: INTERVIEW GUIDE
INTERVIEW GUIDE
Today, we’re going to talk about this concept that I call being Seen. In trying out different
methods for this study, I found that conversations communicated the concept better than
written description. It’s an abstract idea, and there is not any research on it yet, which is why
there is no formal definition. Part of the purpose of this study is to suggest a definition based
on your thoughts about it.
People advise you to be yourself, be an individual, and don’t worry about what anyone else
thinks about you. But how we believe others see us does matter because our self-concepts
are formed in part by the reflections we perceive from those around us. Those reflections can
be confusing or even destructive when they don’t align with our self-understanding, but they
also can strengthen our belief of who we are and occasionally open us to new facets of
ourselves.
Being Seen is the supportive kind of reflection on a deep level, an experience of you feeling
like someone else has really gotten you. That goes beyond just understanding what you’re
saying, though that’s part of it. It’s that moment of connection with someone who reflects
you to you in a way that hadn’t happened before or in a way that affirms who you are. You
may have a different metaphor or name for it, which is part of helping define it. Watching
for non-verbal signs of understanding, will guide which questions to ask next.
Check for understanding: Does this kind of experience sound familiar to you? Engage in
discussion to clarify concept with participant while remaining open to new pieces of concept
definition.
Some of us were lucky enough to experience these kinds of moments while we were growing
up. Parents, teachers, or mentors might have provided these kinds of reflections. I am
interested in experiences of being Seen in adulthood, which I am defining as at least 25 years
old.
Can you think of an example you’ve experienced in your adult life? Tell me a little about
that. Based on response, further clarify concept, if necessary, and prompt for full description
of experience (or both). Follow up questions:
• Who was the person who Saw you?
o What was your relationship?
o How was that person part of your life?
o What importance did that person hold in your life?
• How old were you at the time?
• What made this experience come to mind as an example?
• How did you feel or what did you think during the experience?
• How do you think that particular experience of being Seen has affected you since
then?
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Note: These questions may be modified depending on whether the person uses a
single moment as an example or a series of moments in a relationship or situation.
Now that we are both on the same page about what we’re talking about here, I’d like to ask
you to reflect on that experience a little more. I will email you a link to a questionnaire with
some basic demographic-type questions and a number of more reflective questions about
your thoughts, feelings, and experiences around this topic. As you answer, keep in mind the
conversation we have just had and the experience you used as an example. If possible, please
answer the questionnaire within the week so that this conversation remains fresh in your
mind.
Thank you for contributing to this research and for sharing your experience with me. If you
have any questions, you are welcome to contact me at any time.
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APPENDIX F: RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE (FULL STUDY)
INFORMATIONAL QUESTIONS
Being Seen: Self-Concept Development in Highly Gifted Adults
What is your name?

What is your email address?

What would you like your pseudonym to be?

What is your age?

With what gender do you identify?

In which state do you currently reside?

What is your marital status?
Single, never married
Living with partner
Married
Divorced
Widowed
How many children do you have?
0
1
2
3
4 or more
With what ethnic and/or racial group do you identify?
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What language was spoken in your family when you were a child?

What the highest level of education you have completed?
Less than high school degree
High school degree or equivalent
Some college but no degree
Associate’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Professional degree (e.g., JD, MD, MBA)
Doctorate degree
What kind of work, if any, do you do?
If you know it, what is your MBTI type?
ISTJ
ISTP
ESTP
ESTJ
ISFJ
ISFP
ESFP
ESFJ
INFJ
INFP
ENFP
ENFJ
INTJ
INTP
ENTP
ENTJ
I don’t know
Would you be open to a follow up interview?
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
Being Seen: Self-Concept Development in Highly Gifted Adults
We often are told to be individuals, to be who we are regardless of what others say or do.
That is a noble idea, but there is a limit to how far it goes in reality. Sociologists argue that
our self-concepts also depend on the reflections we receive from society in the form of our
interactions with other people.
To become ourselves, we need others who we feel understand and reflect some truth about
who we are. For this study, I am calling this phenomenon being Seen.
Many of us felt Seen at some point while we were growing up, perhaps by a mentor or a
favorite teacher. We continue to develop throughout our lives, so we continue to need
experiences of feeling deeply understood by another. But being Seen in adulthood can be a
rare experience for some.
When, if ever, have you felt Seen in adulthood? Please keep that experience or experiences in
mind as you answer the following questions.
Questions
1. How would you describe the experience of being Seen?

2. What would you call it (if not “Seen”)? Is there another metaphor that fits better for you?
(If so, please feel free substitute your own metaphor for “Seen” in the rest of the
questions.)

3. What does it feel like when you are Seen?

4. What does it feel like when you are not Seen?

5. Who Sees you?
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6. Where have you found people who See you?

7. How is being Seen in adulthood different from being Seen when you were growing up, if
at all?

8. Under what circumstances or situations do you feel more Seen or less Seen?

9. Under what circumstances do you avoid being Seen? How?

10. What differences do you notice in yourself when you feel Seen?

11. What core aspects of your self do you wish were more Seen?

12. How has being gifted affected being Seen, if at all?

13. What does it feel like to be in the world day-to-day, particularly your internal experience
as you interact with other people?
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14. How do you feel about your life right now?

15. What have I not asked you that you would like to tell me related to being Seen and/or
being gifted?

